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P
anasonic has started 

2014 off with a bang by 

unveiling several 

additions to its Lumix family of 

compact cameras. The Lumix 

TZ60 and TZ55 are two 

pocket-sized premium 

compacts with ultra-wideangle 

zoom lenses that bring a 

number of new features to the 

Lumix series.

The Lumix TZ60 is, Panasonic 

claims, the world’s slimmest 

premium digital compact 

camera, with an 18.1MP MOS 

sensor and Light Speed OIS. 

The TZ60 allows for 

consecutive shooting at up to 

10fps at full resolution, and up 

to 5fps with continuous AF.

The TZ60 comes equipped 

with a 24mm Leica DC 

Vario-Elmar lens with a 30x 

optical zoom. Panasonic’s 

Intelligent Resolution 

technology allows users to 

digitally extend this zoom ratio 

to the equivalent of 60x, with 

what Panasonic promises to 

be only a ‘minimum’ of 

deterioration in image quality. A 

control ring on the lens barrel 

allows for quick adjustment of 

exposure and zoom.

The TZ60 also features an 

electronic Live View Finder, 

which Panasonic says will allow 

for stable framing even when 

using the ultra-zoom lens to its 

full capacity. It boasts a 100% 

fi eld of view and 200k-dot 

equivalent resolution.

Panasonic has augmented its 

Power OIS with new Hybrid 

OIS+, a fi ve-axis form of 

correction designed specifi cally 

for video, which the TZ60 

shoots in Full HD. Level Shot 

Function detects the horizontal 

line of the image being 

recorded and keeps it level 

even when the camera is being 

tilted. In a fi rst for the Lumix 

series, the TZ60 can record 

images in Raw format. 

The Lumix TZ55 also boasts a 

fi rst for the Lumix series: a 

tiltable LCD screen. Able to fl ip 

H O T T E S T  G E A R  A N N O U N C E D  T H I S  M O N T H

L I V E V I E W

enables edge-to-edge 

sharpness while allowing for a 

smaller lens unit.

The Leica DG Nocticron’s 

Power OIS compensates for 

small and large movements 

even at wide apertures, allowing 

the lens to be used more 

effectively with slow shutter 

speeds and further enhancing 

its low light capabilities. A 

newly developed stepping 

motor allows for smooth, silent 

focusing when recording video.

Panasonic has adapted its 

Nano Surface Coating 

technology for the Nocticron 

42.5mm, minimising refl ections, 

ghosting and fl are. Its 

recommended price is £1,299.

system for low-light shooting at 

high ISOs. Both cameras also 

have integrated Wi-fi , Near 

Field Communication (NFC) 

and GPS, allowing for instant 

image sharing and remote 

shutter control with 

smartphones and other devices. 

There are also a number of 

Creative Control stylistic fi lter 

functions available to both 

cameras, and shooting modes 

such as Food Detection.

The TZ60 will be priced at 

£399 but the price of the TZ55 

is yet to be announced.

NEW LEICA LENS 

FOR LUMIX G

Panasonic has unveiled the new 

Leica DG Nocticron 42.5mm 

lens for Micro Four Thirds, with 

a fast maximum aperture of 

f/1.2 and a nine-blade rounded 

aperture.

Comprising 14 elements in 11 

groups, the new Leica DG 

Nocticron uses two aspherical 

lenses, one Extra-low Dispersion 

and one Ultra-High Refractive 

Index, the latter of which 

J O N  S T A P L E Y  O � N E W S  W R I T E R

PANASONIC UNVEILS 
LUMIX TZ60 AND TZ55
Latest Lumix models benefi t from a new electronic viewfi nder 

up to 180°, and coming with 

accompanying Self Shot and 

Soft Skin modes, the screen is 

quite overtly designed for the 

selfi e enthusiast.

The TZ55 has a 24mm Lumix 

DC Vario lens with a 20x optical 

zoom. Like the TZ60 the zoom 

is digitally extendable, to an 

equivalent of up to 40x with 

Intelligent Resolution and 

Intelligent Zoom. Panasonic’s 

Power OIS technology 

minimises blur caused by 

camera shake.

Like the TZ60, the TZ55 can 

shoot at a maximum speed of 

10fps in burst mode, and has a 

quick start-up time for 

capturing swift scenes. It comes 

equipped with an MOS sensor 

sporting 16.1MP of resolution 

and is capable of capturing full 

HD movies. A motion picture 

button on the top will instantly 

start the camera shooting 

video, for unexpected moments.

The TZ55 and the TZ60 both 

run on the Venus Engine image 

processor, featuring an 

advanced Noise Reduction 

The TZ60 
comes in both 

silver and 
black
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JOIN US ONLINE
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access our social media

Concerns about the original Galaxy 

camera’s battery life appear to have 

been resolved on the Galaxy Camera 2

S
amsung has broadened 

its range of NX-series 

Compact System 

Cameras by taking the wraps 

off its latest creation – the 

NX30. Successor to the NX20, 

the NX30 is claimed to improve 

upon the performance of its 

predecessor by partnering a 

next-generation DRIMeIV image 

processor and powerful DSP 

image engine alongside a 

20.3MP APS-C CMOS sensor 

that boasts an ISO range of 

100-25,600. As you’d expect of 

a professionally inspired system 

camera, the NX30 has a 

maximum permitted shutter 

speed of 1/8000sec and 

partners this with an impressive 

continuous shooting speed of 

up to 9fps. It’s the NX30’s 

viewfi nder however that makes 

it stand out from previous 

generations of NX-series 

cameras. The new tilting 

electronic viewfi nder is 

intended to make it easier 

than ever to discover new 

perspectives and shooting 

angles and features a 

2,359k-dot resolution with 

an 80° tilting 

mechanism. The tilting 

EVF is matched by a 

swivel and touch 3in 

AMOLED display 

that can move from 

side to side by up to 

180°, and upward and 

downward by up to 270°. 

In addition, the NX30 adopts 

NFC and Wi-fi  connectivity for 

wireless image and video fi le 

transfer, while for moviemakers, 

full HD video support (1920 x 

1080) in the MP4 format and a 

standard 3.5mm microphone 

input to record high-quality 

audio is welcomed. Though 

pricing and availability was still 

to be confi rmed, the NX30 will 

come bundled with a copy of 

Adobe Lightroom 5. 

M I K E  T O P H A M  O � R E V I E W S  E D I T O R

FIRST CSC OF 2014 ARRIVES
Samsung NX30 boasts double tilt display design

E
ighteen months after the 

launch of the fi rst Galaxy 

compact camera, 

Samsung has launched its 

successor – the Samsung 

Galaxy Camera 2. The latest 

model adopts the same 16MP 

BSI CMOS sensor as its 

predecessor, but sports an 

upgraded 1.6GHz Quad Core 

processor. The new processor is 

supported by 2.0GB of RAM, 

and Samsung says that the 

ultra-high speed of the Galaxy 

Camera 2 will allow users to 

quickly and easily access the 

wide range of features available 

on the camera’s Android 

operating system. Retaining the 

4.8in HD Super Clear Touch 

LCD screen of the Galaxy 

Camera, the new camera has a 

21x optical zoom. Samsung has 

carefully listened to previous 

concerns regarding battery life, 

upgrading the battery capacity 

from 1650mAh to 2000mAh. 

One other new addition is 

Smart Mode Selfi e Alarm, which 

takes fi ve consecutive shots 

and is designed to allow people 

to select their ‘best angle’ and 

immediately upload it to social 

networks via the camera’s NFC 

or Wi-fi  connectivity. Pricing 

was still to be confi rmed. 

M I K E  T O P H A M  O � R E V I E W S  E D I T O R

SAMSUNG GALAXY CAMERA 2
A minor upgrade sees processor and battery life improvements

SAMSUNG’S 
PREMIUM 
‘S’ LENS

Samsung has introduced its 

fi rst lens to its new ‘S’ Series 

premium lens range in the form 

of the 16-50mm f/2-2.8 S ED 

OIS. The ‘S’ identifi es the fact 

that the lens has a more robust 

construction than previous NX-

series optics and is splashproof 

and dustproof to deliver results 

in the harshest of conditions. 

The lens features an Ultra-

Precise stepping motor (UPSM) 

that’s intended to be up to 3x 

more precise in its ability to 

control and focus on subjects 

than a conventional stepping 

motor. In addition, the lens 

features an optical image 

stabiliser, three aspherical (ASP) 

lenses, two extra-low dispersion 

(ED) lenses and two Xtreme 

High Refractive (XHR) lenses. 

While the ASP lenses help to 

reduce and eliminate aspherical 

aberration, the ED elements 

are included to help reduce the 

effect of chromatic aberration 

and the XHR allows the lens 

to be made more compact and 

lightweight. The 16-50mm has 

a minimum focusing distance 

of 30cm, features a 72mm fi lter 

thread and weighs 622g.

Samsung unveils its fi rst 
premium lens with a 
weather-resistant designThe NX30’s new electronic viewfi nder 

boasts an 80° tilting mechanism

The tilting EVF is supported by a 

swivel and touch 3in AMOLED display
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O�18MP APS-C CMOS sensor
O�Hybrid CMOS AF II
O�8% smaller than EOS M
O�2.3x faster than its 

 predecessor
O�4.6fps burst shooting
O�Built-in Wi-fi
O�Shipping to Japan & China only

H I G H L I G H T SJ O N  S T A P L E Y  O � N E W S  W R I T E R

The successor to Canon’s EOS M has arrived, but not in the UK

CANON EOS M2 ARRIVES 
IN JAPAN AND CHINA

C
anon has quietly 

announced the EOS M2 

in China and Japan, and 

it seems that for the time being 

that is where it will stay, with no 

plans as of yet to launch it in 

the UK.

The Canon EOS M2 packs a 

number of new features into a 

body 8% smaller than its 

predecessor, now weighing just 

274g. This isn’t immediately 

obvious at fi rst glance, given 

that the camera looks 

essentially identical to its 

predecessor.

It seems that as well as 

reducing the size, Canon has 

also addressed many of the 

concerns we had with the 

original EOS M when we 

reviewed it back in 2012. 

Canon JP says that the AF on 

the EOS M2 is around 2.3x 

faster than that of its 

predecessor, which in our 

original review we criticised as a 

little sluggish.

This is thanks to the 

implementation of a similar 

Hybrid AF system to that which 

we fi rst saw on the 650D and 

more recently on the 700D, 

which uses a combination of 

phase-detect and contrast AF 

to create ‘Hybrid CMOS AF II’.

This works with the EOS M2’s 

APS-C-sized CMOS sensor, 

which boasts an 18MP 

resolution, the same as the 

Canon EOS M.

The EOS M2 now comes with 

built-in Wi-fi , another feature 

that the EOS M was lacking.

Through the built-in Wi-fi  it is 

possible to control the camera 

via smartphone with the 

dedicated EOS Remote app, 

available for iOS and Android.

The EOS M2 is capable of 

continuous shooting of about 

4.6 frames per second, and has 

a maximum ISO sensitivity of 

12,800 (expandable to 25,600).

Canon has stated that for 

now there are no plans to 

release the EOS M2 beyond 

Japan and China, but also said 

that the possibility of expanding 

the launch in the future has not 

been ruled out.

The Canon EOS M2 is priced 

at 64,800 yen (£383) body-

only, 84,800 yen (£501) with an 

18-55mm kit lens and a 90EX 

fl ash unit, 104,800 yen (£622) 

with the kit lens, the fl ash and a 

22mm with an EF lens adapter, 

and 134,800 yen (£799) for all 

of the above with an 11-22mm 

thrown in as well.

Canon said that the EOS M2 

will be available in Japan from 

mid-December. See www.

canon.co.uk for more details.

PANASONIC 
TO SLASH 
CAMERA 
RELEASES 
IN 2014

The Japanese business 

newspaper Nikkei reported this 

month that Panasonic will be 

reducing the number of compacts 

it releases in 2014, to instead 

focus on its Compact System 

Camera models.

Panasonic is expected to 

release just fi ve new compact 

cameras in 2014 – half of this 

year’s number. It will focus on 

more expensive models, costing 

in excess of 30,000 yen (£178).

Given that this is anticipated 

to be the second consecutive 

year in which Panasonic will lose 

money from its digital camera 

division, it is hardly surprising 

that the fi rm will reduce its 

camera output to concentrate 

further on products for business.

It’s a shame too, since despite 

the poor sales, Panasonic has 

had a number of success stories 

with the Lumix series this year 

in terms of quality cameras. We 

recently tested the Lumix GM1 

CSC and were hugely impressed 

by the number of features it 

packs into a body the size of a 

pack of cards.

Commenting on the news, 

Michael Topham, WDC’s Reviews 

Editor, says, ‘With so much 

investment in the Lumix brand 

and so many superb models in 

the Lumix line-up, it would be 

diffi cult for any manufacturer to 

sustain the pace of development 

like Panasonic has. It’s therefore 

no great surprise that rumours 

suggest we’re set to see roughly 

half the number of cameras 

launched next year as we’ve seen 

this year.’

J O N  S T A P L E Y 
O � N E W S  W R I T E R

Smaller 
and lighter 

than the 
current EOS M
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World’s fi rst weather-resistant bridge camera

DUSTPROOF BRIDGE

T
he FinePix S1 is the 

world’s fi rst weather-

resistant bridge camera, 

with approximately 70 areas 

sealed to protect the camera 

from dust and moisture, which 

Fujifi lm hopes will see 

photographers not miss that 

all-important shot.

There’s also a newly 

developed Fujinon 50x optical 

zoom lens with a 35mm focal 

length equivalent to 24-

1200mm. There’s a variable 

maximum aperture of f/2.8-5.6 

and a three-stop lens-shift 

image stabilisation system to 

reduce the risk of camera 

shake. There’s also a Super 

Macro mode which allows the 

S1 to focus as close as 1cm.

To avoid losing your subject 

when zoomed-in tightly, there’s 

a new zoom-out button to 

allow you to check framing 

quickly by widening the fi eld 

of view. For composition 

there’s a 0.2in 920k-dot EVF 

and a fl ip-out 3in 920k-dot 

vari-angle display.

The FinePix S1 also features a 

newly-developed noise 

reduction system which Fujifi lm 

claims will produce bright and 

clear shots in dark scenes at 

sensitivities up to ISO 12,800 

when combined with the 1/2.3in 

16.4MP sensor. AF speeds 

promise to be as quick as 

0.14sec, and the start-up time is 

said to be only 0.68sec. On sale 

from the end of January, the 

FinePix S1 will be priced £399.

FUJIFILM 
FUJINON 
XF56MM 
F/1.2R

Offering a focal length equivalent 

to 85mm on an X-series system 

camera, it’s an ideal choice for 

portraits, especially when you 

consider the incredibly fast 

maximum aperture of f/1.2 

available. As well as portrait 

photography, this will no doubt 

also appeal to wedding and 

social photographers looking 

for a moderate telephoto optic 

that’ll be suited to poorly lit 

shooting situations. 

As we’ve seen from other 

lenses in the Fujifi lm stable 

such as the lovely 14mm f/1.4 

and 23mm f/1.4, the 56mm 

f/1.2 features a durable, metal 

construction with aperture and 

focusing rings, while there’s 

an all-new optical design with 

11 elements in eight groups. 

This includes two extra low-

dispersion elements and one 

double-sided aspherical element, 

plus four elements with a convex 

surface facing the subject, 

aimed at reducing spherical and 

chromatic aberrations. As well 

as this, Fujifi lm also claims this 

will ensure the best possible 

image resolution, even at f/1.2.

The Fujinon XF56mm f/1.2R 

lens will set you back by £999 

and should be available to buy 

from February. 

Fujifi lm is also bulking 
up its growing lens 
line-up for its X-series 
range of CSCs with the 
introduction of the 
Fujinon XF56mm f/1.2 R 

P H I L  H A L L  O � D E P U T Y  E D I T O R

Latest generation all-weather compact camera
ALL-WEATHER XP70

T
he XP70 is Fujifi lm’s 

latest-generation 

all-weather compact. 

Waterproof to 10 metres, it can 

operate in temperatures as low 

as -10°C as well as being able to 

withstand a drop of 1.5m. It’s 

also dustproof to prevent dust 

and sand from encroaching on 

the optics and electronics.

There’s a 5x optical zoom 

lens with a 28mm wideangle 

setting, while the camera’s 

Optical Image Stabilisation 

function ensures that any 

effects from camera shake are 

minimised. 

The XP70 features 10 

Advanced Filter functions, while 

multi-frame processing is used 

to capture two or more shots 

for a High Dynamic Range 

(HDR) image that preserves 

detail in both shadows and 

highlights. Finally, the Motion 

Panorama 360° function offers 

the chance to capture superb 

panoramic shots at the touch of 

a button. Not only that, but 

there’s also wireless 

connectivity for instant image 

and movie sharing. 

As the XP70 is likely to be 

used in bright, sunny conditions ,

an anti-refl ective coating is 

applied to the rear LCD so it’s 

easy to compose images. The 

16.4MP sensor combined with a 

powerful processor sees the 

XP70 capable of capturing 

shots at 10fps, as well as 

shooting at 60fps at a reduced 

2MP resolution. 

Priced at £169, the XP70 will 

be available from February.
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STROBIES PRO 

FLASH ONE EIGHTY

A 1/180W/s bare bulb fl ash with quick 

recycle times

£349 www.interfi tphotographic.com

FUJIFILM 

FINEPIX S9400W

16.2MP bridge compact with a broad 50x optical zoom (24-1200mm) and 

Wi-fi  connectivity

£269 www.fujifi lm.eu/uk

FUJIFILM X100S

A black edition for Fujifi lm’s premium APS-C compact camera

£999 www.fujifi lm.eu/uk

OLLOCLIP 3-IN-1 

MACRO LENS CLIP

Three different macro lenses for iPhone 

or iPod touch

$69 www.olloclip.com

N E W  G E A R  C O M I N G  S O O N  T O  A  S T O R E  N E A R  Y O U

I N C O M I N G

SAMYANG 10MM F/2.8

Manual focus ultra-wideangle prime lens 

£429 www.samyang.co.uk
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This is a gorgeous portrait book 

focusing on form and shape. 

Argentum, meaning Silver, is 

what Argentini covered his 

dancer models in for the series 

of images. As such they appear 

to be living sculptures of 

goddesses from ancient times. 

The images are stunning, the 

dancers putting their bodies in 

dynamic positions, while the 

silver paint refl ecting off their 

shapes makes the human form 

look more abstract. Geometric 

shapes that the dancers interact 

with add to this sense of 

abstraction and allow the 

dancers to create even more 

interesting shapes to hold 

themselves in. Argentini is 

paying homage to women in 

this book, he says. However he 

has included some male 

dancers and despite recognising 

in his opening page that 

monotheistic religions have 

pretty much banned women 

fi gures during the past couple 

of thousand years, he has still 

decided to include quotes from 

some of these religions, making 

the message somewhat murky. 

However, the women are shown 

as extremely beautiful and 

powerful, and the images are 

clean and simple. This would 

make a luxury coffee table 

book. DH

F
ollowing last month’s 

review of The Good 

Planet Foundations book 

The Earth From Space, we’ve 

taken a look at another of their 

books, From Above and Below. 

Underwater photographer 

Skerry joins Bertrand to shed 

light on our planet’s oceans and 

marine life. This book takes a 

strong environmental position 

and has the facts and fi gures to 

back it up. There are also 

interviews with scientists, 

academics, politicians, activists 

and fi sherman, to try to take in 

the whole scope of the beauty 

of the ocean, and the problems 

we face in maintaining that 

beauty. Covering pollution, 

overfi shing, coastal cities and 

sustainable management, the 

images and text explain the 

sometimes complex ecosystems 

and environmental issues. The 

stark contrast between the 

gorgeous marine life, stunning 

aerial colours and shapes with 

that of the often dark activities 

of human interference is 

highlighted within the imagery. 

We know that global warming is 

having a huge effect on the 

oceans in various ways and with 

70% of the ocean’s waters 

outside of any jurisdiction and 

only 1.4% marine protected, we 

face huge challenges. This book 

is a great step forward in that it 

will educate readers through 

fantastic imagery, scientifi c 

facts and the philosophical and 

political issues. It’s well worth 

the price. DH

A  S E L E C T I O N  O F  T H E  B E S T  N E W  R E L E A S E S

ARGENTUM
Guido Argentini 

T E N E U S  £ 5 5 . 0 0

B O O K S
L I V E V I E W

THE BIG PICTURE; 
AMERICA IN PANORAMA
Josh Sapan

P R I N C E T O N 

A R C H I T E C T U R A L 

P R E S S  £ 1 8 . 9 9

The Big Picture includes 

panoramics and large format 

images from the late 1800’s up 

until WWII. Showcasing areas 

of American life that are not 

widely published elsewhere, and 

accompanied by very informative 

texts, the images are separated 

into subjects including work, 

war, leisure and community. 

There is great variety, from 

group photos of the suffragette 

movement, black soldiers from 

WWI and the KKK, to living 

insignias of the American army, 

the Miss America Pageant and 

circus sideshows. This book 

showcases the uniqueness of the 

panoramic photograph alongside 

American culture and is a 

captivating read. DH

THE COLOUR 
PHOTOGRAPHY 
FIELD GUIDE
Michael Freeman

I L E X  £ 8 . 9 9

This small guide is great for 

portability when out on a shoot 

and is a good reference for 

how to work with colour in 

different environments. There is 

some practical advice such as 

calibrating your equipment and 

useful case studies, and with the 

information broken up into small 

chunks, it’s very easy to read. 

There are a few niggles: the text 

is very small, colour is written 

as color (this is an English book), 

and the printed colours aren’t 

always quite accurate. However, 

this is a thorough theory guide 

to how and when to use colour in 

your images effectively. DH

FROM ABOVE AND BELOW
Yann Arthus-Bertrand and Brian Skerry

T H A M E S  &  H U D S O N  £ 3 9 . 9 5





GORNER 

GLACIER

ROBBIE SHONE

SPECIAL 

MENTION, BEST 

SINGLE IMAGE 

IN A PORTFOLIO, 

WILD STORIES

Two scientifi c 

explorers descend 

into the icy depths 

of what’s known 

as a moulin 

on the Gorner 

Glacier beneath 

the overlooking 

mountains of the 

Monte Rosa Massif 

in Switzerland.

Nikon D800 with 
14mm f/2.8 lens, 
20 seconds @ 
f/5.6, ISO 400

NIKON
D800

We showcase 

a pair of 

winning images 

from the Travel 

Photographer of the 

Year awards

An exhibition of all the winning 

images from the Travel Photographer 

of the Year competition, including 

these shots, is on display at London’s 

Royal Geographical Society from 11th 

July to 17th August this year.

For more information and to see more winning 

images, visit: www.tpoty.com

OPENING 

SHOTS 
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ALLAHABAD, 

INDIA

ROBERTO NISTRI

WINNER, BEST 

SINGLE IMAGE 

IN A PORTFOLIO, 

VANISHING 

& EMERGING 

CULTURES

As a mass Hindu 

pilgrimage of faith 

in which Hindus 

gather to bathe 

in a sacred river, 

Kumbh Mela is 

one of the world’s 

biggest religious 

gatherings.

Nikon D700 with 
70-200mm f/2.8 
lens, 1/500sec @ 
f/2.8, ISO 500

NIKON
D700

OPENING 
SHOTS 
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F
or those who grew up 

with, learnt on or just 

enjoyed using some of 

Nikon’s classic fi lm SLRs 

such as the F3 or the FM2, 

there has been a desire to see Nikon 

produce a digital equivalent since the 

arrival of the D1 almost 15 years ago. 

Perhaps it’s after witnessing the 

success and excitement that Fujifi lm 

and Olympus have generated, with 

their retro-inspired models such as 

the beautiful X100S and OM-D E-M5, 

that Nikon has been tempted to have 

a stab at a retro-tinged DSLR.

And so we have the Df, Nikon’s 

retro-styled full frame DSLR. Is it what 

Nikon afi cionados have been waiting 

for, or has Nikon left it too late?

FEATURES

Skipping past the design for a 

moment, let’s take a look at what’s 

under the skin of the Df. The good 

news is that Nikon’s gone with a full 

frame sensor, but perhaps not the 

one quite a few people would have 

opted for. Instead of using either the 

24.3MP chip from the D610 or the 

36.3MP sensor from the D800/E, 

Nikon’s opted for the 16.2MP from its 

fl agship D4 DSLR. Personally, I see 

this as a much more natural and 

logical fi t for the Df than the other 

two available sensors – while the 

extra resolution may be desired in 

some situations, the extra fl exibility 

and performance of the 16.2MP chip 

at higher ISOs is much more in tune 

with the more spontaneous situations 

the Df is designed for, rather than 

being plonked on a sturdy tripod for 

hours on end. That’s not forgetting 

that it’ll also be a bit more forgiving 

with older, pre-digital optics than the 

ultra-critical 36.3MP sensor would be.

While the sensor’s come from the 

D4 the AF unit’s been transferred 

from the D600/D610. The Multi-CAM 

4800FX module offers 39-point AF 

points, with the central nine points 

cross-type variants, and with the 

system capable of locking on to your 

subject in conditions as poor as -1EV. 

In addition the AF is hooked up to 

the Df’s Scene Recognition System to 

allow for sophisticated predictive AF 

tracking in continuous AF. 

The Df has not just been designed 

with AF lenses in mind, offering a few 

BIG 
TEST

NIKON
DF
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E S S E N T I A L S

DSLR 16.2MP
CMOS

SENSOR

£2749
50-

204,800
ISO

3.2in
SCREEN WITH 50MM 

LENS

Is the Df the Nikon that purists have been waiting for?
T E S T E D  B Y  O � P H I L  H A L L
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nice touches for those looking to use 

old and new manual focus lenses. 

The standout feature is perhaps the 

inclusion of a collapsible metering 

coupling lever that enables older 

non-AI Nikon lenses to be attached 

to the Df. So whereas on another 

Nikon DSLR a non-AI lens would tend 

to jam when mounting was 

attempted, the Df’s AI indexing tab 

can be folded out of the way, 

allowing you to attach one of these 

older optics. You’ll have to tell the Df 

you’re shooting with a non-AI lens via 

the menu and to meter you’ll have to 

use the command dial on the front to 

set the desired aperture before 

setting it physically on the lens as 

well. A little bit of a long-winded 

process maybe, but if you’ve got 

some old non-AI lenses then it’s a 

welcome addition and something not 

possible on any other Nikon DSLR.

The optical viewfinder has been 

lifted directly from the D800, so 

there’s a 100% field of view and a 

excellent magnification of 0.7x, while 

there’s a 3.2in 921k-dot LCD display 

at the rear. Interestingly, while live 

view is possible, the Df is the first 

Nikon DSLR since the D90 to go 

without video functionality. Whether 

you see this as a welcome omission 

or not will be down to your shooting 

preferences. 

While it’s not intended for action, 

the Df is still capable at shooting at a 

pretty fast 5.5fps, while the shutter 

has been tested for 150,000 cycles. 

It’s a little disappointing to see a 

maximum shutter speed of only 

1/4000sec and not 1/8000sec like 

the D800/E or D4, while a flash sync 

of 1/200sec is a little slower than the 

D800’s 1/250sec. 

Finally, the battery – the Df uses a 

relatively small EN-EL14a battery 

that’s also used by the D5300 and 

which Nikon reckons is good for 

approximately 1,400 shots.

While in some territories the Df will 

be available as a body-only option, 

the Df will only be available as a kit 

with a re-skinned AF-S 50mm f/1.8G 

lens in the UK, with a design more in 

keeping with Nikon’s manual focus 

The metering 

coped well with 

the tricky direct 

light of this 

scene, delivering 

a nicely 

balanced shot

The dynamic 

range from 

the Df offers a 

strong latitude, 

delivering plenty 

of detail across 

the file
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WHITE BALANCE 

AND COLOUR

The Df produces pleasing results, 
with nice and neutral looking 
images, while I found the AWB to 
perform very well too. 

EXPOSURE

The Df lacks the 91,000-pixel 3D 
Matrix III metering sensor enjoyed 
by both the D4 and D800, instead 
employing the same 2016-pixel 
RGB pixel sensor used by the D610. 
While it would have been nice to 
have seen the more sophisticated 

sensor in the Df, it still delivers 
pleasing exposures. As I’ve 
found with other Nikon DSLRs 
that use this sensor, there’ll be 
occasions where a little exposure 
compensation is necessary, with 
backlit scenes requiring around 
-0.3EV to -0.7EV to retain highlight 
detail and overall the Df’s metering 
is very strong.

RESOLUTION

With the propensity for cameras 
to feature higher and higher 
resolutions, a 16.2MP sensor may 

seem a little behind the times 
when it comes to resolving detail. 
While it can’t quite compete with 
24MP and 36MP sensors, it will still 
deliver pleasingly detailed images, 
with our test chart showing the 
sensor is capable of resolving down 
to 26 lpmm (lines per mm) at its 
native base ISO of 100.

IMAGE NOISE

Even at ISO 6400, fi les from both 
JPEG and Raw fi les exhibit well-
controlled noise levels – JPEG fi les 
show some luminance (grain-like) 

noise, but it’s not to the detriment 
of the image and detail is still 
very good despite some signs of 
in-camera noise processing. Raw 
fi les show some subtle signs of 
chroma (colour) noise also, but 
detail is just that bit better. Even at 
ISO 25,600, results are more than 
acceptable, and while there are 
more signs of image noise, it’s not 
unsightly and detail is still good. 
It’s only at 102,400 that it really 
becomes an issue, with chroma 
noise being quite pronounced and 
a slight shift in colour.

RESOLUTIONCOLOUR NOISE

26 26

2626

22 18

lens line-up. While I can see the 

appeal of this combination, I can’t 

help feeling that those interested in 

the Df will more than likely already 

have a 50mm in some form or other 

among their kit and as such it would 

be nice to see a body-only option 

also available in the future.

DESIGN

With the Df borrowing most of its 

internal technology from Nikon’s 

parts bin, the biggest talking point 

about the Df is unquestionably going 

to be the look and feel of the thing.

There’s no question that the Df has 

been inspired by Nikon SLRs of old, 

with the same angular pentaprism 

and leatherette-clad fi nish on either 

side of it that we’ve seen on the likes 

of the F3 and FM2/FE2. Other 

features and design touches that link 

back to the Df’s heritage include the 

slender grip of the F3, ridged dials, 

the high position of the shutter 

button as well as reverting back to 

Nikon’s older upright logo on the 

front of the pentaprism too.

The Df’s a nice-looking camera, but 

for me it doesn’t quite have the same 

instantaneous charm that Fujifi lm has 

managed to pull off with the X100S. 

I think this can be attributed to a 

couple of things, the fi rst being its 

comparatively chunky proportions. 

While I accept that Nikon has had to 

shoehorn in a host of modern DSLR 

technology inside the Df, it still feels 

just a bit too big, especially when you 

pop it alongside a classic Nikon that 

it’s designed in part to emulate, 

being both noticeably taller and 

fatter than an FE2, as well as being a 

bit lankier than an F3 as well. 

The other issue is the fi nish. With 

the same weather-sealing as a D800 

and a magnesium alloy chassis, 

there’s no question it’s a durable 

piece of kit that’s well made, but it 

just doesn’t translate somehow once 

in the hand. One of the boasts is that 

this is the lightest full frame DSLR 

from Nikon yet, but I think I and quite 

a few other photographers would 

have sacrifi ced this for something a 

little more dense in feel – it just feels 

too light for its proportions 

somewhat. This is underlined with 

the choice of lens on the front – while 

zooms like the 20-35mm f/2.8 that 

BIG TEST
NIKON DF

ISO 100

ISO 6400

ISO 400

ISO 1600

ISO 204800ISO 25600

ISO 800ISO 100

ISO 25600ISO 6400

ISO 25600

ISO 100

I M A G E  Q U A L I T Y
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Z O O M  I N

BODY-MOUNTED 

CONTROLS

The Df is littered 

with external 

controls offering 

access to a variety 

of key shooting 

controls

S P E C S

LCD DISPLAY

Compared to 

other high-end 

Nikon DSLRs, the 

Df has a relatively 

small LCD display 

with minimal 

shooting info

RUBBERISED GRIP

The texture and 

feel of the grip is 

different on the 

front of the Df 

from that of the 

rear, which is a bit 

more grippy

SENSOR 16.2MP full frame CMOS sensor

OUTPUT SIZE 4928 x 3280

FOCAL LENGTH MAGNIFICATION 1x

LENS MOUNT Nikon F

FILE FORMAT Raw, Tiff, JPEG, Raw + JPEG

COMPRESSION Fine, Normal, Basic

COLOUR SPACE RGB, sRGB

SHUTTER SPEEDS 30-1/4000sec, Bulb, Time

SHUTTER TYPE Electronically-controlled 

vertical-travel focal-plane shutter

MAX FLASH SYNC 1/200sec

IMAGE STABILISATION Lens-based

DUST REDUCTION Yes

ISO 100-12,800, extendable to ISO 50-204,800

EXPOSURE MODES 

Manual, Shutter priority, Aperture priority, Program

METERING SYSTEM 2016-pixel RGB sensor

EXPOSURE COMP +/- 3EV in 1/3 EV increments

WHITE BALANCE                             Auto with 9 presets

WHITE BALANCE BRACKET 

2-3 frames in steps of 1, 2, 3

COLOUR TEMP 2500-10,000K

DRIVE MODE 

Single, Continuous (5.5fps), Quiet mode, Timer

MOVIE MODE N/A

DISPLAY 3.2in, 921k-dot LCD display

VIEWFINDER TYPE Optical

FIELD OF VIEW 100%

DIOPTRE ADJUSTMENT -3 - +1 m-1

FOCUSING MODES Single, Continuous, Auto, MF

FOCUS POINTS 39 AF points

DOF PREVIEW Yes

PC SOCKET Yes

CABLE RELEASE Yes

BUILT IN FLASH No

MEMORY CARD SD, SDHC, SDXC

CONNECTIVITY  USB, mini-pin HDMI

POWER Li-ion EN-EL14a

WEIGHT 765g

DIMENSIONS 143.5 x 110 x 66.5mm
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BIG TEST
NIKON DF

I tried balanced OK, the Df is more 

at home with primes on the front. 

The slender and squat handgrip 

feels a little uncomfortable at fi rst, 

but over time shooting with the Df I 

found it quite comfortable, though 

the textured fi nish is curiously 

different from that employed on the 

rear for the thumb rest – it’s just 

speculation but the material used on 

the front is a little more aesthetically 

pleasing in appearance compared to 

the slightly more grippy, more 

modern fi nish at the rear and it was 

perhaps thought this was worth the 

compromise for a more traditional 

look from the front. 

The range of additional features 

and controls a modern DSLR brings 

has naturally resulted in extra buttons 

and switches required on the exterior 

of the body, but Nikon has been 

rather sensitive in their positioning. 

Those who have used a Nikon DSLR 

in the past should be at home with 

the layout, while the manual controls 

for ISO, exposure compensation, 

exposure mode (M, S, A, P) and 

shutter speed are obvious enough. 

While shutter speeds increase in 1EV 

increments, if a more precise 

exposure is required there’s a 

dedicated 1/3 Step setting where 

shutter speed can be entered via the 

rear control dial – just as you would 

any other modern-day Nikon DSLR. If 

you’re in aperture priority, you can 

set the aperture via your lens’s 

aperture ring or via the front 

command dial. Angled roughly 90° 

differently compared to other Nikon 

DSLRs, it’s at fi rst a little 

uncomfortable to adjust, but I found 

that after shooting with it like this it 

soon became second nature.

The Df is available in silver or black 

and I have to say that the matt black 

fi nish is the more successful. While 

there’ll be those who prefer the silver 

(including the editor), I feel that it 

somehow looks a little more painted 

on and dare I say it, plasticky.

PERFORMANCE

Controls can be quickly and easily 

referenced (as an aside I’d have to 

Side by side, 

JPEG fi les 

display a little 

more contrast 

and saturation. 

At higher 

sensitivities, 

Chroma (colour) 

noise is a little 

more pronounced 

on Raw fi les, 

though detail is 

slightly better. 

That said, 

JPEGs display 

restrained levels 

of in-camera noise 

control and are 

generally very 

good.

RAW V 
JPEG

JPEG

RAW

say this is another advantage of 

opting for the all-black model 

because the white markings are a 

little easier to read than black out of 

silver) at waist-level. 

Adjustments can be made 

relatively quickly from this position 

as well, even with the slightly fi ddly 

locking mechanisms for each dial. 

When the Df’s raised to your eye it’s 

only then that adjusting dials 

becomes a little more awkward, 

specifi cally the positioning of the 

exposure compensation dial. While it 

can still be set with limited hassle, it 

would have been preferential to have 

it positioned to the right of the 

viewfi nder perhaps, sitting where the 

small LCD resides and the exposure 

mode dial shuffl ing over to the 

left-hand side. This would make quick 

exposure adjustments a little easier 

and quicker personally, functioning in 

a similar way to the exposure 

compensation dials found on Fujifi lm’s 

X-series and Sony’s RX1 and Alpha 

7/7R. Despite these slight niggles 

there’s something very satisfying 

about manually adjusting settings and 

I have to say I enjoyed shooting with 

the Df for the most part. 

The 39-point AF system is the 

same as we’ve seen in both the D600 

and D610, so its performance threw 

up no nasty surprises. The Multi-CAM 

4800FX unit inside the Df is a solid 

and fast performer, delivering fast AF 

acquirement in both Single and 

Continuous AF, even in relatively 

poor light while the focus tracking is 

also very strong. If 39 AF points 

seems a little too much, this can be 

The high ISO 

performance 

of the Df is 

excellent, with 

this image at ISO 

2000 virtually 

noise-free

100%
Despite offering 

a relatively 

low 16.2MP 

resolution, the 

level of detail 

delivered is still 

very strong
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reduced to 11 points, making it 

quicker to jump round the AF 

coverage. I would say though that the 

39 AF points are grouped relatively 

tightly in the centre of the frame 

which may result in you having to 

focus and then recompose if your 

subject is off-centre. 

Thanks to the large and bright 

viewfi nder, manual focusing is 

relatively easy, while the rear display 

in live view allows you to quickly 

zoom in on the area you’re focusing 

on to assess sharpness, though 

there’s no focus-peaking.  

Shooting at 5.5fps, the Df is 

capable of shooting an impressive 

continuous burst of 30 Raw fi les with 

a SanDisk Class 10 card before the 

buffer slows down – double that of 

the D610, though it is having to 

handle the large fi les. If you’re 

intending to shoot JPEGs, the Df is 

also strong, rattling off 100 fi les 

before the buffer needed a breather. 

Q More image samples are at: 

www.whatdigitalcamera.com/df

V E R D I C T
There’s no getting away from the fact that the Df is 

a pricey piece of kit (especially here in the UK 

compared to other parts of the world). Bundled only 

with the retro-inspired 50mm lens it’ll set you back 

£2,749 – this is considerably cheaper than the D4 

from which it shares the same sensor, but quite a 

considerable investment over a D610 or D800, even 

if you factor in the same – allbeit not limited edition 

– 50mm lens. While a lovely camera in many ways, 

you’re paying a substantial premium for it.

Has it been worth the wait? It may seem I’ve been 

a little harsh on the Df in some areas – notably the 

build and certain aspects of the handling, but that’s 

because I had such high hopes for it and feel Nikon 

could have been a bit braver with its execution. I 

don’t think I’m alone in wishing it was smaller, while 

the fi nish needs to feel a bit more special than it 

does to refl ect the price.

Don’t get me wrong though, in many ways it’s a 

great camera to shoot with. If you shoot 

predominantly handheld shots, the images are 

superb, but it’s not quite the camera many Nikon 

shooters were perhaps hoping for. PH

CONS
O�It feels a little 

too big 

O It doesn’t feel 

quite as premium 

as it should for the 

price

O�Awkward position 

of the exposure 

compensation dial

18
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19
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F E AT U R E S

P E R F O R M A N C E

D E S I G N

I M A G E  Q U A L I T Y

VA L U E

88%

PROS
O�The same sensor 

that’s found in the 

D4 delivers superb 

results at higher 

sensitivities

O�Solid specifi cation 

even with the 

absence of video 

O�Legacy lens 

support for a wide 

range of older 

optics

WDC
TEST
SCORE

H O W  I T  C O M P A R E S

Sharing an almost identical resolution, 
we’ve been very impressed with the X-Trans 
technology used by the X-Pro1, but the 
restricted ISO sees the Df win it here. 
WINNER NIKON DF

SONY ALPHA A7 NIKON D4 FUJI X-PRO1

Just as the D3 and D700 shared the same 
sensor, so it’s a similar story with the D4 and 
the Df. Both feature an excellent 16.2MP full 
frame sensor.
WINNER

Tipping the scales at 1,340g, the D4 is a 
beast of a camera. There’s no question the 
build is excellent, but whether you’ll want to 
lug that around all day is a different story.
WINNER NIKON DF

Much smaller than the Df, the X-Pro1 weighs 
only 400g, but we have to say that the fi nish 
and feel is excellent. A quality piece of 
engineering.
WINNER FUJIFILM X-Pro1

While the Df is the lightest full frame Nikon 
DSLR we’ve seen, it’s still quite a bit heavier 
than the A7’s curb weight of just 474g, 
making it the lightest full frame camera yet.
WINNER SONY A7

The D4 is a real speed monster, capable 
of shooting at up to 10fps with full AF and 
exposure control. An incredible performance 
that’s hard to match.
WINNER NIKON D4

The X-Pro1 is capable of shooting at up to 
6fps, so just a little quicker than the Df, but 
it can’t sustain this rate for as long, with the 
buffer needing time to clear after fewer shots. 
WINNER 

With AF active between shots the A7 is only 
capable of shooting at a lowly 2.5fps and 
can’t match the 5.5fps performance offered 
by the Df.
WINNER NIKON DF

The D4 sports Nikon’s most advanced 
51-point AF system and is an impressive 
performer and has the edge over the 
39-point system in the Df.
WINNER NIKON D4

Thanks to a few fi rmware updates, the 
X-Pro1’s AF performs very well, but can’t 
quite match the Df’s acquirement speed or 
AF tracking capabilities.
WINNER NIKON DF

The A7 uses a combination of contrast-detect 
and phase-detect AF points and while good, 
doesn’t offer the sophistication and speed 
found on the Df.
WINNER NIKON DF

With a 24.3MP full frame sensor, the A7 
offers a versatile resolution and plenty of 
detail that edges the Df, though it can’t 
quite compete when it comes to ISO range. 
WINNER 

The Df is a hard camera to categorise, but it’s interesting to note that more affordable options are just as capable in some areas. 

Compared to the D4, you can see where that extra money goes, with gains in most areas of performance, and looking deeper, the 

specifi cation too. Designed for a different job, they’re quite different cameras though, but if you’ve lusted after the performance of 

the D4’s sensor, you can now enjoy it in a more affordable and compact body. 
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TURBO
CHARGE YOUR 
WORKFLOW

Essential ways to become a faster, safer 

and smarter photographer
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to be prepared if you’d like to 

continue shooting, and this is where 

a spare battery comes into play. The 

advantage of having a spare means 

you’ll never have to curtail your 

shooting, and while you continue to 

shoot you may fi nd an opportunity to 

charge the exhausted one back up 

again. Manufacturers’ own-brand 

batteries can be expensive, so we’d 

suggest you consider third-party 

alternatives such as those produced 

by Hahnel.  

4 SENSOR CLEAN

If you own an interchangeable lens 

camera it’s inevitable you’ll get dirt or 

dust on your sensor at some point. 

Though there are measures you can 

take to avoid this happening, such as 

changing lenses inside a plastic bag 

outdoors, it’s important to know how 

to clean the sensor yourself if you’d 

like to prevent many hours 

retouching the dust spots off your 

images in your software. Sending the 

camera away to be cleaned is one 

option but can also be expensive. A 

more cost-effective way is to tackle it 

yourself using the right equipment. A 

compressed air vacuum is great for 

lifting dust from the surface of the 

sensor, while a sensor swab (available 

for full frame and APS-C sized 

sensors) can be used to remove the 

more stubborn dirt afterwards. 

5 LENS PROTECTION

A good way to protect your valuable 

lenses from potential damage is to fi t 

protective fi lters to the front. A UV 

Everyone has their own way of working, but there are always some ways which 

are better, safer and faster than others. If you’d like to minimise risk of damage 

and expensive repair bills, or fancy working in a more methodological manner, 

cast your eye over our tips to help improve the way you shoot out in the fi eld.  

Apps have become 

synonymous with 

smartphones and 

tablets, with a 

huge selection 

to choose from 

whether you’re 

running an iOS or 

Android device. 

Photography apps, 

many of which 

are free, can be 

downloaded to add 

effects, enhance 

colour and 

manipulate the 

images you take 

on your mobile 

devices. Some of 

the most popular 

include Instagram, 

Camera+ and PS 

Touch, however 

there are other 

less well known 

apps such as 

VSCOcam that can 

be used to apply 

beautiful fi lm 

emulsions to your 

images before 

they’re exported 

via social media.

Manufacturer 

branded apps are 

becoming ever 

more widespread 

too and these 

are designed to 

tie-in with Wi-fi  

connectivity built 

into the camera to 

provide a wireless 

way of triggering 

the shutter, 

controlling the 

camera settings 

and transferring 

images straight to 

the smart device. 

While some of 

these apps are 

rather basic at 

present, we’re 

expecting them to 

get more advanced 

as they evolve. 

PHOTO
APPSENHANCE THE 

WAY YOU SHOOT 
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TURBO CHARGE YOUR WORKFLOW

1 FORMAT 

BEFORE USE

Loading a card into your camera 

only to fi nd it’s already full with 

images you haven’t downloaded 

can be extremely frustrating. To 

avoid having to delete images 

one-by-one to create space for new 

images, you’ll want to get into the 

habit of downloading your images 

and backing them up at your fi rst 

opportunity so you can them format 

the card in the camera and start 

afresh each time you head out. By 

getting into this routine 

you’ll always have plenty 

of storage space, but 

we’d recommend you 

buy a spare and have it 

with you should the other 

card fi ll up quickly or get 

damaged.

2 USE AN 

IPHONE

The iPhone has almost 

become the Swiss 

army knife of the 21st century, with 

hundreds of photo-related apps 

available to process, edit and 

enhance the images you take. The 

ability to take photos, make phone 

calls and email from a smartphone is 

so convenient, a lot of us take it for 

granted. A really useful purpose of 

an iPhone is to use it as a means of 

remembering great photo locations, 

so next time you come across a great 

location but don’t have your camera 

to hand, drop a pin on the map, label 

it and you’ll know exactly where to 

go next time you’re looking for 

inspiration. 

3 PACK SPARES

It’s a given that when you’re 

out shooting over long 

periods your camera’s 

battery life is going 

to run down. 

When it 

depletes 

completely 

you need 

3   

1   

2   

SHOOTING



fi lter is designed to block out 

ultraviolet rays passing through the 

lens to the sensor, which can 

potentially result in a bluish UV glare. 

The real advantage of fi tting a UV 

fi lter is to protect the front elements 

of the lens, which if it were knocked 

could result in an extremely 

expensive repair. The way to look at it 

is that it’s far cheaper to replace a UV 

fi lter than a lens if damage occurs. 

While there are budget UV fi lters 

available, we’d always recommend 

paying the extra if you own premium 
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quality lenses, such as fi lters by Hoya, 

Tiffen and B+W. 

6 RATE IMAGES

To speed up your workfl ow you’ll 

want to take advantage of all your 

camera’s settings – some of which 

aren’t always obvious and are hidden 

in the main menu. Many DSLRs 

and system cameras give you the 

option to rate your images, which is 

usually achieved through the menu 

or via a dedicated rating button. The 

advantage of rating your best shots 

and your worst makes it easier to 

pick out those you’d like to keep and 

those you’d like to delete – freeing 

up space that might have otherwise 

been taken up by images you’d 

initially rejected. The rating you 

choose is usually applied to the fi le’s 

EXIF data too. Another setting you’ll 

want to use on your camera is the 

Protect function. On most cameras 

this is within the playback menu and 

is used to safeguard pictures from 

accidental erasure by assigning them 

with a protected status. 

I N S U R A N C E
When was the last time you 

stopped to consider how much 

your photography equipment is 

worth? If you’ve built up a 

collection of camera equipment 

over the years the likelihood is it’s 

worth several hundreds of pounds 

and if it were to suddenly get 

stolen or get damaged you’d kick 

yourself for not having insurance 

or taking out the incorrect policy. 

In regard to having your kit stolen 

from your house, you’ll want to  

check whether your photographic 

equipment is already covered by 

your home contents policy. Some 

policies require you to name 

individual items if they’re over a 

certain price (such as expensive 

lenses) and you must remember 

to keep the policy up-to-date with 

all the new purchases you make. 

If you want to take out a camera-

specifi c insurance policy you’ll 

generally fi nd that brokers offer 

two types of policy: a standard 

level of cover for enthusiasts who 

have built up a valuable collection 

of cameras and equipment but 

shoot for fun, and one that’s 

primarily designed for the working 

pro who use their equipment to 

make money with. Ultimately both 

will insure your equipment against 

theft or damage, although, as you 

might expect, the insured value 

will generally be higher for those 

taking out professional-grade 

insurance policies that cover you 

against costs arising out of any 

legal disputes between you and a 

client  – for example, the loss or 

destruction of a memory card 

containing all the images you take.  

4   

5   6  
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TURBO CHARGE YOUR WORKFLOW

REFINE 1 MORE RAM

If you’re running with less than 4GB 

of RAM in your computer, upgrading 

your PC or Mac’s memory should be 

one of your top priorities for optimal 

performance – ideally you’d look to 

have at least 8GB installed in your 

machine. It doesn’t cost the earth 

either, with a block of 4GB memory 

setting you back as little as £30, 

though you’ll need to check which 

connection your PC or Mac requires.

2 UPGRADE YOUR 

HARD DRIVE TO SSD

As well as boosting your computer’s 

RAM, if you want to give your 

computer a real new lease of life, why 

not replace your aging hard drive 

with a state-of-the-art Solid State 

Drive (SSD)? While hard drives are 

mechanical pieces of kit with a 

spinning plate that stores your data, 

SSD’s contain no moving parts 

whatsoever. So not only do they 

consume less power (improving 

battery life if you’ve got a laptop), 

they’re quieter and less susceptible 

to shocks and vibrations that can 

normally result in a damaged drive 

and lost data. But there are other 

benefi ts too – SSD drives are 

signifi cantly faster than hard drives, 

so many day-to-day tasks such as 

booting up, opening applications and 

photos, as well as performing 

processing operations can be carried 

out a lot quicker. They’ve also come 

down in price considerably in the 

past few years, with a 250GB 

Samsung drive as little as £135. 

3 USE THE FASTEST 

CONNECTIONS

Make sure you’re using the fastest 

connections you can. Newer 

computers support USB 3.0, which 

can transmit data at up to 10 times 

faster than USB 2.0, while the fastest 

interface of all is called Thunderbolt 

and is twice as fast as USB 3.0. If you 

don’t happen to own a USB 3.0 

enabled machine, USB 3.0 devices 

such as hard drives and card readers 

are made so that they’re USB 2.0 

backward compatible. 

4 DELETE OLD FILES

If you don’t fancy upgrading your 

hard drive, a simple and quick fi x to 

improve the performance of your 

current drive is to have a good spring 

clean – if your hard drive is clogged 

up with fi les and applications, your 

computer will slow down until 

eventually even the simplest of tasks 

becomes a slow and painful process. 

Freeing-up space by deleting old and 

unwanted fi les can make a massive 

difference to your hard drive’s 

performance so try to get into the 

habit of doing this every so often. 

5 BACK-UP IMAGES

If your hard drive fails (and you’d be 

surprised how often they can), the 

fi rst step to protecting your photos is 

to archive them on a dedicated 

external hard drive, leaving the hard 

drive on your machine free for 

applications and other content. In 

fact, we’d recommend two drives, 

with the second drive mirroring the 

content on the fi rst drive, with 

regular back-ups to ensure nothing 

gets lost should a drive fail. A 2TB 

drive can cost as little as £60, so the 

outlay for two drives is minimal 

compared to cost of losing priceless 

images forever.

There are plenty of ways to improve the performance of your digital darkroom, from the hardware 

you use to the processes you put in place. This will ensure your time isn’t wasted while you’re 

waiting for your computer to catch up, as well as being able to fi nd shots easily and making sure 

they’re kept safe too.

If you’re going to 

be handling and 

processing a lot of 

images, then it’s 

worth looking at a 

program such as 

Adobe’s Photoshop 

Lightroom. 

Not only is it a 

powerful image 

processing 

application that 

can allow you to 

apply a host of 

adjustments to 

a batch of fi les, 

but it’s also a 

very good digital 

asset management 

system, allowing 

you to keyword 

and catalogue 

images so they 

can be found 

instantaneously.  

REFINE 
YOUR 
WORKFLOW

YOUR WORKSTATION

1   

2   

3   
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5   

IMPROVE
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1 GET PRINTS MADE

There’s nothing more satisfying than 

seeing one of your favourite shots 

beautifully printed and framed, and 

it’s never been easier. With a host of 

professional labs able to deliver 

gallery quality prints in a range of 

sizes, from as small as 4x4in right up 

to extra-large poster prints. Not only 

that, but most offer framing services 

and a host of other fi nishes to really 

fi nish your photo off. The best bit is 

that this can be done easily, with 

sophisticated web-ordering systems 

to guide you through every step.

2 MAKING A BOOK

If you’ve got a stack of images you’d 

like to get printed, why not make a 

high-quality photobook? There are a 

number of dedicated online 

publishers out there such as Blurb 

that offer online tools to help you lay 

out your book and then print it for 

you to a excellent standard, with a 

lovely binding and hardback cover. 

3 JOIN FLICKR 

If you’re not already a member of  

this excellent photo-sharing site, 

now’s the time to sign up. It’s a great 

way to get your images seen by 

other like-minded photographers and 

learn from your peers, whether 

they’re offering constructive criticism 

or discussing a technique. It’s also a 

great place for inspiration, with a 

massive range of groups dedicated 

to specifi c subjects. Not only that, 

but you get 1TB of storage, so it’s a 

great way to back-up your work 

remotely. Another  popular 

alternative site for photo-sharing is 

500 pixels (www.500px.com)

4 CREATE YOUR 

OWN WEBSITE

You no longer need a degree in 

computing to build a website as 

there are a host of online services to 

help you design and layout your own 

tailored website. Most offer a range 

of templates, whether for a gallery, 

opening page or blog and you can 

even add your own URL to give it a 

really professional look. You’ll have to 

pay a yearly or monthly fee for them 

to host it, but if you want to show 

your work off to a wider audience, 

there’s nothing better.

We’re all guilty of letting our images gather dust on our hard drives. Make 2014 

the year that you turn your pictures into something tangible and show them 

off where people can see them. Here are a few ideas...

INCREASE OUTPUT

If you haven’t 

already done so, 

setting up your 

own Twitter, 

Instagram 

or Facebook 

(photography 

specifi c) account 

is a great way of 

getting people 

to see your 

images, as well 

as interacting 

with fellow 

photographers.

CREATE 
A SOCIAL 
MEDIA 
PAGE

3   

4   

1   

2   

TURBO CHARGE YOUR WORKFLOW
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W
hen Fujifi lm 

launched its fi rst 

X-series model in 

the form of the 

X100, it was 

quickly sought-after by those who 

fell in love with its classic styling and 

elegant appearance. Before long 

Fujifi lm realised it had hit the sweet 

spot with what modern-day 

photographers were looking for from 

their next camera in terms of its 

design, and quickly set about the 

task of creating an interchangeable 

lens camera with a similar APS-C 

sized sensor. Eleven months later and 

the X-Pro1 arrived with three 

X-mount prime lenses from which to 

choose. Since the X-Pro1’s success, 

Fujifi lm’s X-series has matured and 

there’s now a range of new models 

aimed at targeting all types of 

consumers’ needs. Whereas the 

X-Pro1 is aimed at professionals, the 

model that sits just beneath it – the 

X-E1 – borrows some of its features 

to cater for the enthusiast who 

fancies a similar design and features 

at a more affordable price. The X-E1 

has since been superseded by the 

X-E2, but does this latest addition 

build upon its predecessor’s success? 

FEATURES

Whereas the X-E1 inherited the 

X-Trans CMOS sensor from the 

X-Pro1, the X-E2 employs the newer 

16.3MP APS-C X-Trans CMOS II chip 

we’ve previously witnessed inside the 

X100S. With a structure more akin to 

fi lm, the X-Trans CMOS sensor is said 

to keep moiré and false colour to a 

minimum, eliminating the need for an 

anti-aliasing fi lter, which in turn 

should deliver sharper results than 

more conventional sensors. The new 

X-Trans CMOS II sensor also 

incorporates over 100,000 phase-

detect pixels built into the sensor to 

provide the X-E2 with an intelligent 

Hybrid AF system that utilises both 

phase-detect and contrast-detect AF, 

switching between the two for 

optimal focusing speed that Fujifi lm 

claims can be as quick as 0.08secs. 

This has also been made possible 

thanks to a newly developed AF 

algorithm that’s intended to improve 

accuracy when shooting low-contrast 

subjects and dark scenes. 
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E S S E N T I A L S

CSC 16.3MP
CMOS

SENSOR

£1199
100-

25,600
ISO

3in
SCREEN WITH 18-55MM 

KIT LENS

BIG 
TEST

FUJIFILM

X-E2
With over 60 improvements and refi nements, is the 

Fujifi lm X-E2 everything an enthusiast looks for 

from a retro-style system camera?    
T E S T E D  B Y  O � M I C H A E L  T O P H A M
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Beyond the sensor technology, 

Fujifi lm has upgraded the processor 

and it now has an EXR processor II 

for a near-instant response time 

that’s claimed to double the 

processing speed over the X-E1. As 

before, the X-E2 has a fairly moderate 

native ISO range of 200-6400 that 

can be expanded to an ISO 

equivalent of 100-25,600. What’s 

interesting however is that you’re 

only given the option of shooting 

JPEGs in the expanded settings and 

not Raw, limiting the sensitivity to 

ISO 6400 if you prefer to record in 

the uncompressed Raw format. 

Since the arrival of the X-Pro1, 

Fujifi lm has worked hard to increase 

its range of XF lenses, with the X-E2’s 

X-mount being fully supported by 

eight optics with focal length ranges 

covering 21mm to 300mm in 

traditional 35mm terms. As kit lenses 

go, the 18-55mm f/2.8-4 lens that’s 

bundled with the X-E2 is an excellent 

example and not only does it match 

the high quality build of the body, the 

fast f/2.8 aperture between 18-20mm 

(closes to f/4 at 40mm) enables a 

shallow depth of fi eld to be created, 

while the OIS optical image 

stabilisation system (equivalent to 

four stops) helps prevent the effects 

of handshake in images. 

A signifi cant improvement 

between the X-E2 and the X-E1 is the 

screen. Out goes the 2.8in display 

with a rather lacklustre 460k-dot 

resolution and in comes a 3in, 3:2 

aspect ratio display with a more 

impressive 1,040k-dot resolution. 

Touch-functionality remains absent, 

seemingly in an effort to preserve the 

manual aesthetics of the camera, 

while helping to keep the cost down. 

Above the screen, the electronic 

viewfi nder retains the same 

2.36m-dot resolution, but to help 

enhance its performance in low light, 

the refresh rate has been increased 

from 20fps to 50fps. Elsewhere the 

X-E2 boasts a number of minor 

improvements, including the addition 

of Wi-fi . This promises a one-press 

option to transfer images with the 

free Fujifi lm Camera application, 

The sensor 

retains excellent 

detail at high 

ISO and is well 

matched to dark 

scenes such as 

this one at Kew

The enhanced 

AF algorithms 

have helped 

to improve the 

lock-on speed of 

the AF system in 

low light
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COLOUR AND 

WHITE BALANCE

Users of the X-E2 can expect it 
to deliver consistent tones that 
are both natural to the scene and 
well saturated. We experienced 
no issues with colour indoors 
or out, and for those who’d like 
to enhance the colours in their 
images, there are nine fi lm 
simulation modes to experiment 
with that emulate the traditional 
look of fi lms such as Provia, Velvia 
and Astia. Those interested in 
black and white will also want to 

try out the mono settings, which 
include a Monochrome+R fi lter 
that effectively enhances contrast. 

EXPOSURE

The X-E2 inherits the same 256-
zone metering system from the 
X-E1. Exposure compensation 
rarely has to be used, however the 
X-E2’s expanded dynamic range 
settings, referred to as DR100, 
DR200 and DR400, are very useful. 
The idea of these is to preserve 
greater detail in the brightest 
highlights, and the results were 

impressive with noticeably more 
detail retained in bright skies. 

RESOLUTION 
With the same 16.3MP resolution 
as the X-E1, it’s no suprise the 
X-E2 resolves comparable levels 
of detail. Our resolution chart 
revealed 32 lines per millimetre 
were visible at ISO 200 – a very 
impressive performance for an 
APS-C sized sensor. We were 
also impressed by 24 lpmm 
being resolved at ISO 6400 before 
entering the expanded settings. 

IMAGE NOISE

The X-E2 delivers an excellent 
noise performance, with no signs 
of colour or luminance noise 
between ISO 100-800. At ISO 
1600 a faint trace of noise creeps 
in, however it has such a fi ne 
structure that it’s only noticeable 
when images are viewed at 100%. 
Noise becomes more noticeable 
at ISO 3200 and 6400, but these 
settings are usable. ISO 12,800 
is the limit at which we’d push 
to as more noise and a waxy 
appearance is obvious at 25,600. 

RESOLUTIONCOLOUR NOISE
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while manual focus has been made 

more user-friendly thanks to the 

inclusion of Digital Split Technology 

that can be used in partnership with 

focus peaking. Not forgetting video, 

the X-E2 shoots Full HD (1920 x 

1080) at frame rates of 60fps or 

30fps with a high bitrate of 36Mbps. 

DESIGN

The X-E1 received many plaudits for 

its design, so it’s no surprise to see 

Fujifi lm sticking with its winning 

formula for the X-E2. Its smart and 

elegant appearance shouts panache 

while being fairly understated, and 

when you see it alongside the X-E1 

it’s diffi cult to spot the difference. 

With the exception of the larger 

screen at the rear, which results in 

slightly smaller buttons alongside, 

nothing new stands out until you cast 

a much closer eye over the body. The 

Q.menu button has been relocated 

above the screen, freeing up space 

beneath the exposure compensation 

dial for independent Autofocus lock 

(AF-L) and Exposure Lock (AE-L) 

buttons. The responsiveness of the 

eye-sensor that switches the live feed 

of the screen to the EVF and vice 

versa is identical to the X-E1, while 

like its forerunner the drive button 

beneath provides instant access to 

ISO bracketing, continuous shooting, 

HD video, motion panorama and a 

newly added set of advanced fi lters. 

The magnesium die-cast top and 

front covers contribute to a strong 

and robust feel in the hand. Though 

the rubber grip at the front looks a 

little bit like an afterthought with its 

raised profi le, it improves handling 

considerably. Despite being a touch 

nose heavy with the kit lens attached, 

the body feels comfortable in the 

hand over long periods, but does 

require support with your left hand 

under the lens for added stability. 

Up on the top-plate the On/Off 

button is wrapped around the shutter 

button where there’s an inherent 

thread for attaching a screw-type of 

cable release. The shutter speed dial 

like the exposure compensation 

dial is beautifully machined from 

metal, and there’s a greater 

separation between the ‘A’ setting for 

Auto control and the fastest 

1/4000sec shutter speed, helping 

BIG TEST
FUJI X-E2

ISO 200

ISO 3200

ISO 400

ISO 800

ISO 25600ISO 12800

ISO 800ISO 100

ISO 25600ISO 12800

ISO 25600

ISO 100

I M A G E  Q U A L I T Y
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Z O O M  I N

AF-L/AE-L 

BUTTONS

Independent 

control of focus 

and exposure lock 

can now be taken 

from the corner of 

the body

S P E C S

ELECTRONIC 

VIEWFINDER

The impressive 

2.36m-dot 

OLED electronic 

viewfi nder boasts 

a faster 50fps 

refresh rate 

SENSOR 16.3MP APS-C X-Trans CMOS II sensor

OUTPUT SIZE 4896 x 3264

FOCAL LENGTH MAGNIFICATION 1.5x

LENS MOUNT Fujifi lm X mount

FILE FORMAT Raw (RAF) JPEG, Raw + JPEG

COMPRESSION Large, Medium & Small

COLOUR SPACE sRGB, Adobe RGB

SHUTTER SPEEDS 30-1/4000sec, plus bulb

SHUTTER TYPE Focal Plane Shutter

MAX FLASH SYNC 1/180th

IMAGE STABILISATION No, lens based

DUST REDUCTION Yes

ISO 200-6400, extendable to ISO 100-25,600

EXPOSURE MODES P,S,A,M

METERING SYSTEM TTL 256-zone metering system

EXPOSURE COMP -/+3EV in 1/3EV steps

WHITE BALANCE Auto White Balance, Fine Shade, 

Fluorescent light (Daylight), Fluorescent light (Warm 

White), Fluorescent light (Cool white), Incandescent light, 

underwater, Custom, Colour Temperature selection

WHITE BALANCE BRACKET Yes

COLOUR TEMP 2500-10,000k

DRIVE MODE Single, Continuous (3 or7fps), self timer

MOVIE MODE 1920 x 1080 (60p/30p) & 720 (60p/30p) 

DISPLAY 3in, 3:2, 1040k-dot LCD

VIEWFINDER TYPE Electronic 2.36m-dot 

  OLED colour viewfi nder

FIELD OF VIEW 100%

DIOPTRE ADJUSTMENT -4m to +2m-1

FOCUSING MODES Single and Continuous AF, MF

FOCUS POINTS 49 selectable points

DOF PREVIEW Yes

PC SOCKET No

CABLE RELEASE Yes

BUILT IN FLASH Yes

MEMORY CARD SD/SDHC/SDXC

CONNECTIVITY HDMI mini, USB 2.0, 2.5mm

   microphone connector, Wi-fi 

POWER Rechargeable Li-ion NP-W126 battery 

WEIGHT 350g

DIMENSIONS 129 x 74.9 x 37.2mm

EXPOSURE 

COMPENSATION

The exposure 

compensation 

range of -/+3EV is 

an improvement 

over the X-E1’s 

-/+3EV range

A larger 
3in, 1040k-

dot screen is 
welcomed at 

the rear

From 
the front, 

the design is 
identical to 

the X-E1
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to make it feel like you’ve entered 

a new setting. Unlike a DSLR’s 

standard P,A,S,M shooting modes, 

users are encouraged to take more 

manual control of the camera rather 

than setting the aperture and shutter 

speed to its ‘A’ setting which is 

equivalent to Program Mode. With 

the shutter speed set to ‘A’ mode and 

the aperture set via the aperture ring, 

the camera will actively perform in 

Aperture Priority mode, whereas with 

the aperture set to ‘A’ on the lens 

barrel and the shutter speed set via 

the dial, the X-E2 performs in Shutter 

Priority mode. Coming from a DSLR 

it’s a different approach, however it 

quickly becomes second nature. 

PERFORMANCE

One disappointment with the 

X-Pro1 was its focusing speed and 

to improve on this Fujifi lm enhanced 

the autofocus algorithms for the 

X-E1 that followed. In truth, while it 

was an improvement, the X-E1’s AF 

performance didn’t set the world 

alight so where do we stand now? 

Well, the good news is the X-E2’s 

newly developed AF algorithm has 

made a signifi cant difference in dark, 

low light scenes where the X-E1 

would either struggle, or require the 

shutter button to be half depressed 

twice, before focus was acquired. 

In single AF the X-E2 locks onto 

targets more accurately than the 

X-E1, however the speed in which 

it does so struggles to match the 

speed of Panasonic’s Light Speed AF 

system as used within the excellent 

Lumix GX7 and GM1. Another 

positive to take from the X-E2 is 

a more sprightly continuous AF 

performance with no restriction of 

using it in Multi AF mode and it can 

now be used in Area AF mode too. 

Those who take advantage of the 

X-E2’s continuous AF when recording 

HD video will also benefi t from a 

near-silent autofocus performance 

from the kit lens. The disadvantage 

of not having a touchscreen means 

you can’t intuitively tap the screen to 

Comparing Raw 

fi les alongside 

JPEGs revealed 

comparable levels 

of detail at low 

ISO. Unlike some 

cameras that over-

sharpen JPEGs, 

the X-E2’s in-

camera processing 

is subtle and 

effectively reduces 

noise artefacts at 

high sensitivities.       

RAW V 
JPEG

JPEG

RAW

move your AF point over your target. 

Instead you’re required to hit the AF 

button that’s been repositioned to 

the d-pad, and as one might expect 

this is a more leisurely way of setting 

the AF point to where you need 

it and isn’t ideal for on-the-spot 

captures or sporadic subjects. The 

49-point AF arrangement sounds 

impressive on paper, however it’s no 

different from the X-E1 in that the 

coverage doesn’t meet the edge of 

the frame. That said, you’re given the 

option to increase or decrease the 

size of the AF point up to fi ve sizes 

using the control dial at the rear. 

Raised to the eye, the OLED EVF 

provides bright colours, an 

impressive resolution and is anything 

but tunnel-like. What’s most 

impressive though is the faster 50fps 

refresh rate, which helps to offer a 

100%
The APS-C size 

sensor combined 

with the superb 

18-55mm kit lens 

produces detail 

that’ll challenge 

many DSLRs

BIG TEST
FUJI X-E2          

The X-E2’s 

metering system 

is a consistent 

performer and 

captures strong 

levels of detail in 

the highlights  
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smoother viewing performance when 

moving the camera and composing 

via the viewfi nder simultaneously. 

For users looking at the X-E2 as a 

possible upgrade option from the 

X-E1, it accepts the same NP-W126 

Lithium Ion Battery pack which can 

rattle off 350 shots before a recharge 

is required, and set to continuous 

shooting it’s possible to shoot 1fps 

faster than the X-E1 at up to 7fps. 

Though perhaps not an obvious 

candidate for shooting high-speed 

sequences, the X-E2 can record eight 

frames at 7fps in the Raw format 

before the buffer interrupts and 

slows the shooting process. This 

increases to 19 frames when the 

image quality is switched to JPEG 

(Fine). For a camera of its type we’d 

expect continuous shooting to be 

infrequently used, but it’s a useful 

addition to have on the off-chance 

you need to rattle off a continuous 

burst at a brisk and acceptable 7fps. 

Q See: www.whatdigitalcamera.

com/x-e2

V E R D I C T
Fujifi lm has successfully addressed the concerns we 

picked up on in our review of the X-E1, these being 

the ageing 460k-dot, 2.8in screen and the accuracy 

of AF in low light. Though the newly developed 

autofocus algorithm has improved things, it hasn’t 

dramatically changed the lock-on speed that remains 

slightly slower than its Olympus and Panasonic rivals. 

It’s good to see Fujifi lm introducing Wi-fi , however 

the Fujifi lm Camera app is a long way behind others 

in terms of its functionality and sadly isn’t the most 

intuitive app to use and lacks wireless image capture. 

What we must remember is that the X-E2 is a chic, 

retro model based on the rangefi nder-type of 

camera, so it’s the image quality and hands-on 

experience that’s key. Once familiar with the ins and 

outs of its operation, the solid build quality, superb 

handling and excellent button placement add up to 

offer one of the best user experiences there is. Most 

importantly there’s no compromise in image quality, 

with the quality of results making it an excellent 

substitute to a more unwieldy APS-C DSLR. The X-E2 

is a stunning camera that’s up there as one of the 

most attractive and a pleasure to use. MT

CONS
O�AF coverage 

doesn't reach the 

edge of the frame

O�No touchscreen 

O�Limited Wi-fi  

functionality 

O�Basic Fujifi lm 

camera app 

O�Slightly dated 

menu interface 

O�AF-assist beam 

easily obstructed

18

17

19

19

18
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I M A G E  Q U A L I T Y

VA L U E

91%

PROS
O�Premium fi nish 

O�Desirable design 

O�Solid build quality 

O�High screen 

resolution 

O�Image quality 

from the X-Trans 

CMOS II sensor 

O�Kit lens 

performance 

O�Exposure 

compensation range 

WDC
TEST
SCORE

GOLD

H O W  I T  C O M P A R E S

The OM-D E-M5 features a 16.1MP sensor 
that produces images with pixel dimensions 
of 4608x3456. Compared with the 4896x3264 
pixel fi les produced by the X-E2, the latter 
comes out on top. WINNER FUJIFILM X-E2

LUMIX GX7 FUJIFILM X-PRO1 OLYMPUS OM-D

The Fujifi lm X-Pro1 features the same 
16.3MP resolution as the X-E2, however the 
X-E2 has the advantage of a newer X-Trans 
CMOS II sensor, partnered beside a revised 
EXR processor II. WINNER FUJIFILM X-E2

The ISO range is identical on both models, 
with the standard sensitivity of 200-6400. If 
a lower or higher ISO is required, the X-Pro1 
and X-E2 can shoot as low as ISO 100 or as 
high as 25,600. WINNER 

Like the X-E2, the Olympus OM-D E-M5 
can shoot up to ISO 25,600. The difference 
however is that the OM-D doesn’t prevent you 
shooting in the Raw format in its expanded 
settings. WINNER OLYMPUS OM-D E-M5

The X-E2 and GX7 can both shoot as high as 
ISO 25,600 in their extended settings, but the 
X-E2’s ISO range is more restrictive in the 
way Raw fi les can only be captured between 
ISO 200-6400. WINNER PANASONIC GX7

The X-Pro1 offers a more advanced Hybrid 
Multi Viewfi nder that gives users the choice 
of an optical or electronic view, with the 
former offering 90% coverage of the frame. 
WINNER FUJIFILM X-Pro 1

Although the X-E2’s electronic viewfi nder 
is positioned at the side of the body and not 
in the centre like the OM-D’s, it displays a 
crisper view thanks to its higher 2.36m-dot 
resolution. WINNER FUJIFILM X-E2

While the GX7 and X-E2’s viewfi nders are 
alike in terms of their resolution, the GX7’s is 
hard to beat with its superb 90° tilting design 
surpassing the X-E2’s fi xed EVF.  
WINNER PANASONIC GX7

Since the X-Pro1’s release, Fujifi lm has 
refi ned the autofocus algorithms to ensure 
the performance and accuracy is superior on 
newer models such as the X-E2, which we 
can testify it is. WINNER FUJIFILM X-E2

The AF system of the X-E2 is an improvement 
on the X-E1 thanks to the refi ned AF 
algorithms. Though the accuracy is better, 
the lock-on speed of the OM-D is slightly 
faster. WINNER OLYMPUS OM-D E-M5

The X-E2’s AF speed is claimed to be as 
fast as 0.08sec - fractionally slower than 
Panasonic’s Light Speed AF system that’s 
claimed to acquire focus within 0.06sec. 
WINNER PANASONIC GX7

There’s a fi ne line between the GX7’s 
resolution and the X-E2’s. Whereas the 
GX7 outputs 4592x3448 pixel fi les, the X-E2 
outputs the slightly more detailed 4896x3264 
pixel images. WINNER FUJIFILM X-E2

The X-E2 has some stiff competition from the likes of Panasonic and Olympus. As it stands, the GX7 is the X-E2’s closest rival and 

challenges it with an impressive set of features that include a superb tilting viewfi nder as well as a tilting touchscreen. Though the 

X-E2 has greater resolving power from its APS-C sized sensor and we prefer its retro design and fi nish, the GX7 is the more 

affordable option, costing £80 less when purchased body only, or £370 less if it’s chosen with the 14-42mm kit lens.

£ 8 2 9  W I T H  1 4 - 4 2 M M  L E N S £ 9 4 9  W I T H  1 8 M M  L E N S £ 8 9 9  W I T H  1 2 - 5 0 M M  L E N S
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Foundation in 
photography

Improve your
photography

DIPLOMA 
IN DIGITAL 
PHOTOGRAPHY

FOUNDATION IN 
PHOTOGRAPHY

FOUNDATION 
IN DIGITAL 
PHOTOGRAPHY

COURSE FEES ONLY  
£299

COURSE FEES ONLY 
£299

COURSE FEES ONLY  
£195

FOUNDATION IN 
DIGITAL IMAGING 
TECHNIQUES
● Size and crop a digital 

image

● Adjust tones, correct 
colours and convert your 
images to monochrome

● Use the selection tools 
to adjust certain areas 
of your images

● Remove dust and 
scratches from precious 
photos

● Banish redeye forever

● Sharpen your images

● Create an archive to 
safeguard valuable 
pictures

●
 Viewpoint and 
composition

● How to use your camera’s 
program modes

● All about lenses

● Sharpening your image

● Formatting, sizing
and printing

● ISO, fl ash, exposure and 
white balance setting

● Basic image editing 

● Working with tones: 
Levels and Curves

● Contrast control

● Using white balance 

● Black & white 
techniques, toning 
and staining

● Working with colour

● Retouching and 
sharpening

● Sizing, printing 
and storing

● Winning composition 

● Making landscapes
 with impact 

● Expert metering 
techniques 

● Shooting striking 
portraits 

● Mastering still life

● Depth of fi eld control 

● Controlling fl ash 

● Wildlife and nature
photography 

● Using colour 

● Sports and action shots 

● Choosing the right lens

Digital photo courses for all levels Apply now

IN ASSOCIATION WITH                              AND

‘I started with the SPI Foundation in Photography in 
2009 and learned so much from this course. I always 
look forward to getting feedback from my tutors and I 
am currently completing the Foundation in Digital 
Imaging Techniques course.’ Ross Mackenzie

To fast-track your photography skills call 0203 148 4326
or visit WWW.SPI-PHOTOGRAPHY-COURSES.COM

COURSE FEES ONLY  
£299

Please quote ref: SPI010
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Q What’s in your kit bag?

A Nikon D7000, Nikon D300 with 

grip, Nikon D200 (backup), Nikon 

10.5mm f/2.8, Tokina 11-16mm f/2.8, 

Nikon 18-200mm f/3.5-5.6 VR II, 

Nikon 24-70mm f/2.8, Nikon 

70-300mm ED VR, Nikon 50mm 

f/1.4, 1 x Nikon SB800, 4 x Vivitar 

285 with Pocket Wizard cable 

mod, 6 x PW Plus II + usual cables, 

batteries, SanDisk cards, fi lters. Pro 

6m boom with Manfrotto suction 

cups and magic arm for rigshots.

What’s the best feature you 

like about your camera?

Despite being far from state-of-

the-art, the Nikon D300 has a 

great build, excellent focus, and 

I prefer the images it captures to 

the D7000. It fi ts my hands like a 

glove and I’ve been using one for 

years. The Nikon D7000 is an 

excellent performer in low light, or 

if a little extra resolution is needed, 

but my D300 is my go-to body.

What lens do you use most?

I’d say my Nikon 24-70mm is used 

for 80% of everything I do. The 

solid build, superb image quality, 

and ability to shoot great close-ups 

are the reasons I turn to it most. 

What type of lighting do you use?

Usually I rely on my Lencarta Li-ion 

portable fl ash system and combine 

it with softboxes and modifi ers. 

This is ideal when extra power and 

light is needed, but I still often use 

my old Vivitars too, which I fi nd 

great for getting light into diffi cult 

places. I must also mention my 

125LED lamp, which I couldn’t live 

without for lightpainting, and for 

when I’m shooting after dark.

What accessory could you 

not live without on a shoot?

It’s all about my lights. Without my 

lighting equipment I’d struggle to 

create the images that I do and I 

love the way they give my images 

an extra dimension, even if they’re 

used in a more subtle way.

How did your interest in automotive 

photography come about?

I’ve loved cars as long as I can 

remember, and my passion for 

photography blossomed after 

receiving a full kit for my 16th 

birthday. It took a while, but I 

guess it was inevitable that the two 

would one day collide!

What are the most important 

qualities you need to excel as a 

automotive photographer?

Understanding your clients’ needs, 

remaining calm under pressure 

(something always goes wrong, or 

takes longer than anticipated!), 

and to always look for something 

different; a little bit of ‘wow’ factor.

What big clients have 

approached you in the past?

Penguin Books, Michelin, Caterham 

Cars, TVR, Wiesmann (German 

sportscar company), and 

Gemballa. Most of my work comes 

from UK and US magazines too – 

of which there are too many to list. 

How important is post-processing 

in photographs such as yours?

It depends on the brief. In editorial 

I strive to get everything spot on in 

camera as much as possible, but 

with some styles it’s a big part of 

the workfl ow and needs to be 

borne in mind while shooting. 

Having the skills to ‘fi nish’ the shot 

are very important. 

Do you have any advice for anyone 

starting in car photography?

Shoot, shoot, shoot and shoot 

again! Don’t get hung up on 

shooting fl ashy cars to start with 

– if you can make a Fiesta look 

good, then you can make a Ferrari 

look good! Try to fi nd your own 

look. Finally, don’t think that rigs, 

lighting and the latest Photoshop 

fashion make a good picture – you 

need to get the fundamentals right 

fi rst before using these tools. 

www.stevehallphotography.net

PROFILE
Steve Hall
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1

Lamborghini 
Aventador
Shot for a 

client selling 

supercars 

who wanted 

some original 

material for his 

showroom.

Nikon D300, 

24-70mm f/2.8, 

8 seconds @ f/8,

ISO 400

3

Lamborghini 
Gallardo
One of my old 

shots, when it  

was all a hobby.

Nikon D200, 

24-120mm f/4, 

13 seconds @ 

f/5.6, ISO 100

2

Morgan 
Aeromax
13 light-painted 

frames were 

used in making 

this composite.

Nikon D300, 18-

200mm f/3.5-5.6, 

15 seconds @ f/10, 

ISO 400

1

Car photographer and location lighting specialist 
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I
n recent years Sony has gained 

a reputation for developing 

high-end cameras with 

specifi cations to match, as well 

as something of a penchant for 

innovation.

A prime example of this is the 

recent Sony RX1 – a camera notable 

insofar as it is the fi rst compact to 

feature a full frame sensor.

At the time of the RX1’s launch it 

was mooted that Sony was now 

working on a CSC which also 

incorporated a full frame sensor. As it 

turned out, when this came to pass 

Sony ended up releasing a pair of 

new models in the shape of the 

recently reviewed Sony Alpha 7 and 

the Sony Alpha 7R.

The pair of models are very similar, 

albeit with a few vital differences. 

While they both feature full frame 

sensors, the Sony Alpha 7R boasts a 

higher 36.4MP resolution in 

comparison to the 24.3MP sensor 

found in the A7. In addition there is a 

slightly different focusing system, 

and the Alpha 7R costs an extra few 

hundred pounds. 

So, is the increased resolution 

worth the extra cash alone, or are 

there other factors to sweeten the 

mix? Let’s fi nd out.

FEATURES

The Sony Alpha 7R’s main selling 

point is its sensor. Much the same as 

the Sony Alpha 7 with which it was 

released at the same time, the Alpha 

7R features a full frame CMOS sensor 

similar to what you would fi nd on a 

pro-level DSLR.

The main difference between the 

sensor found in the Alpha 7 and that 

in the Alpha 7R is with regards to its 

resolution. As mentioned, while the 

Alpha 7 boasts a resolution of 

24.3MP, the Alpha 7R sees a big jump 

right up to 36.4MP, almost half again 

in terms of a megapixel count.

The sensor also does away with its 

anti-aliasing fi lter, with a view 

towards making the very most out of 

its resolution. 

Much like in the case of the Alpha 

7, the Alpha 7R sports Sony’s new 

BIONZ X, a processor which Sony 

claims will deliver processing speeds 

of up to three times that of the 

previous-generation chip.
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E S S E N T I A L S

CSC 36MP
FULL FRAME 

CMOS

£1699
100-

25,600
ISO

3in
SCREEN BODY 

ONLY

BIG 
TEST

SONY 
ALPHA 

7R
The Alpha 7R joins the Alpha 7 in Sony’s new range of 

full frame CSCs, but how does it differ?
T E S T E D  B Y  O � R I C H A R D  S I B L E Y
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It’s safe to say that the processor 

will be put under some extra strain in 

the Alpha 7R compared to the Alpha 

7, owing to the larger file size that the 

higher resolution sensor will produce. 

One sign of this extra strain is a dip in 

the top-end continuous shooting 

speed, which is down to 2.5fps.

Outside of the change in the 

resolution of the camera’s sensor the 

other major difference between the 

Alpha 7 and the Alpha 7R concerns 

the camera’s focus system, although 

this is also in some part attributable 

to the change in sensor.

The system that’s found in the 

Alpha 7R relies solely upon a 

contrast-detect AF system, unlike 

that in the Alpha 7 which also 

benefitted from on-sensor phase 

detection autofocus technology.

With regards to the rest of the 

camera’s feature set, there’s a host of 

similar functionality to the Sony 

Alpha 7. The rear LCD screen is a 3in 

unit with a resolution of 921k dots, 

and it’s accompanied by a 2.4m-dot 

electronic viewfinder that’s one of 

the highest specified on the market.

The Alpha 7R also supports video 

capture at full 1080p resolution, and 

at a frame rate of either 60 or 24p. 

Although not the 

fastest, the AF 

of the Alpha 7R 

is good enough 

for documentary 

shots

As well as HD video capture, the 

Alpha 7R includes support for an 

external microphone, as well as a 

socket for headphones for audio 

monitoring.

As you’d expect from a newly 

released Sony camera, the Alpha 7R 

arrives fully equipped with both Wi-fi 

and NFC technology. Thanks to the 

Sony Play Memories app – which is 

available for both Android and iOS 

devices – photographers can transfer 

their images wirelessly from the 

camera to their smartphone or tablet.

DESIGN

In terms of the camera’s physical 

dimensions and design, there’s 

virtually no difference between the 

Alpha 7 and the Alpha 7R, bar the 

red ‘R’ on the front of the camera and 

the small matter of it being around 

10g lighter.

With that in mind, a lot of the same 

observations ring true as were noted 

with the Alpha 7.

The body of the camera is 

probably best described as 

functional or utilitarian, although 

that’s not to say that it’s not an 

attractive camera. Despite it being a 

CSC model, the Alpha 7R does have 

several elements that give it the feel 

of a DSLR.

For example it features a 

reasonably large hand grip, while it 

also benefits from having front and 

rear command dials for altering the 

basic shooting settings. 

The rest of the controls are 

arranged logically, with the camera’s 

top-plate playing host to a mode dial, 

exposure compensation dial and 

shutter release, as well as a 

programmable custom button.

The rear of the camera, meanwhile, 

features a standard button 

arrangement, while a host of other 

customisable buttons are located 

around the camera’s body.

The general build quality supports 

the functionality design, with the 

main body of the camera formed of a 

magnesium-alloy shell that certainly 

feels up to the rigours of regular 

shooting. In fact, the body is both 

weather and dust sealed, meaning 

you can feel confident shooting in 

adverse weather conditions.

Thanks to the relatively compact 

body, and the fact that the 28-70mm 

f/3.5-5.6 kit lens is hardly bulky, the 

combination makes the Alpha 7R one 

of the most portable full frame 

cameras on the market and certainly 

a capable travel companion.

PERFORMANCE

As mentioned previously, one of the 

major differences between the Alpha 

7 and the Alpha 7R is with regards to 

the camera’s AF performance. Where 

the Alpha 7 utilises on-sensor 

phase-detection technology, the 

The dynamic 

range of the 

camera is good 

enough to 

produce HDR-

style images from 

Raw files
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RESOLUTIONCOLOUR NOISE

COLOUR AND 

WHITE BALANCE

The Sony Alpha 7R delivers a 
reliable colour palette that’s 
very similar to recent Sony 
cameras. There are a range of 
preset colour modes that deliver 
pleasing results, with the ‘vivid’ 
setting not proving too garish and 
the ‘black and white’ mode also 
producing good monochrome 
images. The Auto White Balance 
setting is also reliable, producing 
pleasingly neutral images in a 
range of lighting conditions.

EXPOSURE

The 7R was released at the 
same time as the Sony Alpha 7, 
and despite featuring the same 
sensor the higher megapixel 
count places an extra demand on 
its light-gathering capabilities. 

As a result the dynamic 
range is more limited than 
its counterpart, although the 
performance is still reasonable.

RESOLUTION

One of the areas at which you 
would expect a 36.4MP to really 

excel is with regards to its 
resolution, and the 7R certainly 
delivers. In fact, at the lower 
ISO settings the 7R manages to 
resolve every single line in our 
chart – a performance in keeping 
with the Nikon D800 and D800E.

It must be noted that such high 
resolution necessitates precise 
focusing and the elimination of 
camera shake as any errors here 
are accentuated. Also, the very 
best lenses are needed, as again 
any optical fl aws are highlighted 
by the high resolution.

IMAGE NOISE

With the Alpha 7R boasting a 
much higher resolution than its 
stablemate the Alpha 7, there 
were always going to be concerns 
that the jump might cause issues 
with noise at higher ISOs. The 
good news is that the 7R still 
performs well. There are signs 
of luminance noise at ISO 800, 
though these don’t affect overall 
image quality. At ISO 1600 colour 
noise is visible, but this isn’t a 
major issue, with the higher ISO 
settings also proving usable.

I M A G E  Q U A L I T Y

40 38

3638

36 34

ISO 25600

ISO 100

ISO 100

ISO 6400

ISO 400

ISO 1600

ISO 25600ISO 12800

ISO 400ISO 125

ISO 25600ISO 12800

BIG TEST
SONY ALPHA 7R

The 3in tilting 
screen has a 
resolution of 

921k dots

The camera 
has a front 
command 
dial and a 
rear one
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V E R D I C T
In terms of its features, the Alpha 7R pretty much outstrips 

every other CSC. The 36.4MP full frame sensor is more in 

keeping with a high-end DSLR than a CSC and its 

resolution performance is more akin to the Nikon D800 

rather than its direct competitors. Though the 7R is a tad 

more expensive than the Alpha 7, if you’re a landscape 

photographer that really needs the extra resolution it’s a 

worthy investment. The only major issue is with regards to 

the lens line-up. There’s the promise of more lenses 

launching, though the current range is somewhat limited. In 

the meantime you’d be better off investing in one of the 

adaptors and utilising third-party lenses in conjunction with 

the body. While there are also reservations about the 

focusing performance in comparison to the A7, on the 

whole the A7R is a seriously impressive camera that joins 

the A7 as one of the very best CSCs on the market. RS

PROS
• Fantastic image 
quality • High-end 
resolution • Solid 
video specifi cation

• Robust build

CONS
• AF performance not 
as strong as Alpha 7 
• Currently a limited 

lens line-up
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Alpha 7R instead relies upon a 

contrast-detection system. 

This contrast-detection system has 

been utilised in previous Sony 

cameras – most notably in the Sony 

Alpha 3000 – and in general it’s 

certainly fast enough. It is noticeable 

that in lower light the AF system 

does begin to slow a little, although it 

remains perfectly usable. 

While the kit lens that ships with 

the Sony Alpha 7R is perfectly 

functional, if you want to unlock the 

best in terms of the camera’s AF 

performance then you’ll have to turn 

towards Sony’s range of SSM lenses 

which can be used with the aid of an 

LA-EA4 adaptor.

On the subject of lenses, the Alpha 

7R ships with a 28-70mm f/3.5-5.6 

OSS optic, with Sony launching three 

other optics with the camera – the 

35mm f/2.8, the 55mm f/1.8 and the 

24-70mm f/4 OSS. A 70-200mm f/4 

lens should join the range before the 

end of 2014, while Sony states that it 

hopes to have at least 10 dedicated 

lenses in the range in the future.

The reason for the dedicated 

optics is clear. Although the Alpha 7R 

is compatible with the Sony NEX 

series lenses, these are all designed 

for use with an APS-C sensor and as 

such won’t deliver the best 

performance with the 7R’s impressive 

sensor. The same is true with the 

28-70mm kit lens, which shows a 

worrying drop-off in sharpness 

towards the frame edges at 28mm.

The Alpha 7R boasts the same 

metering system as that found in the 

Alpha 7, and on the whole it delivers 

a similarly reliable performance. The 

camera can be relied upon in 

evaluative metering mode to deliver 

even exposures and print-ready 

images straight out of the camera. 

A welcome feature when it comes 

to metering is the curiously named 

‘Zebra’ mode. In this setting the 

Alpha 7R displays black and white 

stripes across overexposed areas to 

help the spotting of blown-out 

highlights on the fl y.

This ‘Zebra’ mode, along with a 

useful focus peaking tool and 

dedicated microphone and 

headphone sockets, all mean that the 

Alpha 7R delivers a comprehensive 

video capture experience. It’s also 

welcome that you can attach almost 

any lens to the camera thanks to a 

variety of adaptors that were made 

available at launch.

The LCD screen benefi ts from 

being of the vari-angle variety, and as 

such can be pulled away from the 

camera’s body and angled on a 

hinge. The one thing lacking with the 

LCD is that it doesn’t feature 

touchscreen technology, and when it 

comes to controlling the AF system 

there are few better ways to do so.

Q See: www.whatdigitalcamera.com/

alpha7r

 SENSOR 36MP Full-frame CMOS  

 OUTPUT SIZE 7360 x 4912

 FILE FORMATS Raw, JPEG, Raw + JPEG

 COMPRESSION Extra fi ne; Fine; Standard

 SHUTTER SPEEDS 30 – 1/8000 sec

 IMAGE STABILISATION No, lens based

 ISO 100 – 25,600

 EXPOSURE MODES PASM, Auto, Scene, Panorama

 METERING SYSTEM 1200-zone evaluative, 

  centre-weighted, spot 

 DRIVE MODE 4fps

 MOVIE MODE 1920 x 1080 @ 60 / 25p 

 DISPLAY 3in, 921k-dot TFT LCD

 VIEWFINDER EVF

 FOCUSING MODES Single-shot AF, Continuous AF,

   Direct Manual Focus, Manual Focus

 MEMORY CARD SD, SDHC, SDXC, MS Pro Duo

 WEIGHT 465g

 DIMENSIONS  127 x 94 x 48mm

S P E C S

100%It’s preferable 

to shoot Raw, 

for better image 

quality straight 

out of camera, and 

more manoeuvre in 

post. JPEGs suffer 

from intelligent 

noise reduction 

and sharpening 

when viewed at 

100% compared to 

Raws, and though 

this doesn’t ruin 

images, it is far 

from ideal. The 

same is true with 

dynamic range, 

with Raw fi les 

allowing for editing 

+/-2EV of shadow 

and highlight detail.

RAW V 
JPEG

JPEG

RAW

Noise is well 

controlled in the 

shadow areas of 

images taken at 

low ISO settings

GOLD
Camera

WHAT DIGITAL





WIN!
NEXT
MONTH

ON SALE 14TH FEB

COMPETITION

To enter visit www.whatdigitalcamera.com/dxocompetition

ONE OF 3 LICENSES FOR DXO 
OPTICS PRO 9 ELITE EDITION
3 lucky winners will get the best out of their photos 

thanks to DxO Optics Pro’s powerful custom-fi tted tools

E
nhance your Raw and JPEG 

images, thanks to DxO Optics 

Pro’s superb performance.

It’s fast, intuitive and powerful, and 

you’ll be able to effectively remove 

noise, optimize exposure and contrast, 

boost colours, apply sophisticated 

optical and geometrical corrections, 

and enhance details.

Thanks to the preliminary 

calibration of thousands of camera/

lens combinations, DxO Optics 

Pro’s automatic corrections 

are perfectly suited to your equipment 

and to the content of each of your 

images. It’s compatible with Microsoft 

Windows Vista, 7 and 8, Mac OS 10.6, 

10.7, 10.8, 10.9. Enter now!

HOW TO ENTER
For your chance to win this fantastic 

prize courtesy of DxO – visit www.

whatdigitalcamera.com/dxocompetition 

and answer the question below:

Q
How is noise 
reduction 
achieved with 
DxO Optics 
Pro?

Closing date: 28th February 2014

Winners will be contacted by email within 6 weeks of the closing date.

For more information visit: www.dxo.com

TOTAL 

PRIZE VALUE: 

£700

SIGMA 24-105MM
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I’ve always been a fan of shooting 

portraits with a shallow depth of 

field. I find the wider the aperture, 

the wider the possibilities. From 

throwing the background 

completely out of focus, to 

allowing me to shoot in near dark 

conditions, the Sigma f/1.4 35mm 

‘Art’ lens is an amazing addition to 

my lens collection. Yes it’s bulky, 

but I like that. It’s a solid 

construction and is definitely built 

to last. It has to be really, because 

I’ve used it on nearly every 

portrait/wedding shoot I’ve had 

since buying it nearly a year ago. 

 As the majority of my work is 

shooting couples, I find the Sigma 

to be the perfect focal length for 

getting in close on intimate 

portraits (like this image of Holli 

and Tim at their pre-wedding 

shoot). It was pouring down with 

rain all morning, so we dived for 

cover in a nearby amusements 

arcade and finished the shoot in 

there. I knew the Sigma wouldn’t 

let me down. With the bright lights 

in the arcade flooding the 

backdrop, and the wide f/1.4 

aperture, I managed to get a set of 

reportage shots that both I, and 

the couple, were chuffed with.

The Sigma 35mm has definitely 

taken over from the 50mm as my 

new favourite lens!

ED GODDEN is a professional  

photographer specialising in  

editorial and wedding photography 

WHY I 
LOVE MY

By Ed Godden

Sigma 35mm  

f/1.4 DG HSM A

W W W. E D G O D D E N . C O . U K

KEY 
SPECS 

 

• Street price:   
   £699

• Max aperture:   
   f/1.4

• Min aperture:  
   f/16

• No. of blades: 9

• Filter size: 67mm

• Dimensions:  
   77 x 94mm

•  Weight: 665g
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For this striking 

shot, Ed was 

shooting wide 

open at f/1.4 

with an ISO of 

3200 on his 

Nikon D600





OUR ESSENTIAL GUIDE

VIEWFINDERS AND 
REAR DISPLAYS

Your camera’s viewfi nder and rear display are important components that have a 

huge bearing on the way you use your camera. Here’s everything you need to know

in order to make the right decisions…

W O R D S  O � A U D L E Y  J A R V I S

TO

D
igital camera 

technology has 

changed the way we 

take pictures. Not only 

can we now rattle off 

as many images as our memory

card will allow, but thanks to the

advent of digital displays and 

advancements made in viewfi nder

technology we can also choose how 

we want to compose our images 

and then instantly review them to 

see if they’re any good.

While many old fi lm cameras 

indicated important shooting settings 

via a small monotone LCD display 

(usually on the shoulder of the 

camera), modern digital cameras

almost universally come with a 

full-colour rear display that can 

provide a live feed of what the camera

is looking at – a technological

development that is generally referred

to as live view. Depending on the type

and price of the camera this may well 

be complemented by an eye-level 

viewfi nder of either the optical or

electronic variety.

While they might not generate the

same marketing buzz that a fancy 

new sensor or exciting new

technology does, viewfi nders and rear

displays are nonetheless hugely 

important components of your 

camera so it pays to be informed of 

the differences between the various

types on offer and how they might

affect your use and enjoyment. Here’s 

what you need to know...
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Viewfi nders 
offer a more 
traditional 

way of 
shooting

Displays 
offer a host 
of uses from 
shooting to 
reviewing 
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VIEWFINDERS AND REAR DISPLAYS

There are two types of built-in 

viewfinder that allow you to use a 

camera at eye-level: an optical 

viewfinder (OVF) and an  

electronic viewfinder (EVF). 

Optical viewfinders can be split 

into pentamirror/pentaprism types 

that use mirrors to see directly 

through the lens, and tunnel types 

that use a separate optical 

arrangement that’s wholly 

independent of the lens. Many 

manufacturers also make standalone 

viewfinders of both the optical and 

electronic variety that can be 

attached to certain cameras via the 

flashgun hotshoe.

In contrast, most compacts and 

smaller Compact System Cameras 

don’t come with a built-in viewfinder 

at all and have no means to attach a 

standalone one either, relying instead 

on the LCD screen on the back of the 

camera, which presents a live feed of 

what the sensor can see. 

Both approaches have their own 

distinct advantages and 

disadvantages; eye-level viewfinders 

help to block everything else out so 

that you can concentrate fully on 

what’s in the frame, however they do 

require the camera to be bigger in 

order to house the required mirrors 

and/or electronic circuitry. In 

addition, all but the very best optical 

viewfinders don’t give a completely 

100% accurate representation of 

what the sensor will capture, with the 

presented image either slightly 

misaligned or cropped. While EVFs 

don’t suffer from this particular issue, 

cheaper versions will produce a noisy 

viewfinder image in poor light and 

can also struggle to keep up with 

fast-moving subjects.

Cameras that only come with a 

rear LCD display will offer 100% 

accuracy in terms of framing, and can 

also be made much smaller than their 

viewfinder-equipped rivals. Cheaper 

displays will generally lack sharpness 

though, and may also be hard to see 

in bright sunlight, or in extreme cases 

might even taint your images with an 

unrepresentative green or magenta 

hue colour cast.

COMPACT CAMERAS 

TUNNEL 

VIEWFINDERS

While the majority of cheap to 

mid-range compacts are equipped 

only with a rear display, a small 

number of compacts – for example 

the Canon G16 – do sport built-in 

optical viewfinders, usually of the 

tunnel type design. These aren’t 

nearly as popular as they once were 

though, with manufacturers 

increasingly switching to electronic 

viewfinders instead. 

The main benefit of a tunnel type 

optical viewfinder is that it produces 

a clean, natural-looking image and 

relays it instantly without any of the 

stuttering or flickering issues that can 

sometimes plague cheaper EVFs in 

low light. The big downside to tunnel 

viewfinders, however, is that because 

the viewfinder is offset from the lens 

they aren’t particularly accurate. This 

is referred to as the parallax error 

and manifests itself more the closer 

you are to your subject. Shooting at 

wideangle settings you can also 

expect to see the lens protrude into 

the viewfinder window, which can be 

a little off-putting. 

Thankfully most tunnel viewfinders 

offer superimposed guides around 

the edges or corners of the frame, 

which you can use to ensure you 

don’t accidentally cut anything out of 

the frame when composing an image. 

Another thing to be aware of is that 

tunnel viewfinders tend to produce a 

very small viewing window, which 

can reduce their overall usefulness. If 

you’re after a compact with a built-in 

optical viewfinder then be sure to try 

before you buy.

DSLR VIEWFINDERS 

PENTAMIRROR VS 

PENTAPRISM

Aside from Sony, which has its own 

unique system, DSLRs employ one of 

two distinct types of optical 

viewfinder designs: a pentaprism or a 

pentamirror. While there are 

differences in the construction and 

performance of each, both rely on a 

mirror positioned inside the camera 

body at a 45° angle to the lens that 

bounces light up into the roof of the 

camera where the viewfinder optics 

are housed. Indeed, this is the 

defining characteristic of a ‘single-

lens reflex’ (SLR) camera as it’s what 

allows you to see directly through 

the lens. 

The main difference between the 

two types is that pentaprism 

viewfinders are constructed from a 

single piece of glass, whereas 

pentamirror viewfinders use a series 

of individual mirrors. Pentaprism 

units are heavier and more costly to 

produce than their pentamirror 

counterparts, which in turn means 

they are generally only fitted to more 

expensive DSLRs, with pentamirrors 

more commonly found in entry-level 

models. 

In terms of optical quality, 

pentaprism viewfinders are the 

superior design also as they retain 

more light than their pentamirror 

counterparts, making them brighter 

and clearer in everyday use.

VIEWFINDERS VS REAR DISPLAYS

Though only a 

few models now 

feature them, some 

compacts sport a 

tunnel type optical 

viewfinder

Pentaprism 

viewfinders, like this 

one from the Nikon 

D3, are constructed 

from a single piece 

of glass
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SIZE, COVERAGE 

AND MAGNIFICATION

In addition to design type, three 

other important factors to consider 

when evaluating a DSLR’s optical 

viewfi nder performance are window 

size, viewfi nder coverage and 

magnifi cation.

Window size refers to how big the 

viewfi nder window appears when 

you hold the camera at eye level. As 

might be expected, professional-

grade DSLRs offer much larger 

windows than entry-level models. 

That said, you can expect even the 

most basic pentamirror-equipped 

DSLR to have a signifi cantly larger, 

brighter and clearer window than any 

tunnel viewfi nder-equipped compact.

While single-refl ex optical 

viewfi nders provide fl awless 

directional accuracy, they don’t 

always cover the entire frame. Again, 

more expensive DSLRs will generally 

offer better coverage, with pro-spec 

DSLRs usually offering 100% 

viewfi nder coverage. For entry-level 

and mid-range models this usually 

drops to around 95-96%. Viewfi nder 

coverage is important to bear in 

mind, because at 96% your camera’s 

sensor will actually capture slightly 

more than what you can see through 

the viewfi nder. 

Viewfi nder magnifi cation, 

meanwhile, refers to the size an 

object appears to be in the 

viewfi nder image in relation to the 

size it appears when viewed with the 

naked eye. Most mid-range APS-C 

DSLRs offer about .8x magnifi cation, 

which translates to 80% of the actual 

size, whereas cameras with larger full 

frame sensors tend to hover around 

.7x, which translates to 70%. Ideally, 

you want magnifi cation to be as high 

as possible so that you get a truer 

representation of things when 

peering through the viewfi nder.

This shouldn’t be confused with 

dioptre adjustment, as this refers to 

the small correction tool – usually a 

small dial on the side of the 

viewfi nder – that’s used to adjust the 

perceived sharpness of the 

viewfi nder image for long- or 

short-sighted users. It does this by 

moving a small lens at the front of 

the viewfi nder and has no bearing on 

the camera’s AF system.

ELECTRONIC

VIEWFINDERS

Electronic viewfi nders have really 

come of age in the past few years. 

Whereas they used to be largely 

derided for producing small, 

low-resolution images with washed-

out colour, modern EVFs are 

perfectly capable of delivering a big, 

vibrant and impressively sharp view. 

The primary benefi ts of using an 

EVF rather than an optical viewfi nder 

include 100% frame coverage, an 

enlarged viewfi nder window, 

amplifi ed viewfi nder brightness in 

poor light, viewfi nder-displayed 

shooting information, and faster 

continuous shooting speeds. 

Disadvantages include a distinct lack 

of sharpness on cheaper models, 

along with the propensity to fl icker in 

poor light. Slower refresh rates on 

cheaper models can also make it 

tricky to capture fast-moving 

subjects, while they can also be a

major drain of battery life.

Many superzoom cameras come 

equipped with an EVF, although 

quality can often be an issue on 

cheaper models. If you’re specifi cally 

after a DSLR but would prefer to use 

an EVF, then Sony’s innovative SLT 

(Single Lens Translucent) range is 

well worth a look. Strictly speaking 

Sony SLT cameras aren’t technically 

DSLRs at all because they use a 

semi-translucent mirror that’s fi xed in 

place rather than a hinged silver-

backed mirror, however to all other 

intents and purposes they look, feel 

and operate in exactly the same way 

regular DSLRs do. The EVFs used in 

the SLT range are also some of the 

very best around too, with 

impressively sharp 2.36m-dot 

displays in some models. 

R E A R  L C D  D I S P L A Y S
Rear LCD displays are common 
to all digital cameras these 
days, although their size and 
quality does, of course, differ 
wildly between the various 
manufacturers and models. 

When comparing models 
the fi rst thing to take note 
of is screen size, which is 
measured as a diagonal line 
from one corner to the other. 
The very cheapest compacts 
tend to come with a 2.7in 
screen, however spend a little 
more and you can expect a 3in 
screen. This has pretty much 
become a standard display 
size, not only for compacts 
but also for Compact System 
Cameras and DSLRs. That 
said, some manufacturers have 
recently begun to introduce 
larger 3.2in screens into 
their DSLR ranges – it’ll be 
interesting to see if other 
manufacturers follow suit. 

While a bigger display is 
certainly desirable, resolution 
is arguably much more 
important. Rear LCD displays 
usually offer one of three 
common resolutions: 230k 
dots, 460k dots, and 921k 
dots or more. Cheap budget 
compacts tend to come with 
230k-dot displays and while 
this is fi ne for day-to-day use, 

captured images won’t look 
particularly sharp or detailed 
when you view them on your 
camera.

Making the step up to a 
460k-dot resolution results 
in a much clearer, sharper 
image. At this resolution you 
should have little problem 
reviewing your images, or 
indeed showing them off to 
others. Likewise, at 921k dots 
and higher, images will look 
impressively sharp with lots 
of fi ne detail clearly visible – 
especially if you zoom in a little 
on the images. As a general 
rule though, the jump in 
quality from 230k dots to 460k 
dots is more noticeable than 
the step up from 460k dots to 
921k dots or more.

All digital camera displays 
presently use LCD technology 
as this provides the most 
accurate colour reproduction. 
Manufacturers have 
invented 

plenty of fancy names for their 
various display technologies 
with many offering their 
own noticeable traits. Sony’s 
TruBlack display technology, 
for example, ramps up 
contrast levels while Canon’s 
PureColour displays are 
noticeably vibrant. 

AMOLED displays are 
all but non-existent for the 
simple reason that they 
oversaturate colour and 
produce undesirable green and 
purple hues. Be sure to read 
our individual camera reviews 
closely as it’s not unknown for 
some displays – usually those 
fi tted to cheaper cameras – to 
have white balance issues, or 
to produce undesirable colour 
hues, though this is thankfully 
increasingly rare.



I
n a market of falling compact 

camera sales, Sony has found 

great success with its RX range 

in recent times. 

The series has looked to 

combine advanced technology in 

high-end bodies with a view towards 

offering a premium alternative to 

standard compact cameras. Recent 

examples of this include the RX100 II 

– a premium compact with a 1in 

sensor – as well as the RX1 – a 

compact which featured the 

combination of a 24.3MP full frame 

sensor and a 35mm f/2.8 Zeiss lens.

The Sony RX10 takes this approach 

and applies it to the bridge camera 

market. The model features the same 

1in sensor as the RX100 II, combined 

with a Zeiss 24-200mm lens with a 

fi xed maximum aperture of f/2.8.

All of this technology comes at a 

premium, with a £999 asking price 

that makes it one of the most 

expensive bridge cameras ever. Can 

it justify this cost?

FEATURES

One of the core features of the RX10, 

and one which signifi es it as very 

much a bridge camera, is the lens. 

Although it’s not the longest zoom 

on the market, the 8.3x optical zoom 

still covers an equivalent focal range 

of 24-200mm in 35mm equivalent 

terms. Furthermore, the RX10 

features a maximum aperture of f/2.8 

that remains consistent throughout 

the range. The lens also continues the 

premium feel of the RX10, owing to 

the fact that it’s a Carl Zeiss Vario-

Sonnar T* optic, while it also benefi ts 

from Sony’s SteadyShot technology.

As mentioned previously, at the 

core of the Sony RX10 sits the same 

1in, 20.2MP back-illuminated Exmor R 

CMOS sensor as seen in the RX100 II. 

This sensor is larger than those 

traditionally used in bridge cameras, 

and as a result it should deliver a 

better dynamic range and noise 

control than competing models.

The premium specifi cation is 

further signifi ed by some seriously 

impressive LCD and EVF technology.

The viewfi nder itself is the same as 

that on the recently released full 

frame Sony A7 CSC, and as we 

remarked upon in our review of that 

camera it offers a crisp display, an 
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T E S T E D  B Y  O � R I C H A R D  S I B L E Y

BIG 
TEST

SONY
RX10

The Sony RX10 is one of the most expensive bridge 

cameras on the market, but features a specifi cation 

to match its hefty price-tag

E S S E N T I A L S

Compact 20.2MP
1 IN CMOS
SENSOR

£999
80-

12,800
ISO

3in
SCREEN BODY 

ONLY
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impressive dynamic range and a 

refresh rate that means there’s hardly 

any lag. 

The LCD screen, meanwhile, 

measures 3in and features a class-

leading resolution of 1.229m-dots. 

Furthermore, the LCD is of the 

vari-angle variety meaning it can be 

viewed around a horizontal axis 

should the need arise, while it also 

features RGBW construction – this 

means a white pixel is placed 

alongside the standard red, green 

and blue pixels thus making it 

brighter than normal LCD screens.

The RX10 offers Wi-fi and NFC 

connectivity, facilitating the wireless 

transfer of images between the 

camera and any similarly-enabled 

smartphone or tablet, allowing you to 

share images almost instantly.

The RX10 sports Sony’s new BIONZ 

X processor which enables 

continuous shooting of up to 10fps if 

you’re prepared to sacrifice 

continuous AF, although this drops to 

around 4fps if you require the camera 

to keep focusing during shooting.

The processor and sensor 

combination facilitates an ISO range 

of between ISO 80 and 12,800, 

The RX10 is 

capable of 

producing lovely 

colours straight 

out of the camera 

with minimal 

adjustment 

although this can be expanded to 

ISO 25,600 in Auto shooting mode.

DESIGN

Though the RX10 is much closer to a 

bridge camera by definition, thanks 

to the large lens and pronounced 

hand grip, it certainly handles more 

like a DSLR.

The main element of the camera’s 

handling that reminds you of its 

bridge camera foundations is the 

model’s zoom. Despite its 

appearance to the contrary, the 

zoom is electronic in its control. As a 

result of this electronic operation the 

zoom certainly isn’t as fast as a 

manual alternative, taking around 

three seconds to reach the tele end 

from its wide angle using the zoom 

lever located by the shutter release 

button. This is a bit disappointing 

and does hamper handling a little.

There’s also an electronic zoom 

ring located on the lens, and this 

takes around five half-turns to take 

the lens through its full focal range – 

once again noticeably more than a 

manual alternative.

The bulk of the RX10’s construction 

is polycarbonate, although both the 

camera’s lens barrel and top-plate 

are magnesium alloy. The result of 

this combination is a camera that 

feels solid and robust, and certainly 

as though it would stand up to the 

rigours of general usage. 

The RX10 also benefits from a 

range of pleasing touches located 

around the body, such as the 

If you like to 

shoot black and 

white subjects, 

then the RX10’s 

mono mode 

delivers pleasing 

results

The long end of 

the zoom allows 

you to crop in on 

subjects, though 

doesn’t offer the 

super reach of 

some rivals
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RESOLUTIONCOLOUR NOISE

COLOUR AND WHITE 

BALANCE

The RX10 produces images that 
are well saturated with a bright 
colour palette and a good level 
of contrast. There are, of course, 
a host of picture styles that offer 
further control over the colours in 
an image, although the standard 
settings are more than effective 
straight out of the camera.

EXPOSURE

There is a slight tendency to 
overexpose in dark scenes, 

although this is easily countered 
should you wish with exposure 
compensation.

The sensor also displays an 
impressive dynamic range, 
and it is only in particularly 
bright scenes that images 
displayed a tendency to blow out 
highlight detail.

RESOLUTION

The RX10’s 1in, 20.2MP sensor 
is capable of resolving an 
impressive amount of detail as 
you might expect.

At the base ISO of 100 the 
sensor resolves to around 
27 lpmm (lines per mm) on our 
test chart, and it continues to 
produce some impressive fi gures 
throughout the range. At a higher 
ISO of 800 the RX10 still manages 
to resolve at around 26 lpmm, 
while even at the maximum 
standard ISO of 12,800 the RX10 
resolves around 24 lpmm.

IMAGE NOISE

As stated, the RX10 handles 
noise well throughout the ISO 

range, still managing to render 
an impressive amount of detail at 
its highest base ISO setting. 

Noise isn’t really an issue 
across the lower ISO settings, 
as it is well controlled up to ISO 
800. It’s not until ISO 3200 where 
noise really becomes an issue, 
with heavy luminance noise 
reduction resulting in softer 
images with less contrast. 

However, if you’re happy to 
shoot Raw fi les then you can be 
confi dent shooting right up to the 
top base ISO setting of 12,800.

I M A G E  Q U A L I T Y

27 27

2626

26 24

ISO 12800

ISO 100

ISO 100

ISO 3200

ISO 400

ISO 1600

ISO 12800ISO 6400

ISO 400ISO 100

ISO 12800ISO 6400

BIG TEST
SONY RX10

The RX10 
features the 
same high 

resolution EVF 
as the A7

The lens
 is incredibly 

compact 
considering 
the optics  
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V E R D I C T
There’s no denying that the RX10 is something of a niche 

camera and this is in no small part due to its price which 

is some £500 more expensive than its nearest bridge 

camera competitor. Look at it from another perspective 

and if you were to invest in equivalent Carl Zeiss optics for 

a full frame camera, you’re looking at spending more than 

£3,000 before you’ve factored in the price of the body. The 

fact is, however, that you’re getting a whole lot of camera 

for that price-tag.

The RX10 also delivers on image quality, thanks to the 

impressive 1in sensor, while it’s also certainly a camera that 

delivers on the premium pitch in terms of design and 

overall feature-set.

So if you’re happy to meet the high price-tag then the 

RX10 is worth serious consideration as it is one of the best 

bridge cameras we’ve ever tested. RS

PROS
• Impressive lens 

design and maximum 
aperture available

• Feature-set 
• Great images

CONS
• Eye-watering 

price-tag makes it a 
niche choice

19

17

18

19

17

F E AT U R E S

P E R F O R M A N C E

D E S I G N

I M A G E  Q U A L I T Y

VA L U E

WDC
TEST
SCORE

90%

inclusion of a thread on the model’s 

shutter button that facilitates a 

mechanical cable release should you 

prefer that mode of operation to a 

remote alternative.

Another such feature is the 

model’s manual aperture ring, a 

feature that serious photographers 

will no doubt welcome. A nice touch 

here is the ability to turn off the 

physical clicks of the aperture ring so 

that it can be operated silently, a 

feature that will please videographers 

no doubt.

In terms of the button arrangement 

and various controls, it’s diffi cult to 

fault the RX10’s design in this regard. 

The camera body features a good 

selection of controls, all of which are 

placed logically. The camera’s menu 

system is the same as that found in 

the various other RX cameras, and as 

such is similarly logical when it 

comes to changing the various 

camera settings.

PERFORMANCE

Although the RX10 is ostensibly a 

bridge camera, the price and build 

mean that you are constantly 

reminded more of a DSLR or 

Compact System Camera. The good 

news is that in terms of performance 

it’s not a disappointment.

The camera’s contrast-detect AF 

system might not be, on paper at 

least, as fast as either a DSLR or 

CSC, but in reality that’s not the 

case. The focus system is certainly in 

keeping with that on the RX100 II, 

although at the longer focal lengths 

there is a slight drop-off in speed as 

you would perhaps expect.

As well as offering face detection 

focusing – along with a host of focus 

tracking modes – the RX10 also 

delivers an interesting pair of manual 

focus modes. This can be 

undertaken using the model’s zoom 

ring, or alternatively through using 

an electronic ‘fl y-by-wire’ system 

that offers a 100% magnifi cation on 

either the LCD or viewfi nder to aid 

focusing accuracy. The RX10 also 

inherits the RX100 II’s metering 

system, and as a result delivers 

similarly impressive exposures. In the 

standard evaluative metering mode 

the RX10 delivers even exposures 

across a majority of scenes, 

although in slightly darker scenes it 

did have a tendency to overexposure 

but not alarmingly so.

Another area in which the RX10 

impresses is with regards to its 

video performance. The combination 

of 1080p video capture at 30fps, 

along with the f/2.8 maximum 

aperture, provides a versatile 

combination for videographers 

looking for a lightweight body for 

video capture. There’s also the 

added benefi t of the RX10 offering 

support for both an external 

microphone and headphones for 

audio monitoring, further evidence 

of the seriousness with which the 

RX10 takes video capture.

■ See: www.whatdigitalcamera/rx10

 SENSOR 20.2MP, 1in Exmor R CMOS

 OUTPUT SIZE 5472 x 3648

 FILE FORMATS JPEG, Raw (Sony ARW), Raw + JPEG

 COMPRESSION 2 stage

 SHUTTER SPEEDS 30 – 1/3200 sec

 IMAGE STABILISATION Optical Steadyshot

 ISO 80 – 12,800 (extendable to 25,600)

 EXPOSURE MODES P, A, S, M, iAuto, 

  Superior Auto+, 9 scene modes

 METERING SYSTEM  Multi, Centre weighted, Spot

 DRIVE MODE Up to 10fps continuous

 MOVIE MODE 1920 x 1080 @ 60 / 50p

 DISPLAY 3in, 1.22m-dot TFT tiltable LCD

 VIEWFINDER 0.39in OLED EVF

 FOCUSING MODES Single, Continuous, Direct manual, Manual

 MEMORY CARD Memory Stick PRO, PRO Duo, 

  Pro HG Duo, SD, SDHC, SDXC

 CONNECTIVITY USB, microHDMI, Multi-interface shoe 

 WEIGHT 813g 

 DIMENSIONS  129 x 88.1 x 102.2mm

S P E C S

100%There’s no denying 

that JPEG fi les are 

impressive straight 

out of the camera, 

but as ever you’ll 

have more room 

for manoeuvre 

with Raw fi les. In 

terms of dynamic 

range, Raw fi les 

retain a lot of detail 

which is otherwise 

completely lost 

on JPEG fi les and 

therefore can be 

retrieved in post 

production. Raw 

fi les also allow for 

sharper images at 

higher ISO settings 

owing to noise 

reduction applied to 

JPEG fi les.

RAW V 
JPEG

JPEG

RAW

The 20.2MP 

1in sensor is 

impressive, 

producing very 

good levels of 

detail

GOLD
Camera
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IMPROVED

OVER 600 CAMERAS 
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 CANON

 EOS

6D
Just how good is Canon’s most 
affordable full frame DSLR?

COMPACTS
WITH RAW

Seven premium models for under £500
GROUP
TEST

OLYMPUS E-PL5

The world’s 
smallest 
CSC with a 
viewfi nder

NIKON 1 V2 It’s an 
OM-D on 
the inside, 
but for 
half the 
price!

OUR 

VERDICT

OUR 

VERDICT FLASH GUNS
Six of the best-value guns rated

PLUS FUJI

X20
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MORE THAN JUST A MAGAZINE
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ROBERT MCARTHUR 
CUMBRIA, UK

S E CO N D

H A N D N I KO N  D 2 X s

KEY SPECS

SENSOR 12.4MP DX 

APS-C sensor

SCREEN 2.5in LCD screen 

(235k dots) 

ISO 100-800 + 2EV boost

BURST MODE 5fps or 

8fps (Hi-speed crop mode) 

AF SYSTEM 11-area AF 

system

What do the owners think? Two Nikon D2Xs users offer their verdict

HOW MUCH?

LAUNCH PRICE: £3,500

CURRENT USED 

PRICE: £400 (good 

condition from www.

graysofwestminster.co.uk)
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‘In 2009 I decided that I 

needed a second body to 

complement the Nikon D70 

that had been my fi rst foray into the 

digital world. I had always used top of 

the line Nikon fi lm cameras so the 

D2Xs, although used, was a natural 

progression and step up. 

In my bag I also have a D300 and 

D7000 but for some reason it always 

seems to be the D2Xs that I reach for.

It might not have all the bells and 

T 
he Nikon D2Xs was launched in 2006 as a subtle 

upgrade to the D2X that arrived on the scene in 

2004. The key points of improvement were a 

longer lasting battery, larger 2.5in LCD monitor, black 

and white mode, electronic masking of the focusing 

screen and modifi ed metering in high-speed (8fps) crop 

mode. Much like the fl agship model in Nikon’s DSLR 

line-up at the time, the D2Xs integrated a 12.4MP APS-C 

sensor that offered a standard ISO range of 100-800, 

which could be expanded to an equivalent of ISO 1600 

and 3200. With a launch price of £3,500, the D2Xs was 

out to target professionals seeking a fast-performing 

DSLR, and though its specifi cation might seem a little 

dated today, the design and rugged build continue to 

make it a popular secondhand model. We spoke to two 

users of the D2Xs to fi nd out if they’d recommend it. 
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WHAT 
WE THOUGHT

At university we had a pair of 

Nikon D2Xs’s available for all to 

use in the photographic stores. 

At the time there was nothing 

better on the market and it was 

purely down to the fact that they 

were so robust that they survived 

for as long as they did with such 

demanding use, and I recall always 

being impressed by the battery 

stamina. It’s incredibly responsive 

to use and feels every bit like 

the fl agship model it used to be 

in Nikon’s line-up. The D2Xs was 

the camera I’ll always remember 

for making me aware of just how 

powerful a pro-spec DSLR can be.

Michael Topham, Reviews Editor

HOW IT 
STACKS UP 

TODAY
In its day, there weren’t many 

better pro-spec DSLRs to choose 

from than the D2Xs, but when 

you compare its spec to Nikon’s 

current pro DSLR, the D4, you 

realise how far technology has 

come in seven years. The huge  

difference is the improvement 

in sensor technology. The APS-C 

sensor in the D2Xs is smaller than 

the D4’s 16.2MP full frame chip 

and its maximum ISO 800 setting 

is pedestrian when it’s compared 

to the D4’s ISO 12,800 setting that 

can be expanded to an equivalent 

of ISO 204,800. What remains 

impressive today is the D2Xs’s 

robust build and battery life. 

NEW 
ALTERNATIVES

The Nikon D4 is as good as it gets 

in Nikon’s line-up at present, but 

with a £4,225 body-only asking 

price, this is likely to be more than 

most D2Xs users will be prepared 

to spend for an upgrade. An 

alternative to the D4 would be the 

Nikon D3, which offers a 12.1MP 

full frame sensor, 200-6400 ISO 

range that’s expandable to 25,600, 

9fps continuous shooting and a 

sophisticated 51-point AF system. 

Those looking at purchasing a 

secondhand Nikon D3 should be 

prepared to pay £975 for a well 

used example, or £1,559 for model 

that’s in excellent condition with a 

relatively low shutter count. 

WHAT 
WE SAID

‘For the specialist, there’s sure 

to be something of value to make 

life easier such as GPS and the 

high-speed crop mode. On its own 

merits as a standalone camera, 

the D2Xs is highly desirable.’

PROS

• Excellent build 

• Great image 

quality

• Battery life

CONS

• Single card slot 

• Buffer memory 

could be faster

• ISO range

95%

WDC
TEST
SCORE

GOLD

ROSS SPRINGSTEEN 
FLORIDA, USA

I fi rst started using the Nikon 

D2Xs in 2008 while I was 

deployed with the United 

States Marine Corps. At the time I was 

shooting my unit and would often 

require a longer battery life. The Nikon 

D2Xs provided an excellent battery 

life allowing for me to continue 

shooting throughout the duration of 

an extended operation. The high 

frame rate and resolution were also 

large factors in my choice of the D2Xs. 

As long as I have been shooting with a 

DSLR I have been an avid user of 

Nikon. I currently shoot with the 

D7000 and have loved the results 

with that as well. The D2X won me 

over with the incredible versatility, 

from the great picture quality to the 

fantastic support of an array of lenses 

and fl ashes. If I could have changed 

anything about the D2Xs it would 

have been the cost and the addition of 

a built-in fl ash. If you’re looking for a 

fantastic high-end camera that offers 

incredible versatility and long life then 

tapping into what is one of the best 

DSLR systems would be a great idea.

PROS • Battery life • great image quality

COOS • Lack of built-in fl ash • ISO performance
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whistles that newer Nikon bodies have 

but I know its capabilities and it’s yet 

to fail or let me down. 

For years I had used a couple of 

Nikon F3 press bodies with the MD4 

Drives so ruggedness of construction 

has always been an important factor 

in my choice of equipment and the 

D2Xs certainly stands up to anything 

I undertake. Because I wear 

spectacles I really wish the magnifi er 

on the LCD could go higher but apart 

from that I fi nd nothing that deters 

me from choosing it over the others.

My D2Xs has shot nearly 100,000 

exposures and is still going strong so 

if anyone is considering a top DSLR 

on a limited budget I say go for it. I 

recently purchased a couple of other 

bodies because I hate having only one 

and if you’re shooting sports with a 

telephoto lens you need a shorter 

focal length on a second body. I very 

nearly purchased another D2Xs, but 

thought a newer D7000 might bring 

me into this decade. This was a big 

mistake and fortunately, a short time 

after, I managed to get my hands on a 

used D300 which feels much more 

solid and robust like the D2Xs. 

You might ask, why does he need a 

body built like a tank? The simple 

answer is it just feels right in the hand. 

PROS • Shutter life • large handgrip • build

COOS • Low-light performance by today’s 

standard • zoom magnifi cation in playback mode



I 
bought the 6D with a 24-

105mm L lens, which is really 

versatile and very well balanced. 

The image quality and low noise 

performance of the 6D is excellent.

I mainly shoot long exposure 

landscapes and I fi nd the buttons 

well placed. The body also feels 

very rugged, but not too big and 

heavy that you cannot use it as a 

walk-around camera.

The 11-point autofocus was a 

worry but in use has been 

excellent, the centre point focuses 

in near darkness and has come in 

handy for some night shoots.

But if you’re shooting sports 

you may fi nd it a bit hit and miss 

on focusing. At fi rst I thought the 

added Wi-fi  was a bit of a 

gimmick but it’s great in use. You 

can use it to compose yourself in 

the frame with your phone. But 

beware that leaving the Wi-fi  and 

GPS switched on will drain your 

battery quite quickly!

I am really happy with my EOS 

6D and I don’t think I will be 

upgrading for a long time.

CANON EOS 6D

I’m a married father of twin 
boys working in London as a 
licensed black taxi driver. I love 
photography,especially landscape/
seascape photography as it gives 
me time to relax. I fi nd it a great way 
to express myself artistically and the 
long exposure technique 
can be very creative.
www.scottbaldock
photography.co.uk

MY 
DIGITAL 
CAMERA
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S C O T T  U S E S  A

Scott Baldock
L O N D O N

YYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYREADER
GALLERY
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Deal  
The weather turned bad for us 

here – bright sunshine – so had 

to wait for some cloud and stop 

down 16 stops to create some 

drama in the shot.

Canon EOS 6D, 360 seconds @ 

f/10, ISO 100

Reculver 
Soft grad shot (far right) on the 

same trip as the image below. 

We lucked out on the sunset.

Canon EOS 6D, 5 seconds @ 

f/18, ISO 100

City Blues 
Been here several times before 

with no success. But this time 

everything was perfect for a 

twilight image.

Canon EOS 6D, 30 seconds @ 

f/10, ISO 50







FUJIFILM
XQ1  
P 6 8

The XQ1 is Fujifi lm’s smallest X-series 

camera to date, but is its premium fi nish 

matched by an impressive performance? 
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TRIED&
TESTED

All the latest photographic gear reviewed and rated

LONG TERM TESTS
HP Spectre 13 Ultrabook 
P H I L  H A L L

I had a nice surprise this month 

as I discovered that my 

Spectre 13 Ultrabook is 

bundled with Lightroom 5. This 

is a really nice touch for the 

photographer, especially when 

you factor in that the software 

is normally just over £100 

standalone. In use I’ve found 

the performance to be very 

good in Lightroom, crunching 

through fi les and not slowing 

me down. I think perhaps if I 

was looking at something a 

little more labour intensive 

such as 3D rendering or 

gaming I’d appreciate the 

beefi er processor and graphics 

architecture in the MacBook 

Pro, but for image editing and 

my needs, it does a very solid 

job. It’s worth noting that 

Lightroom is bundled with 

the Spectre 13 Ultrabook HP 

and in the future this is 

something we’d like to see on 

other machines and possibly 

even on tablets.  

There’s a dedicated SD card 

port which is very handy for 

downloading images from a 

card without having to hook 

up an additional card reader. 

If you do have to connect the 

HP Spectre 13 Ultrabook, there 

are two ultra-fast USB 3.0 

ports, as well as a full-size 

HDMI port and a mini 

DisplayPort. 

There’s a four-cell 

battery that should 

last all day, but 

this might be 

compromised 

a bit if you’re intending to 

process images all day, so you 

may need to reach for the 

charger. Speaking of 

this, whereas Apple’s 

power supplies are in 

keeping with the 

slick design of its 

laptops, the 

Spectre 13 

Ultrabook’s charger is a 

cumbersome piece of kit and 

doesn’t refl ect the rest of the 

design ethos. 

I’m coming to the end of my 

time with the HP Spectre 13 

Ultrabook and all in all I have 

to say I’ve been impressed with 

it – a very good ultrabook that 

can fi ght the MacBook Pro.



Apple 
iPad Mini
P A U L  N U T T A L L

As I mentioned last month 

when introducing the iPad 

Mini as my new long term 

review, I had been resistant 

to the idea of getting a 

tablet as I felt that my 

smartphone was more than 

capable with regards to my 

mobile computing needs.

However, having now 

spent a fair amount of time 

using the iPad Mini, I can 

safely say that I was wrong.

It didn’t take long for the 

Mini to take the place of my 

smartphone when it comes 

to day-to-day web surfi ng 

and reading. The extra real 

estate provided by the 7.9in 

screen, in comparison to the 

4in screen on my iPhone 5, 

really does make a difference 

when it comes to reading 

and viewing web pages.

Furthermore, the fact that 

the tablet now 

features a Retina 

display means that 

viewing photos on 

the web and 

magazines 

purchased 

through the 

Newsstand is 

a pleasure. In fact, where 

I used to view images online 

on my laptop I’ll now instead 

defer to the iPad Mini.

The improved screen also 

has practical implications 

when it comes to utilising 

Wi-fi  connectivity that’s 

found in a great deal of 

current digital cameras. At 

the very least most Wi-fi  

compacts now offer the 

ability to share images with 

a tablet, and doing so on the 

iPad Mini is a joy. 

Images are clearer and 

more attractive on the iPad 

– perfect for sharing with 

either friends and family or 

clients if you’re a 

professional photographer 

– while it’s also better than 

my smartphone for checking 

on the fi ner technical images 

such as focus and noise.

The good news 

about the iPad Mini 

fi tting seamlessly into 

my digital workfl ow is 

that I’ll feel that it’s 

even more justifi ed 

when I buy one 

in the near 

future!

EYE-FI
MOBI SD CARD  
P 7 3

If your camera lacks built-in 

Wi-fi , the Eye-Fi Mobi can be used 

to enhance your camera’s functionality
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Progress reports from the WDC team on our experience with a range 

of cameras and accessories that we’ve been using over an extended period

VSCO Film Pack
M I C H A E L  T O P H A M

For the past couple of 

months I’ve succumbed to 

applying VSCO fi lm 

emulations to most of my 

images in Lightroom 5. The 

vintage fi lm-like results add 

a new dimension to digital 

images and with some 

delicate adjustment to the 

exposure, contrast, 

highlights and shadows 

sliders I’ve been able to add 

an entirely new style to my 

photography. With all four of 

the fi lm packs at my disposal 

I’ve been somewhat spoilt 

for choice as to which to use, 

but the mono emulations in 

Film Pack 3 (Vintage fi lms) 

are among my favourites. 

The way they give images 

what can only be described 

as a matt fi nish with bags of 

detail in the shadows really 

appeals and reminds me of 

the monotones I used to 

create back in the days of 

darkroom printing. 

Having been so 

impressed by 

VSCO’s fi lm 

plug-ins for 

Lightroom, 

I couldn’t 

resist downloading and 

trying the free VSCOcam 

app that’s available for iOS 

and most Android 4.0+ 

devices. Though it’s more 

limiting in the number of fi lm 

emulations there are to 

choose from, the fi lters offer 

a very attractive tone to 

images captured on mobile 

devices. What’s more the 

app is so straightforward to 

use, it’s superior to 

Instagram in my opinion and 

I much prefer the way you’re 

not constricted to the 1:1 

aspect ratio. The dark 

interface is uncluttered and 

intuitive to use, while there 

are all the output options 

you need to access 

Facebook, Twitter, email and 

the camera roll. It’s one of 

the best free photography 

apps I’ve downloaded onto 

my iPhone, so I’d 

recommend searching 

VSCOcam in iTunes 

or the Google Play 

store and looking 

out for the logo 

(left) and 

downloading it 

yourself.  

NIKON
58MM F/1.4 G AF-S  
P 7 1

Nikon’s latest premium prime lens boasts 

an extortionate price, so we put it to the

test to fi nd out if it justifi es the expense



A
imed at enthusiast 

photographers who 

want superior image 

quality and 

performance in a 

highly portable format, there’s a small 

but thriving and highly competitive 

market for pocket-sized advanced 

compact cameras. The latest example 

to tempt us is the Fujifi lm XQ1. It 

sports a number of welcome features, 

such as a large sensor, a strong 

all-metal body and advanced manual 

controls, and comes at a lower price 

than most of its competitors. Can it 

really be as good as it looks?

FEATURES

Fujifi lm’s X-series cameras are built 

around their proprietary X-Trans 

sensor technology that’s intended to 

mimic some of the characteristics of 

traditional fi lm, by replacing the usual 

regular Bayer-pattern colour mask 

fi lter with a new fi lter in which the 

colour fi lters are laid out in a more 

random pattern. The XQ1 sports a 

12MP X-Trans CMOS II sensor, and 

quite a large one compared to most 

other compact cameras. Whereas 

most advanced compacts have 1/1.7in 

sensors, measuring approximately 7.6 

x 5.7mm, the XQ1 has a 2/3in sensor, 

which measures 8.8 x 6.6mm and is 

roughly 34% larger. However, it’s still a 

bit smaller than the 1in 20.2MP sensor  

found in our current favourite 

premium compact, the Sony RX100 II. 

The X-Trans sensor also 

incorporates phase-detect sensors, 

giving the XQ1 a hybrid phase/

contrast detection AF system, that 

promises faster and more reliable 

focusing, especially in low light.

As well as the usual program auto, 

aperture and shutter priority, and full 

manual exposure, it offers auto, 

advanced scene recognition auto, a 

fairly typical range of scene modes 

and an interesting selection of digital 

fi lters, as well as a panorama stitching 

mode. The degree of control is above 

good, with aperture, shutter speed 

and ISO all adjustable in 1/3EV stops.

There are several other features that 

will be of interest to experienced 

photographers, such as in-camera 

Raw conversion, focus-peaking, and 

of course Fujifi lm’s fi lm-simulation 

modes, including Velvia and Provia.

Like most other advanced 

compacts the XQ1 has a high 

performance lens, with 4x optical 

zoom, equivalent to 25-100mm, a 

maximum aperture of f/1.8 – f/4.9 and 

a minimum aperture of f/11. It’s a 

powered zoom with an automatic lens 

cover, controlled by a rotary bezel 

round the shutter button.

Wi-Fi connectivity is a must-have 

feature these days, so naturally the 

XQ1 can connect to your home 

network for wireless downloading, but 

unlike some recent cameras it lacks 

the latest smartphone connectivity 

and app controls.

DESIGN

The XQ1 is a very handsome little 

camera. The body design is simple 

with straight edges, square corners 

and fl at panels, and the slight step in 

the top panel is obviously intended to 

echo the retro rangefi nder design of 

its larger X-series siblings. The 

rectilinear body is fairly comfortable 

to hold, and the slightly rough texture 

of the fi nish along with the small rear 

thumbrest does provide a secure grip, 

but a small front handgrip would have 

been a welcome addition.

The control layout is fairly 

conventional, with a main exposure 

TRIED&
TESTED
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We take a look at Fujifi lm’s latest advanced compact 
T E S T E D  B Y  O � C L I F F  S M I T H

P R E M I U M  C O M P A C T

FUJIFILM XQ1 £349

KEY
SPECS
SENSOR 12MP 2/3in 

X-Trans CMOS II sensor

LCD 3in, 920k-dot display

FILE FORMATS JPEG, Raw 

(RAF format), MOV

SHUTTER SPEEDS 

30-1/4000 sec, Bulb

EXPOSURE MODES 

Program, Aperture/Shutter 

Priority, Manual exposure

METERING SYSTEM 

TTL 256-zone metering 

multi, spot, average

ISO RANGE 100 – 12,800

WHITE BALANCE  Auto, 

Fine, Shade, Fluorescent 

(Daylight/Warm White/

Cool White), Incandescent, 

Underwater, Custom, Color 

temp.

MEMORY CARD 

SD, SDHC, SDXC

Features a 
12MP 2/3in  

X-Trans CMOS II 
image sensor

At the 
rear is a 3in 
display with 
a 920k-dot 
resolution



PROS
• Design 

• Build quality
• Performance 

• Features
• Value

CONS 
• High-ISO noise could 

be better
• Wi-fi  support needs 

to be improved
• No touchscreen

18

18

19

17

18

F E AT U R E S

P E R F O R M A N C E

D E S I G N

I M A G E  Q U A L I T Y

VA L U E

90%

The XQ1 has a lot to recommend 

it, with a good range of features, 

an easy-to-use interface and 

decent overall performance. 

While the colour, metering and 

detail is good, the performance 

at higher sensitivities is a bit of a 

let down and we’d expected 

better. Factor in the price though, 

and the XQ1 is a very tempting 

pocket compact proposition. CS

V E R D I C T
mode dial on the top panel, and a 

d-pad with a rotary bezel and four 

buttons on the rear. The only unusual 

control is a ring around the lens for 

adjusting aperture or shutter speed, 

but even this is not unique. The 

comprehensive seven-page menu is 

rather plain, but it is at least easy to 

read, sensibly laid out, and quick and 

easy to navigate.

The XQ1 has an all-metal body 

which feels very strong and durable. 

The overall build quality is excellent, 

with nice tight panel seams and 

solidly mounted controls. 

PERFORMANCE

It can start up and take a picture in a 

little over one and a half seconds, 

which is refreshingly fast, and shuts 

down again just as quickly. Shooting 

single-shot in JPEG Fine mode it has a 

consistent shot-to-shot time of 

approximately 0.8 seconds, and in 

Raw+JPEG mode of 0.9 seconds, 

both of which are also nice and quick. 

The hybrid AF system focuses 

almost instantly in good light, but it’s 

not as reliable as we’d hoped, taking 

two or three attempts to focus on 

some subjects, especially in low light, 

but at least it fails quickly rather than 

hunting back and forth.

IMAGE QUALITY

Colours are bright and natural, with 

the standard fi lm mode producing 

gorgeous skin tones, natural colour 

saturation and a nice even tone. The 

Velvia simulation produces more 

vibrant colour saturation, with rich 

reds and greens. White balance is also 

generally very good, producing 

accurate colour under a wide range of 

different lighting conditions. 

Exposure metering is also generally 

accurate, managing to avoid under or 

over-exposure even under diffi cult 

lighting conditions. The larger sensor 

does produce good dynamic range, 

managing to avoid highlight clipping 

even in high-contrast situations. Even 

with shaded foreground subjects 

there was always detail in the sky.

Image noise performance is a little 

disappointing however at higher 

sensitivities, with noticeable 

luminance and chroma noise 

encroaching on the image. Its results 

are not as strong as the RX100 II and 

not quite as good as the Canon 

PowerShot S120 either. 

WDC
TEST
SCORE
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The strong 

colours and 

excellent 

dynamic range 

make this shot 

stand out

R E S O L U T I O N

While it can’t quite match the Sony 
RX100 II’s score of 26 lines per mm 
(lpmm) on our resolution chart at 
ISO 100, the XQ1 still performed 
very well, delivering a very strong 
reading of 24 lpmm, tailing off at 
ISO 6400 with a still strong reading 
of 18 lpmm.

24

23

18

24

22

17

ISO 100

ISO 3200

ISO 400

ISO 1600

ISO 12800ISO 6400
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N
ikon claims to have 

pulled out all the 

stops in producing 

this lens – and with 

a £1,600 price-tag 

the results really do have to be 

absolutely exceptional.

Looking through the 58mm’s front 

element to view the diaphragm 

blades in their fully-closed position 

reveals a perfectly circular aperture. 

This is important because ultra-fast 

lenses are ideal for night-time 

photography, where a bright 

viewfi nder image is important, but 

are commonly used stopped-down 

to achieve deeper depth-of-fi eld.

In a lesser lens, stopping-down 

could cause sharp corners to form 

where diaphragm blades meet at 

small aperture settings, resulting in 

‘starburst’ patterns around small 

bright lights against dark 

backgrounds, thereby ruining 

night-scene pictures. Clearly that 

will not be a problem here.

When fi tted to a D700 the 58mm 

has a Rolls-Royce feel, being both 

rock-solid in build quality yet 

silky-smooth in action. It is larger-

than-average for a standard prime 

but that is hardly surprising given its 

ultra-fast f/1.4 aperture.

Approximately half of the barrel 

length is occupied by a nicely ribbed 

manual-focusing ring, behind which 

sits a focused-distance window 

above a single slider that switches 

between automatic and manual 

focusing. The AF mechanism is 

virtually silent and there is neither 

extension nor rotation of the lens. 

Not only does this make it easier to 

use orientation-sensitive fi lters such 

as polarisers but also, and more 

important, it means the lens can be 

sealed against the weather. This 

protection is completed with a 

rubber ring around the rear fl ange 

that seals against the camera body.

Looking at image quality, so 

surprising were the MTF results at 

wide apertures that the 

measurements were repeated three 

times: to the camera’s and lens’s 

credit, there was hardly any variation 

in the fi gures, and chromatic 

aberration was non-existent at all 

apertures, but on all four occasions 

the resolution consistently remained 

below the critical 0.25 cycles-per-

pixel threshold until f/2 was reached. 

This contrasts with the fi gures 

NIKON
AF-S 58mm f/1.4G
£1599

previously obtained for Nikon’s AF-S 

50mm f/1.4G, which remained above 

0.25 cycles-per-pixel right across 

the aperture range.

Overall, Nikon’s high hopes for its 

new 58mm are not substantiated by 

this review. Maybe I’ve missed 

something but I cannot see why 

Nikon has created this lens given its 

existing quartet of 50mm primes: 

even more so since Nikon’s press 

release references its discontinued 

Noct-Nikkor 58mm f/1.2, yet fails to 

deliver that exceptional maximum 

aperture. Given that maximum-

aperture performance is critical in an 

ultra-fast lens, and that is a 

weakness in the new 58mm, many 

buyers may prefer to pay well under 

£400 for Nikon’s excellent 50mm 

f/1.4G instead. JT

I M A G E
Q U A L I T Y  

Performance at 

wide apertures 

is good, though a 

little disappointing 

for a lens of this 

quality and price

100%

TRIED&
TESTED

F A S T  P R I M E  L E N S

Ultra-fast, full frame premium prime lens
W W W . N I K O N . C O . U K   O T E S T E D  B Y  J O N  T A R R A N T
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Lens performance through 

the aperture range

Tested using www.imatest.com

The 58mm f/1.4G is an excellent performer at 

mid-range and small apertures but weaker at wide 

apertures. There was a total absence of chromatic 

aberration right across the aperture range.

Aperture setting ( f-number)

PROS
• F/1.4 maximum 

aperture • Circular 

minimum aperture

• No colour 

fringing • Near-

silent AF • Rugged 

build quality

CONS
• Extremely 

expensive

• Rather bulky 

• Resolution 

performance at 

f/1.4

Max aperture f/1.4 Min aperture f/16 
Lens mount Nikon Number of blades 9 
Image stabilisation No Optics (elements/
groups) 9 / 6 Min focus 0.58 Filter size 72mm 
Lens hood Yes Width 85mm Length 70mm 
Weight 385g

89%

KE
Y 

SP
EC

S RECOMMENDED

Prime
 focal length 

(58mm)
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LEXAR WORKFLOW HR1 £60

“The benefi t of this type of modular 

system means you can change it 

easily as new card formats evolve”

W W W . L E X A R . C O M

CONS
• Expense

• No three-pin 

plug

PROS
• Fast fi le 

transfer

• Convenience 

If you own more than one camera or 

frequently use a selection of memory 

cards, the likelihood is you’ll download 

your images to an external hard drive 

or portable drive in a systematical 

order, a card at a time using a 

single-bay memory card reader. This 

task can become rather time-

consuming if you’re transferring 

gigabytes of data, and to speed up 

the time it takes to download images 

on multiple cards simultaneously, 

Lexar produces the Workfl ow HR1 

reader solution, which is designed to 

transfer images from up to four 

memory cards at once. While this 

system is overkill for those who own 

one camera and use a single memory 

card, it’s tailored towards enthusiasts 

and pros who’d like a better and 

faster solution to offl oading images – 

freeing up time that can be better 

spent shooting out in the fi eld. 

The Workfl ow HR1 (£60) features 

four bays ready to insert any 

combination of Lexar readers, and to 

ensure all photographers are catered 

for, the readers available for the HR1 

support SD (SR1), Compact Flash 

(CFR1) and XQD (XR1) memory cards. 

Though our review sample was 

supplied with two Compact Flash and 

two SD readers, four of the same 

readers could be added by those 

using one type of media, whereas 

others may prefer to have one of 

each or a selection of two and two. 

The key benefi t of this type of 

modular system means that you can 

change it very easily as new card 

formats evolve, or if you swap from 

one type of media to another. 

Set-up of the HR1 tower couldn’t 

be easier – simply unclip the 

protective dust covers and slot in the 

additional readers you choose. A 

rubber non-slip base prevents the 

tower from sliding around on your 

desk surface and we found the black 

matt fi nish around the outside 

contrasts well with the gloss fi nish 

at the front. Our only criticism is 

that the HR1 uses an AC adaptor to 

power the tower, requiring a spare 

mains socket and the use of a 

three-pin plug adaptor, which to our 

surprise wasn’t included in the box. 

Transfer speeds were as fast as you’d 

expect from a USB 3.0 device and no 

issues were experienced downloading 

images to our main hard drive and a 

backup portable drive, but that said it 

is a costly card reader. With all the 

bays fi lled, it’ll set you back £180 – a 

drop in the ocean perhaps for the 

working pro who needs the 

convenience of four readers built into 

one, but otherwise an expensive 

accessory for most enthusiasts who’d 

be better equipped with Lexar’s 

Professional USB 3.0 Dual Slot reader 

£35. MT  
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EYE-FI MOBI £42
W W W . E Y E . F I / P R O D U C T S / M O B I

WESTERN DIGITAL MY CLOUD £135
W W W . W D C . C O M

Offering either 2TB, 3TB or 4TB capacities, the 

My Cloud can be used simply as an external 

hard drive, but that wouldn’t be realising the full 

potential of it. As the name suggests, with the 

My Cloud you’ve got your very own personal 

cloud storage, allowing you to access fi les and 

photos without actually needing to be 

connected to the drive – you can be the other 

side of the world and still access it via WD’s free 

apps for Mac, PC, iOS and Android – that’s 

provided that you’ve got an internet connection 

and you’ve left the drive switched on at home. 

Content can also be shared too via private links, 

while it’s possible to upload fi les on the move 

before freeing up space on your device should 

you need to.

The design is an evolution of WD’s MyBook 

range of external hard drives, with a clean and 

relatively smart design. It’s really easy to set up 

thanks to the web-based user interface and to 

keep your fi les safe, the drive is password 

protected to ensure no one else can access it. 

One word of caution though – it’s still a single 

drive, so if it does fail, all your data would be 

lost, so we’d still recommend making a back-up 

to ensure you avoid the 

nightmare of 

lost data.

Other than 

that, there’s 

little to fault 

and it’s a 

fantastic mini 

media server 

at a great 

price. PH

If your camera doesn’t support built-in Wi-fi , 

but you’d like to wirelessly transfer images to 

a mobile device such as a smartphone or 

tablet, you’ll want to take a look at Eye-Fi. The 

Mobi memory card is the latest addition to 

Eye-Fi’s range and has been designed to be 

more accessible for the average consumer 

who may not require all the functionality of 

the more advanced Eye-Fi X2 cards. 

Compatible with most cameras with the 

exception of the Leica M9, set-up of the Mobi 

couldn’t be easier. Simply insert the SD card, 

download the Eye-Fi app, type in the 

activation code of the card and you’re then 

ready to connect your mobile device to the 

Mobi’s Wi-fi  network. After this, the images 

you shoot are wirelessly transmitted to your 

tablet or phone – however, Raw fi les aren’t 

supported, only JPEGs, and you’ll be required 

to reconnect to the Wi-fi  network each time 

the camera is switched off or goes into its 

standby mode. Transfer speeds on our Canon 

5D Mark III to our iPhone took three to four 

seconds per image and you’re given direct 

access to upload images to Twitter or 

Facebook straight from the app. With the 

cheapest 8GB SD card costing £42 (16GB £52 

and 32GB £79 are also available), it’s more 

than you’d pay for a non-Wi-fi  card, but the 

benefi t outweighs the extra expense and 

makes it a cheaper solution to upgrading to a 

Wi-fi  enabled camera if you’d like to upload to 

social media or email 

pics when away 

from your PC. 

MT

CONS
• JPEG format 

only

• Expense

PROS
• Fast transfer 

speeds

• Ease of use

CONS
• Data still 

at risk

• Plastic fi nish

PROS
• Easy of use

• Level of 

access

MANFROTTO COMPACT 
SERIES MONOPOD £20
W W W. M A N F R OT TO .C O . U K

If space is at a premium in your 
kit bag, but you’d like some added 
support without having to lug 
a heavy tripod around, a small 
monopod such as the Compact 
MMC3-01 from Manfrotto is an 
ideal solution. With a folded 
length of 39cm, it easily slots 
into most backpacks or shoulder 
bags, and while it could be made 
lighter and stronger if it were 
made from carbon fi bre, the 
aluminium construction keeps 
the price affordable, while solid 
enough to support a camera and 
lens combo weighing up to 1.5kg. 
The lever locks operate smoothly 
and the fi ve-section design keeps 
it compact and convenient to 
carry. MT

G-TECHNOLOGY
G-DRIVE £169 (2TB)
W W W.G -T E C H N O LO G Y. E U

There’s no getting away from the 
fact that this is a premium drive. 
The construction is excellent 
thanks to the aluminium casing 
and its design follows Apple’s 
(now last generation) Mac Pro 
towers. It offers high speed 
connectivity in the shape of USB 
3.0 and FireWire 800/400, though 
Mac users may be disappointed 
to see no Thunderbolt supported. 
Formatted for Macs, it works with 
Time Machine, but PC users will 
be pleased to hear that it can 
easily be formatted for them too.

At £169 for a 2TB model, it’s 
defi nitely not the cheapest model 
available, but if you’re looking for 
a dependable, high-performance 
drive, then this G-Drive shouldn’t 
disappoint – especially with an 
excellent three-year warranty. PH  
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W
hether it’s a pocket compact, 

your fi rst DSLR or a new lens 

for your camera bag, you want 

to know that the gear you buy isn’t going to 

disappoint. With the What Digital Camera 

Buyer’s Guide you’ll be able to look products 

up and see pretty much how every camera 

and lens on the market has fared, along with 

key specifi cations so you can quickly 

compare each model. Not only that, but 

each section is packed with essential buying 

advice ensuring you know exactly what to 

look for before you make your purchase.

Prices listed are the RRPs at launch. You’ll 

often fi nd current street prices a lot cheaper, 

so do shop around for the best deal.

If you’re not sure what you want, our Help 

pages may help you decide. If not, why not 

drop us a line with your own question? You’ll 

fi nd details on how to reach us over the page.

BUYER’S
Camera

WHAT DIGITAL

Panasonic Lumix GX1
F R O M  W W W.W E X P H O T O G R A P H I C . C O M

The GX1 enthusiast-level compact system camera was released 

in 2012. It has 16MP, a 3in/460k-dot touchscreen LCD and 

Panasonic’s Light Speed autofocus module. It also offers 1080p 

Full HD video recording and 10fps continuous sho oting.

You also get four individual Function (Fn) buttons that 

you can assign to various functions, along with a hotsho e

accessory port that can accept electronic viewfi nders as 

well as external fl ashguns.

* P R I C E  C O R R E C T  A T  T I M E  O F  P R E S S

BUYING ADVICE

Digital 

camera

SENSOR TYPE
The two most common sensor 

sizes in DSLRs are APS-C (which 

vary slightly between models) and  

f d in pro grade

BU
DSLRS

CAMERA LISTINGS

 DSLRS £400-£1000
NAME & MODEL RRP TESTED SCORE SUMMARY

SENSOR LENS MAX ISO VIDEO SHOOTING SCREEN DIMEN

Nikon D3100
£439

kit
Xmas10 89% 

A high-spec DSLR aimed at beginners, which includes  

some highly impressive features for the price
14.2MP Nikon 12,800 1080p 11 3 95

O 3in 500 124 96

£450 NYT

Stripped-down version of K-50 without weather sealing boasts 

100% glass prism viewfinder; uses AA batteries 
16.3MP Pentax 51,600 1080p 11 6 100

3in 410 130 97

6400 720p 9 3 95
O 2.7in 700 129 99
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LISTINGS
P82 DSLRS P83 CSCS

P84 COMPACTS P88 LENSES P94 CSC LENS

D S L R

P A G E  8 4 P A G E  9 0

BUYING ADVICE

Digital SLRs offer numerous advantages over compacts and other 

cameras. Here are some key points to consider when choosing one

SYSTEMS 

AND LENSES

All DSLRs are supported by a system 

comprising lenses and accessories. It’s 

important to consider this when buying a 

find one system has a 

PRICE 

Expect to pay around 

£450 for an entry-level 

model, and around 

£700 for a mid-range 

alternative. 
SENSOR TYPE

The two most common sensor 

DSLRs are APS-C (which 

BUYING
DSLRS

P A G E  8 8

ACDSEE  . . . . . . . . .www.acdsee.com
ADOBE . . . . . . . . . . www.adobe.com 
APPLE  . . . . . . . . . . . www.apple.com
B&W   . . . . . . . . . . www.bwfi lter.com
BENBO  www.patersonphotographic.com
BIBBLE LABS   . www.bibblelabs.com
BILLINGHAM . www.billingham.co.uk
BOWENS . . . . . . .www.bowens.co.uk
CALUMET . .www.calumetphoto.co.uk
CANON . . . . . . . . . .www.canon.co.uk
CASIO   . . . . . . . . . www.exilim.co.uk
COKIN   . . . . . . . . . . www.cokin.co.uk 
COLOUR CONFIDENCE . . . . . . . . . .  
 . . . . . . . . www.colourconfi dence.com

COREL   . . . . . . . . . . . www.corel.com
CRUMPLER . . . www.intro2020.co.uk
DELKIN   . . . . . . . . . .www.delkin.com
DOMKE   . . . . . . . . . . www.tiffen.com 
DXO   . . . . . . . . . . . . . . www.dxo.com
ELINCHROM   www.thefl ashcentre.com
EPSON . . . . . . . . . .www.epson.co.uk
FOTOSPEED . . . .www.fotospeed.com
FUJIFILM  . . . . .  www.fujifi lm.co.uk
GIMP   . . . . . . . . . . . . . www.gimp.org 
GIOTTOS   . . . . . . . www.giottos.co.uk
GITZO . . . . . . . . . . . . www.gitzo.co.uk
GORILLAPOD   . www.intro2020.co.uk
HARMAN . . www.harman-inkjet.com

HAHNEMUHLE  www.hahnemuehle.com
HOYA   . . . . . . . . www.intro2020.co.uk
HP   . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . www.hp.co.uk
ILFORD   . . . . . . . . . . www.ilford.com
JESSOPS . . . . . . . www.jessops.com
JOBO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . www.jobo.com
KAISER   . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
 . . . . . . www.kaiser-fototechnik.de/en
KATA   . . . . . . . . . www.kata-bag.com
KENTMERE   . . . www.kentmere.co.uk
KINGSTON . . . . . .www.kingston.com
KODAK . . . . . . . . . www.kodak.co.uk
INTERFIT   . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
 . . . . . . .www.interfi tphotographic.com

LACIE . . . . . . . . . . www.lacie.com/uk 
LASTOLITE   . . . . . www.lastolite.com 
LEE . . . . . . . . . . . www.leefi lters.com
LEICA . . . . . . . . . . . www.leica.co.uk
LENSBABY . . . . www.intro2020.co.uk
LEXAR . . . . . . . . . . . .www.lexar.com
LEXMARK   . . . . . www.lexmark.co.uk
LOWEPRO . . . . . . www.lowepro.com
MANFROTTO . . www.manfrotto.co.uk
METZ   . . . . . . . . www.intro2020.co.uk
NIKON   . . . . . . . . . . www.nikon.co.uk
OLMEC . . . . .www.ici-imagedata.com 
OLYMPUS   . . . . .www.olympus.co.uk
ONONE . . . . www.ononesoftware.com

PANASONIC . . www.panasonic.co.uk
PHASEONE   . . . .www.phaseone.com
PELI . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .www.peli.com
PENTAX . . . . . . . . www.pentax.co.uk
PERMAJET   www.novadarkroom.com
PNY  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . www.pny.com
PRETEC . . . . . . . . . .www.pretec.com
RICOH   . . . www.ricoh-cameras.co.uk
SAMSUNG . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
 . . . . . . . . . . . . . www.samsung.co.uk
SANDISK . . . . . . www.sandisk.co.uk 
SCHNEIDER  www.schneideroptics.com
SEAGATE  . . www.seagate.com/gb/en
SIGMA  www.sigma-imaging-uk.com

SLIK . . . . . . . . . www.intro2020.co.uk
SONY . . . . . . . . . . . .www.sony.co.uk
STORM   . . . . . . www.stormcase.com
SUNPAK  . . . . .  www.intro2020.co.uk 
TAMRAC   . . . . . www.intro2020.co.uk
TAMRON   . . . . . www.intro2020.co.uk
TENBA . . . . . . . . . . . www.tenba.com
THREE LEGGED THING   . . . . . . . . . .  
 . . . . . . . . . . . www.3leggedthing.com
TIFFEN . . . . . . . . . . . www.tiffen.com
TOKINA   . . . . . . www.intro2020.co.uk
UNI-LOC   . . . . www.ukray.com/uniloc
WESTERN DIGITAL  www.wdc.com/en
ZEISS . . . . . . . www.zeiss.com/photo

CONTACTS
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GUIDE

£329
(WAS £749.99)

Looking for a new camera? Or perhaps a lens? Need 

some guidance? Our Buyer’s Guide has all the answers...

BIG
DEAL
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FACEBOOK
www.facebook.com/

WhatDigitalCamera

TWITTER
@WhatDigCamera

YOUTUBE
www.youtube.com/users/

WhatDigitalCamera

FLICKR
www.fl ickr.com/groups/

whatdigitalcamera

THE FORUM
www.whatdigitalcamera.com/

forums

E-MAIL
wdc@ipcmedia.com

@

HELPHELP
M I K E 

T O P H A M P A U L 
N U T T A L L

P H I L 
H A L L

N I G E L
A T H E R T O N

EOS M lens range 
J A M E S  H A C K N E L L  O  V I A  E M A I L

Got a question? Need some buying advice? Drop our experts a line

SD or Compact Flash
T I M  W I L K E R S O N  O  V I A  E M A I L

Q 
I’ve noticed that more and more 

DSLRs are featuring twin card slots, 

but are there any advantages of 

buying an enthusiast DSLR with an SD and 

Compact Flash slot over one that comes 

with twin SD slots? 

A
An increasing number of enthusiast and 

pro-spec models feature dual-slots for 

enhanced fl exibility. As well as providing 

t option to back up images to a second card, a 

twin card slot design is useful if you’d like to 

record stills on one card and HD video to the 

other. Though SD cards are smaller, lighter and 

have a tendency to be cheaper than Compact 

Flash media, they’re not as robust and have the 

potential to get damaged more easily in 

demanding environments. This is the reason why 

many photographers opt to use Compact Flash 

over SD and why so many choose CF and SD over 

a dual SD slot design for the best practicality in 

any given situation. MT

Q
Ever since the Canon 

EOS M was announced 

I’ve been waiting for its 

successor to arrive so I can buy a 

smaller system camera to 

complement my larger Canon 

DSLR. My concern is the limited 

lens range for the EOS M system. 

I don’t want to attach my DSLR 

lenses to it because that doesn’t 

get me any closer to having a 

smaller and lighter system, so is 

it worth looking elsewhere? 

A
The good news is that 

the long wait for a 

replacement to the EOS 

M is fi nally over with the recent 

arrival of the Canon EOS M2. The 

bad news however is that Canon 

has decided to make it a product 

exclusive to the Asia market – 

something that we’ve been 

informed by Canon could be 

subject to change in the future.  

The main cause for concern on 

the original EOS M was the 

focusing speed, which 

regrettably wasn’t as responsive 

as some of its closest rivals. 

Despite being marked down for 

its AF performance, the EOS M 

does have some great qualities 

including a rock-solid build 

quality, excellent image quality 

from its APS-C sized sensor and 

a superb touchscreen interface 

that caters well for novices and 

enthusiasts alike. The EOS M2 

builds on the EOS M by being 

10% smaller and it features a new 

Hybrid CMOS AF II module that’s 

intended to operate 2.3 times 

faster. Sadly though there’s no 

news of any new M-mount 

lenses. The range is currently 

restricted to just two optics – the 

22mm f/2 STM Pancake lens and 

the 18-55mm f/3.5-5.6 STM IS kit 

lens. Based on the fact you don’t 

like the idea of using the EF-EOS 

M mount adaptor to mount your 

large Canon EF lenses on a small 

EOS M body, we’d be tempted to 

look elsewhere for an alternative. 

For similar money you could buy 

a Panasonic Lumix GF6 – our 

winner of the 2013 Consumer 

CSC of the Year award, which is 

supported by more than 15 

Lumix lenses and 46 if you 

include those produced by third 

parties such as Olympus and 

Sigma. MT 

The EOS M2 is 

10% smaller than 

the original EOS 

M, but currently 

it looks like it 

won’t be coming 

to the UK



BUSTED
DIGITAL ZOOM
An extension to the 

optical zoom ranges of 

most digital compact 

cameras. This crops 

the image to provide a 

narrower angle of view, 

before interpolating the 

results back to a normal 

resolution. This process 

does not add any extra 

detail to the image – it 

simply guesses pixel 

values based on those 

already there – and the 

results are likely to be 

less satisfactory than 

those achieved with the 

standard optical zoom.

LENS 
COATINGS
Chemicals deposited 

on the surfaces of lens 

elements to help improve 

light transmission by 

reducing refl ections. 

This also helps prevent 

aberrations such as fl are 

and ghosting. 

MIRROR LENS
Also known as 

catadioptric lenses, 

these use curved 

mirrors instead of glass 

elements. Because of 

this they can be made 

smaller and much lighter 

than standard lenses of 

the same focal length. 

Also, since light is not 

being dispersed as it 

ordinarily would through 

the elements of a lens 

there is no chromatic 

aberration (although 

other aberrations such as 

spherical aberration may 

still be caused). Due to 

their construction, mirror 

lenses do not offer an iris 

diaphragm for controlling 

aperture, and are also 

known to produce ring-

doughnut shaped bokeh 

(out-of-focus areas), 

generally considered to 

be distracting.     

See how LUMIX G focuses on 

the things that matter 

at panasonic.co.uk/lumixg 

*Similarly priced DSLR 
vs. LUMIX G6, correct as 

at 14/06/13.

FASTER, 
CLOSER, SMARTER

Vs

FOCUS
ANYWHERE

DSLR*

MULTI-POINT
 FOCUS

Q 
I have a 

Canon PowerShot 

SX40 but want to 

upgrade to a DSLR and have 

been looking at the Canon 

EOS 600D or 700D. However 

my wife has a Nikon D5100 

and I have been impressed 

with the quality of the pictures 

she has taken, so I’m also 

considering the Nikon D7000 

as I’ve been really impressed 

with it when looking at one. 

I’m also interested in the 

D7100, but I have been 

advised that this would be a 

‘step too far’ for my fi rst DSLR. 

This is because, I’m told, you’ll 

need experience with 

understanding lighting etc, as 

this camera needs more 

control from the user. Whereas 

the D7000 is not such a big 

step as you can still take good 

photos in its auto mode while 

learning more about 

photography. I was also told 

that the D7000 is a reliable, 

and well built unit that would 

last quite a while before I’d 

need to think about the ‘next’ 

upgrade. (If I get that far!)

A 
While we’ve got no 

hesitation 

recommending the 

two Canon models you 

suggest, in this instance it 

makes sense to stick with a 

Nikon body seeing as your wife 

already has a D5100. That way, 

should you get extra lenses or 

accessories, you’ll be able to 

swap and share kit. 

You’ve had some curious 

advice about the D7100, 

especially if you’re also looking 

at the D7000, as from a 

handling perspective, they’re 

virtually identical in use. The 

D7100 supersedes the D7000, 

offering several improvements 

and refi nements. Most notable 

is the increase in resolution 

from 16MP to 24MP, while 

there’s also a 51-point AF 

system compared to the 

D7000’s 39-point 

confi guration. Don’t get us 

wrong though – the D7000 is 

still a very well specifi ed DSLR, 

even though it’s getting a little 

long in the tooth. 

Perhaps more important is 

how you’re likely to get on with 

either of these models as a 

new user. While they’ve got a 

host of features that the more 

experienced user will 

appreciate, they can both be 

happily used in Auto should 

you wish and as you grow in 

confi dence and experience, will 

offer bags of creative control. 

The D7100 is perhaps a little 

more future-proof, but 

probably for your needs the 

D7000 is more than up to 

the job, especially with the 

£250 price saving. PH 

Upgrading 
to a DSLR
J O H N  G A R S T A N G  O  V I A  E M A I L



      

Each month we 

pick out the 

best gear on the 

market for you

1 NOKIA LUMIA 1020 £579
Featuring a whopping 1/1.5in chip with a 
staggering 41MP resolution, the Lumia 
1020 delivers the best results we’ve seen 
from a smartphone.

2 APPLE IPHONE 5S £549
Performance is as close to fl awless as 
phones get, delivering perfectly focused 
and exposed images.

3 SONY XPERIA Z1 £599
An improvement over the Z, but there’s 
still some room for improvement; it’s 
only a little bit better than the Galaxy S4.

1 SIGMA 35MM F/1.4 £699
One of Sigma’s new range of lenses 
delivers results that would rival a lens 
twice the price and perfect for a full 
frame DSLR.

2 FUJINON 23MM F/1.4 £799
Designed for Fujifi lm’s X-series CSCs, this 
lens’s optical performance is stunning 
and build quality feels fabulous.

3 OLYMPUS 17MM F/1.8 £449
Perfect fast lens for Micro FourThirds 
users with a lovely metal fi nish and 
compact proportions.

1 PANASONIC GF6 £399
The GF6 is a perfect blend of excellent 
features, great image quality and an 
all-round solid performance make this 
our pick.

2 OLYMPUS PEN E-PL5 £479
With a fast and responsive AF, there’s 
very little to fault with the exception 
that the buttons could be a bit small.

3 SONY NEX-5T £499
Delivers highly detailed images and 
comes with Wi-fi  connectivity, though 
changing settings can be fi ddly.

CAMERAPHONES ENTRY-LEVEL 
SYSTEM CAMERAS

FACEBOOK
www.facebook.com/

WhatDigitalCamera

TWITTER
@WhatDigCamera

YOUTUBE
www.youtube.com/users/

WhatDigitalCamera

FLICKR
www.fl ickr.com/groups/

whatdigitalcamera

THE FORUM
www.whatdigitalcamera.

com/forums
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wdc@ipcmedia.com
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Q 
After recent 

discussions at my local 

wildlife photography 

club, a friend introduced me to 

the CamRanger accessory, but 

I’m uncertain if it’s essential for 

the images I regularly take and 

how it’ll benefi t my 

photography. 

A
The CamRanger is a 

wireless tethering 

accessory that’s used to 

create an ad-hoc Wi-fi  network 

that a smartphone or tablet can 

then connect to. Its purpose is 

to allow you to set up your 

camera and take charge of the 

key settings remotely via a free 

app that’s available for iOS and 

Android devices. It has 

numerous benefi ts for wildlife 

photographers who need to 

work as discreetly as possible in 

order not to startle the subject 

and miss the shot. One of its 

best features is its range and 

with your camera set up on a 

tripod and the CamRanger 

attached via USB, it’s possible to 

fi re the shutter of your camera 

wirelessly from up to 150ft away. 

Essentially how much use the 

CamRanger sees depends a lot 

on how frequently you’d like to 

work remotely. If you fi nd 

yourself working at long 

distances from your subject with 

long telephoto lenses, and you 

enjoy the feel of having the 

camera in your hand then it’s 

probably not for you, however if 

you’d like to be more secretive in 

your approach to your wildlife 

subjects or fancy being more 

experimental, it’s an accessory 

we’d thoroughly recommend. 

The only downside of such a 

specialist accessory is that it 

comes with a fairly high price of 

£269. MT

35MM (OR EQUIVA-
LENT) PRIMES
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G E O F F  M O O R E  O  V I A  E M A I L

Do I need a CamRanger?
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Portable storage for travel photography

Q
I’m a frequent traveller and I’m 

starting to take a lot of photos on 

my trips away which I intend to sell 

on stock libraries to fund a new camera. I’ve 

been using the same portable hard drive for 

many years. It’s now battered to death, 

there are signs of cracks around the outside 

of the casing and the cable is starting to 

fray. I’m now at the stage where I don’t trust 

it as a safe means of backup for my images 

and I know it’s time to invest in a new one. 

With £100 to spend on a 1TB hard drive, 

what are my best options?  

A
The price of external storage has 

dramatically decreased in recent 

years; and 1TB portable hard drives 

can be picked up from £50. While there’s 

nothing to say the cheapest drives will let 

you down, they usually have plastic casings 

that aren’t resilient or robust enough for the 

demanding use you’re going to give it. You’ll 

want a hard drive with a more solid build 

that’ll be able to survive the test of time and 

constant use wherever it’s pulled from your 

bag to backup images. Here are three 

robust portable drives we’d recommend. MT 

PHOTO CLINIC

N E I L  T A Y L O R  O  V I A  T H E  F O R U M

G Drive Mobile USB 

£75

The G Drive Mobile features an 

aluminium design that makes it 

strong, lightweight and stylish. The 

advantage of it being USB powered 

means that you don’t need to add 

an external AC power supply and it 

comes available in capacities up to 

1TB in drive speeds of 7200RPM or 

5400RPM. Though the aluminium 

casing is susceptible to scratching, 

the thin profi le makes it a great 

pocket size and USB 3.0 is supported 

for fast fi le transfer. 

COMPATIBILITY

 MAC OS X 10.6+, WINDOWS 8,7 AND VISTA

RPM AVAILABLE 5400RPM/7200RPM

DIMENSIONS 129 X 82 X 13MM

INTERFACE 1X USB 3.0

WEBSITE WWW.G-TECHNOLOGY.COM

T H E  C H O I C E S

LaCie Rugged Mini 

£80 

The Rugged Mini is the smallest 

member of the LaCie Rugged family 

of hard drives and features the 

iconic orange rubber sleeve around 

its perimeter to cushion it from 

any knocks or drops. Pressure 

resistant to 1-ton, rain resistant and 

shock-resistant from a height of 

1.2m, the Rugged Mini is certainly 

built to withstand heavy day-to-day 

use, while like the G Drive, you have 

the speed of USB 3.0 with backward 

compatibility for USB 2.0. 

COMPATIBILITY MAC OS X 10.5+,

 WINDOWS 8,7, VISTA AND XP

RPM AVAILABLE 5400RPM/7200RPM

DIMENSIONS 135 X 86 X 19MM

INTERFACE 1X USB 3.0

WEBSITE WWW.LACIE.COM

Buffalo MiniStation Extreme 

£75

Tihs rugged portable hard drive is 

equipped with a unique wrap-around 

USB cable. Featuring a military-

grade construction, the rugged 

chassis is complemented by internal 

bumpers to absorb and transfer 

the shock away from the hard disk 

should it be accidentally knocked 

or dropped. Tested to survive drops 

from a height of 2m, the drive comes 

with full disk encryption like the G 

Drive and Rugged Mini to protect 

data from unauthorized access.

 

COMPATIBILITY MAC OS X 10.5+, 

 WINDOWS 8,7, VISTA AND XP

RPM AVAILABLE 7200RPM

DIMENSIONS 128 X 89 X 18MM

INTERFACE 1X USB 3.0

WEBSITE WWW.BUFFALOTECH.COM

Send us your questions and if selected for Photo Clinic, you’ll receive a great 32GB Samsung SDHC 

Plus memory card. Ultra-reliable, Samsung SDHC Plus memory cards can withstand over 24 hours in 

salt water and can protect against dust. It is also able to resist airport X-ray scanners and widespread 

magnetic exposure. The 32GB Samsung memory card can store 4,000 photos (based on 10MP camera 

Super Fine mode) or 4 hours of HD Video (1920 x 1080) or 280 hours of MP3 music fi les.  Visit: www.samsung.com/memorycard
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Digital SLRs offer numerous advantages over compacts and other 

cameras. Here are some key points to consider when choosing one

LOW-LIGHT CAPABILITY
All DSLRs have a sensitivity 
range, which determines the 
kind of conditions in which 
images may be taken. Cameras 
that can capture at ISO 12,800 
and above are ideal when light 
levels are low, but any images 
taken at such high settings 
are often affected by image 
noise. The maximum aperture 
of your lens and accessories 
such as tripods also affect how 
successfully you can capture 
images in low light.  

IMAGE STABILISATION 
Some DSLRs offer image 
stabilisation inside their 
bodies, while others have it 
inside their lenses. These  
systems help to keep images 
sharp at slower shutter speeds 
by moving either the lens 
elements or the sensor when 
motion is sensed. They’re well 
worth using when light levels 
fall or when you’re capturing 
images at longer focal lengths, 
or alternatively when panning a 
subject such as a racing car.

BURST MODE
/FRAME RATE 
Entry-level DSLRs typically 
offer 3-5fps burst modes, 
while more expensive models 
can go up to 10fps and even 
higher. This feature is ideal 
when capturing action, as a 
faster burst rate can increase 
your chances of capturing the 
image exactly as you envisage 
it, although this is improved by 
other aspects too such as the 
effectiveness of a continuous 
autofocus system. 

ARTICULATING LCD
The LCD screens on DSLRs 
are often fixed in place, 
although many modern DSLRs 
now allow these to be pulled 
away from the bodies and 
adjusted around a hinge or 
pivot. This makes them easier 
to use in unorthodox shooting 
positions, such as on the 
ground or at arm’s length. 
It’s even possible to find this 
augmented by touchscreen 
operation, which can help with 
pinpointing focus.

HD VIDEO 
DSLRs now offer high-
definition movie recording as 
standard. Most offer standard 
HD capture at 1280x720, 
although many also offer full 
HD capture which increases 
this figure to 1920x1080 (these 
are often simply denoted as 
720p and 1080p). All DSLRs 
which capture video have 
built-in microphones, although 
some also have a port for 
accepting better-quality 
external microphones.

K E Y  D S L R  F E A T U R E S

SYSTEMS 
AND LENSES

All DSLRs are supported by a system 

comprising lenses and accessories. It’s 

important to consider this when buying a 

DSLR as you may fi nd one system has a 

wider selection of lens and accessory 

options at prices befi tting your 

budget than another. With the 

help of third-party 

manufacturers such as 

Sigma and Tamron, 

however, today all 

brands are 

reasonably well 

catered for.

PIXELS
The sensors inside all of today’s 

DSLRs contain many more pixels than 

most people require for everyday images, 

although cameras with particularly 

high-resolution sensors can be useful 

when the image is destined to be printed 

at a large size. In low light, however, a 

sensor with a less saturated sensor can 

be more benefi cial, as larger pixels often 

produce images with less noise. 

Admittedly, this also depends 

on factors such as 

image processing. 

SIZE 
AND WEIGHT

DSLRs vary in size and weight for 

many reasons, such as the materials from 

which they are constructed and the 

choice of viewfi nder. You should always 

handle a camera fi rst to see whether 

you’re comfortable with its operation, and 

if you plan on taking it out in adverse 

conditions it’s also worth double-

checking whether the camera is 

sealed against inclement 

weather.  

ACCESSORIES
In addition to lenses, 

it’s possible to fi nd fl ash 

guns, remote releases 

and battery grips for 

most DSLRs.

PRICE 
Expect to pay around 

£450 for an entry-level 

model, and around 

£700 for a mid-range 

alternative. 

SENSOR TYPE
The two most common sensor 

sizes in DSLRs are APS-C (which 

vary slightly between models) and 

full frame, the latter found in pro-grade 

models and the former in entry-level 

and mid-range alternatives. 

Because of their size 

APS-C sensors change the 

effective focal length of 

the lens you use, so 

bear this in mind 

when selecting 

both camera 

and lens.  

BUYING 
DSLRS
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DISPLAYS
Displays on CSC cameras vary 
from standard LCDs which are 
fi xed in place to those which 
can be pulled away from their 
bodies and adjusted around a 
hinge or pivot. Some cameras 
make use of OLED rather than 
LCD technology here, and a 
handful even have touchscreen 
functionality built in.

WI-FI 
Wireless connectivity is 
slowly making its way into 
CSCs, which allows users to 
upload images and videos 
straight to the web without 
the need for a cable. To 
date, no CSC includes 3G 
connectivity, something which 
is already starting to appear 
in compact cameras.  

BURST MODES
With no mirrors and greater 
reliance on electronic rather 
than mechanical shutters, 
some CSCs can offer burst 
modes far higher than those 
from an average DSLR. Some-
times though, this comes at 
the expense of resolution or 
functionality such as AF and 
metering between frames. 

LENS SUPPORT
Manufacturers such as 
Sony and Nikon offer lens 
adapters which allow their 
more standard DSLR lenses 
to be used with CSC bodies. 
Third-party manufacturers 
such as Novoflex also provide 
adapters which facilitate an 
exhaustive range of lens-to-
CSC combinations. 

MICROPHONE INPUT
Most CSCs have stereo 
microphones integrated in their 
bodies, although some also 
offer a mic input for attaching 
external microphones. As 
hotshoe-mounted microphones 
and now widely available, often 
these ports are located just 
beneath the hotshoe itself – 
otherwise they are on the side.

K E Y  C S C  F E A T U R E S

WHAT 
ARE THEY? 

Compact System Cameras combine 

large sensors with small bodies and 

manual control. Unlike DSLRs they 

lack a mirror box, and many also lack 

optical viewfi nders too; those that do 

have viewfi nders tend to offer 

electronic ones. Otherwise, all 

composition and image review 

happens through the 

LCD, much like with 

compacts.  

SIZE 
AND WEIGHT

With no mirror box, and usually only 

electronic viewfi nders, most CSCs are 

both smaller and lighter than comparable 

DSLRs, although lenses tend to present 

less of a benefi t 

here.   

LENSES 
As the lenses for most of these 

systems have only been in existence 

for the past few years, not every range 

is quite complete yet. The Micro Four 

Thirds line is the most developed, with 

other systems typically carrying around 

5-10 lenses each. Manufacturers often 

announce the development of new 

lenses ahead of their availability, 

which may be useful for those 

unsure of which system 

to invest in.

MOVIE 
MODES 

HD video recording is now fairly 

standard across CSCs, with some 

cameras now managing to record full HD 

video at a choice of frame rates. Camera 

specifi cations make it clear whether this 

footage is captured in progressive or 

interlaced formats (denoted as p and i), 

with the former option generally 

considered by most to be 

better for most typical 

scenes.

VIEWFINDERS 
Electronic viewfi nders, or 

EVFs, vary in quality, and many 

photographers remain unconvinced as 

to their benefi ts over optical 

alternatives. Look out for high-

resolution OLED fi nders, as these can 

display the scene with impressive 

quality, and can be a real help when 

light levels are low. EVFs also have the 

benefi t of including shooting 

information you’d fi nd 

on the rear display.  

MANUAL
CONTROL 

Although all CSCs offer manual control 

over exposure, the way in which this is 

offered varies between models. If you’re 

used to a bridge camera or DSLR, look 

out for cameras with mode dials and 

many buttons on the top-plate and rear, 

as these will provide direct access to key 

controls. The alternative is models 

whose access to these controls 

is largely through the menu 

system.

ADVICE
CSCS Blending the image quality of a DSLR with the small form of a 

compact, Compact System Cameras have become incredibly popular...
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Canon EOS 70D £1079
body 11/13 91%

World’s first DSLR to boast Dual Pixel CMOS AF technology, said 
to improve autofocus performance in Live View mode 20.2MP Canon 12,800 1080p O 19 7 98 O O 3in O 920 139 104 79 755g

Nikon D7100 £1099
body 05/13 90%

The D7100 updates the D7000 in a number of significant ways, and 

while it’s not without fault it’s still praiseworthy. Wi-fi optional 24.1MP Nikon 25,600 1080p O 51 6 100 O O O 3in 950 135 106 76 765g

Pentax K-3 £1099
body 01/14 88%

Upgrade from the Pentax K-5. GPS optional. Impersonates a low pass 

filter. High FPS rate and is the first to carry Ricohs name. 24.2MP Pentax 51200 1080i O 27 8 100 O O 3.2in 560 131 100 77 800g

Canon EOS 7D £1699
body

XMAS
09 94%

Good enough to be used as a regular camera by semi-pros, the 
7D is a welcome addition to the EOS line. Wi-fi optional 18MP Canon 12,800 1080p O 19 8 100 O O 3in 800 148 110 73 820g

Canon EOS 6D £1799
body 02/13 91%

Superb image quality from Canon’s latest – and cheapest – full 
frame DSLR. Also offers Wi-fi and GPS connectivity 20.2MP Canon 102,400 1080p O 11 4.5 97 O O 3in 980 145 111 71 755g

Nikon D610 £1799
body 12/13 92%

Upgrade from D600, 3 minor upgrades; improved auto white balance, 

faster continuous shooting and a quiet continuous mode. GPS  optional 24.3MP Nikon 25600 1080p O 39 6 100 O O 3.2in O 900 141 113 82 850g

Nikon D600 £1955
body 12/12 92%

Nikon’s most affordable full frame camera yet; packs a 24.3MP sensor 

into a lightweight body with twin card slots. Wi-fi & GPS optional �24.3MP Nikon 25,600 1080p O 39 5.5 100 O O O 3.2in N/A 141 113 82 850g

Sony Alpha 99 £2299
body

XMAS
12 89%

Sony’s full frame A99 offers translucent mirror technology 
allied to a 19-point AF system with 11 cross sensors 24.3MP Sony 25,600 1080p O 19 10   100 O 3in O 500 147 111 78 812g

Nikon D800 £2600
body 06/12 92%

Offering a massive 36MP, this is the camera to go for if you want 
to produce ultra-large prints. GPS optional 36.3MP Nikon 25,600 1080p O 51 4 100 O O 3.2in 900 146 123 81 900g

Nikon DF £2749
kit

02/14 88%
Nikon’s retro-tinged full frame DSLR camera has a solid specification 

although it lacks a video mode. Overall, its images are superb 16.2MP Nikon 204,800 - 39 5.5 100 3.2in 1400 143.5 110 66.5 765g

Nikon D800E £2900
body 08/12 91%

Removes the anti-aliasing filter of the D800 for even greater 
detail should you need it. GPS optional 36.3MP Nikon 25,600 1080p O 51 4 100 O O 3.2in 900 146 123 81 900g

Canon EOS 5D Mk III £2999
body 06/12 92%

An excellent full frame sensor, fast burst rate, high ISO range and 

advanced AF makes this an impressive piece of kit. Wi-fi optional 22.3MP Canon 102,400 1080p O 61 6 100 O 3.2in 950 152 116 76 950g

Nikon D4 £5290
body 05/12 93% 

Nikon’s flagship DSLR and one of the best DSLRs we’ve seen to 
date. GPS & Wi-fi optional 16.2MP Nikon �204,800 1080p O 51 10 100 O O 3.2in 2600 160 156 90 1,340g

Canon EOS-1D X £5300
body 11/12 93% 

A contender for the crown of best DSLR, this camera is hard to 
fault. GPS & Wi-fi optional 18.1MP Canon 204,800 1080p O 61 12 100 O O 3.2in 1120 158 163 82 1,100g

 DSLRS £400-£1000
NAME & MODEL RRP TESTED SCORE SUMMARY SENSOR LENS MAX ISO VIDEO SHOOTING SCREEN DIMENSIONS

Nikon D3100 £439
kit Xmas10 89% 

A high-spec DSLR aimed at beginners, which includes  
some highly impressive features for the price. GPS optional 14.2MP Nikon 12,800 1080p 11 3 95 O O 3in 500 124 96 75 505g

Pentax K-500 £450
kit

10/13 88%
Stripped-down version of K-50 without weather sealing boasts 
100% glass prism viewfinder; uses AA batteries 16.3MP Pentax 51,600 1080p 11 6 100 O 3in 410 130 97 71 646g

Canon EOS 1100D £459
kit 06/11 89%

Doesn’t offer the most advanced specification, but a solid 
performer for the price 12.2MP Canon 6400 720p 9 3 95 O 2.7in 700 129 99 78 495g

Sony Alpha 58 £499
kit 07/13 87%

Replacement for A57 boasts Bionz image processing engine, 
OLED viewfinder, plus 20MP sensor – up from 16MP 20.1MP Sony 16,000 1080p 15 5 100 O 2.7in O 690 129 95.5 78 492g

Nikon D3200 £549
kit 07/12 90% 

With a 24MP sensor and excellent Guide mode,  
this is the perfect entry-level DSLR. Wi-fi &GPS optional 24.2MP Nikon 12,800 1080p O 11 4 95 O O O 3in 540 125 96 76 505g

Nikon D5100 £549
kit 06/11 89%

Recently replaced by the D5200, but still packs a decent range 
of features, especially for the price. Wi-fi & GPS optional 16.2MP Nikon 25,600 1080p O 11 4 95 O O O 3in O n/a 128 97 79 560g

Pentax K-50 £599 
kit  10/13 90% 

Replacement for K-30  offers 16MP sensor, weather sealing and 
improved processing. Still capable of shooting at up to 6fps 16.3MP Pentax 51,200 1080p 11 6 100 O 3in 410 130 97 71 650g

Sony Alpha 65 £699
kit 02/12 91%

Featuring the same sensor as the A77, the A65 can rattle off 10 
frames per second and a crisp electronic viewfinder 24.3MP Sony 16,000 1080p O 15 10 100 O O 3in O 440 132 98 81 543g

Canon EOS 100D £700
kit 07/13 90%

Billed as the world’s smallest and lightest DSLR; kit lens is the 
company’s EF-S 18-55 f/3.5-5.6 IS STM zoom. GPS optional 18MP Canon 12,800 1080p O 9 4 95 O O 3in 380 117 91 69 407g

Nikon D5300 £729
body 01/14 91%

Update on the 5200, large sensor, larger screen, full HD video, 
and long lasting battery, should appeal to videographers 24.2MP Nikon F 25,600 1080p O 23 5 95 O O O 3.2in O 700 125 98 76 530g

Canon EOS 700D £749
kit

 Web 
Only 90%

Update to 650D comes bundled with a new kit lens, the 18-55mm STM, 

which promises improved movie AF. GPS & Eye-fi optional 18MP Canon 12,800 1080p O 9 5 95 O O O 3in O 440 133 100 79 580g

Canon EOS 600D £769
kit 05/11 88%

Sharing many of the same features as the 700D, but without 
the touchscreen interface and a few other tricks 18MP Canon 6400 1080p O 9 3.7 95 O 3in O 440 133 100 79 570g

Pentax K-5 II £799
body 03/13 90%

Latest update to K-5 promises improved AF performance in low 
light and subject tracking with moving subjects 16.3MP Pentax 51,200 1080p O 11 7 100 O O 3in 980 131 97 73 760g

Nikon D5200 £819
kit 03/13 90%

Inspired by the previous D5100 and D7000, the D5200 brings together 

an articulating LCD, 24MP sensor and HD video. Wi-fi & GPS optional 24.1MP Nikon 25,600 1080p O 39 5 95 O O O 3in O n/a 129 98 78 555g

Sony Alpha 77 £899
body 12/11 92%

Offers an impressive feature set that includes a fast 12fps burst 
shooting mode ideal for action 24.3MP Sony 16,000 1080p O 19 12 100 O O 3in O 470 142 104 80 653g
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 DSLRS £1000-£10000
NAME & MODEL RRP TESTED SCORE SUMMARY SENSOR LENS MAX ISO VIDEO SHOOTING SCREEN DIMENSIONS
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CAMERA LISTINGS

COMPACT SYSTEM CAMERAS £700-£1600
NAME & MODEL RRP TESTED SCORE SUMMARY SENSOR LENS MAX ISO VIDEO SHOOTING SCREEN DIMENSIONS

Nikon 1 AW1 £749
kit

12/13 85%
This high end CSC is water proof, shock proof and has GPS & Wi-fi. 

However it has a very low battery life compared to similar  cameras
14.2MP Nikon 1 6400 1080p 41 15 O O O 3in 220 113 71.5 37.5 356g

Fujifilm X-E1 £749
body

01/13 90% 
With a solid build, retro design and high image quality, this is a 
fine alternative to the more senior X-Pro 1 model 

16MP Fuji X 25,600 1080p 49 6 O O 3in 350 129 75 38 350g

Samsung NX210 £749
kit

NYT
Only a marginal improvement on the NX200,  
but an improvement nevertheless. GPS optional

20.3MP Samsung 12,800 1080p O 35 8 O O O 3in 330 117 63 36 222g

Nikon 1 V2 £799
kit

02/13 85%
Revamp for V1 adds integrated flash, 14MP sensor and mode 
dial. Price includes 10-30mm kit lens

14.2MP Nikon 1 6400 1080p O 73 15 O O 3in n/a 109 82 46 277g

Olympus PEN E-P3 £799
kit

09/11 88% 
A faster AF, OLED display and redesigned ergonomics  

make the E-P3 more than just an update of the E-P2. eye-fi  optional
12MP Mic4/3 12,800 1080i O 35 3 O O 3in O 330 122 70 34 321g

Fujifilm X-E2 £799
body

02/14 91%
Has over 60 improvements on the X-E1, including a new sensor and 

processor. Also new is Wi-fi and a larger screen.
16.3MP Fuji X 25,600 1080p O 49 7 O O O 3in 350 129 75 37 350g

Panasonic GX7 £899 
kit

10/13 91%
Offering fast AF and a great tiltable EVF,  the GX7 delivers 
excellent results with its new sensor and is a pleasure to use

16MP Lumix G 25,600 1080p 23 40 O O O 3in O O n/a 122.6 70.7 43.3 402g

Sony NEX-6 £829 
kit

01/13 88% 
Excellent EVF and fast operation – a good alternative to the 
company’s more expensive NEX-7

16.1MP Sony E 25,600 1080p O 25 10 O O O 3in O 360 120 67 43 287g

Olympus PEN E-P5 £899
body

09/13 90%
Relatively pricey and no built-in EVF, but your money buys 
premium finish and styling, fast AF plus high quality images 

16MP Mic4/3 25,600 1080p 35 9 O O O 3in O O 330 122 69 37 420g

Samsung NX20 £899
kit Web only 89%

A DSLR-style Compact System Camera with  
up to 8fps burst rate

21MP Samsung 12,800 1080p 15 8 O O O O 3in O 360 122 90 40 341g

Olympus OM-D E-M5 £999
body

5/12 90%
The re-imagining of the classic Olympus OM,  
brought up to date in this latest digital form. Eye-fi optional

16MP Mic4/3 25,600 1080p O 35 9 O O O 3in O O tbc 121 89.6 41.9 373g

Sony NEX-7 £1219
kit

01/12 88%
Sony’s first attempt at a prosumer CSC model,  
which allows for DSLR-level control in a compact frame

24MP Sony E 16,000 1080p O 25 10 O O O 3in O 330 110 58.8 38.2 229g

Samsung Galaxy NX £1190 
body

10/13 86%
World’s first 3G/4G Android CSC aims to bridge gap between 
smartphones and traditional digital cameras

20.3MP Samsung 25,600 1080p O 105 8.6 O O O O 4.8in O - 137 101 26 495g

Panasonic Lumix GH3  £1279 
body

XMAS 12 92% 
An excellent build, responsive touchscreen and superb video 
mode make the GH3 a fine rival for similarly-priced DSLRs 16MP Mic4/3 25,600 1080p O 23 6 O O O 3in O O 540 133 93.4 82 470g

Olympus OM-D E-M1 £1299
body

12/13 92%
Promises DSLR results in a CSC body, fully weather-proofed, 
Wi-fi enabled, up to 10fps

16.8MP Mic 4/3 25600 1080p O 81 10 O O O 3in O O 330 130 93.5 63 497g

Sony Alpha 7 £1300
body

01/14 90%
Along with the 7R this is the lightest, smallest full frame 
camera on the market. Boasts a new processor and 24MP 

24.3MP Sony E 25,600 1080p O 117 5 O O 3in O 340 127 94 48 474g

Fujifilm X-Pro1 £1429
body

05/12 92% 
Fuji’s CSC camera offers a number of interesting  
innovations, including a hybrid viewfinder

16MP Fuji X 25,600 1080p 49 6 O 3in 300 139 81.8 42.5 450g

Sony Alpha 7R £1600
body

02/14 90%
Along with the Alpha 7 this is the lightest, smallest full 
frame camera on the market. Boasts 36MP

36.4MP Sony E 25,600 1080p O 25 4 O O 3in O 340 127 94 48 465g

COMPACT SYSTEM CAMERAS £350-£700
NAME & MODEL RRP TESTED SCORE SUMMARY SENSOR LENS MAX ISO VIDEO SHOOTING SCREEN DIMENSIONS

Sony Alpha 3000 £370
kit

12/13 78%
Made to look like a DSLR, 20.1MP, compact, affordable, DSLR 
style results

20.1MP Sony E 16,000 1080p 25 3.5 O O 3in 480 128 91 84.5 353g

Sony NEX-3N £399
kit

NYT
Billed as world’s smallest, lightest interchangeable-lens camera 
with a large APS-C sized sensor

16.1MP Sony E 16,000 1080p 25 2.5 O 3in O 480 110 62 35 269g

Pentax Q7 £400
kit

11/13 80%
Said to bring improved technologies to the Pentax Q series, 
including extra large image sensor and improved autofocus

12.4MP Pentax 12,800 1080p 25 5 O 3in 250 102 58 34 200g

Nikon 1 S1 £479
kit

 Web 89%
First model in S-series aims for user friendliness with an 
uncluttered interface and simplified controls. Wi-fi optional

10.1MP Nikon 1 6400 1080p 135 60 O O 3in 220 102 61 30 197g

Canon EOS M £499
kit

XMAS 12 90%
Canon’s first mirrorless model, the EOS M shares much of its 
functionality with the EOS 650D DSLR. Eye-fi optional

18MP Canon M 25,600 1080p 31 4.3 O O 3in O 230 109 66.5 32 298g

Olympus PEN E-PM2 £499
kit

NYT
Update to E-PM1 offers 16.1MP sensor found in the company’s 
OM-D plus ISO sensitivity up to 25,600

16.1MP Mic4/3 25,600 1080p O 35 8 O 3in O 360 110 64 34 269g

Panasonic Lumix GF6 £499
kit

Web 89%
New 16MP sensor, newly developed Venus Engine, plus a 180° 
tiltable 3in touchscreen; includes 14-42mm lens

16MP Mic4/3 25,600 1080p O 23 20 O O 3in O O 340 111 65 38 323g

Samsung NX2000 £499
kit

8/13 79%
Latest NX mirrorless camera packs Wi-fi and and NFC; comes 
with 20-50mm lens and a copy of Adobe Lightroom

20.3MP Samsung 25,600 1080p O 35 8 O O O 3in O - 119 65 36 228g

Fujifilm X-A1 £499
kit

12/13 89%
Virtually identical to the X-M1, but with a standard sensor 
allowing the price to be lower.

16.3MP Fuji X 25600 1080p 41 5.6 O O 3in O 350 117 66.5 39 330g

Sony NEX-5R £569
kit

  Web 87%
A minor tweak of the existing NEX-5N model, with  
wireless functionality and a hybrid autofocus system

16.1MP Sony E 16,000 1080p O 25 10 O O 3in O O 330 110 59 39 276g

Nikon 1 J3 £579
kit

Web 83%
Update to J2 boasts 14.2MP sensor from range-topping V2. Kit 
includes 10-30mm lens

14.2MP Nikon 1 6400 1080p 135 60 O 3in  220 101 61 29 244g

Fujifilm X-M1 £599
body only

10/13 89%
Company’s third CSC features X-mount lens mount and APS-C 
X-Trans CMOS sensor, though no viewfinder 

16.3MP Fuji X 6400 1080p 54 5.6 O O 3in O 350 117 67 39 330g

Olympus PEN E-PL5 £599
kit

2/13 89%
One of the most competent CSCs at the price. Think of it as an 
OM-D Lite. Kit includes 14-42mm f/3.5-5.6 lens.Eye-fi optional

16MP Mic4/3 12,800 1080p O 23 20 O O 3in O O 360 110 64 34 216g

Panasonic Lumix G3 £599
kit

6/11 88% 
With a compact frame and an increased resolution  
over the G2 this MFT camera is difficult not to recommend

16MP Mic4/3 6400 1080i 23 4 O O 3in O O 270 115 84 47 544g

Samsung NX300 £599
kit

06/13 91%
Company adds to its range of Wi-fi-enabled cameras with this 
keenly-priced 20.3MP mirrorless model

20.3MP Samsung 25,600 1080p 105 8.6 O O O 3.3in O O 320 122 64 41 284g

Sony NEX-5T £599
kit

01/14 87%
APS-C sensor delivers DSLR results, tiltable touchscreen, Wi-fi 
and NFC enabled

16.1MP Sony E 25,600 1080p 25 3 O O 3in O O 330 111 59 39 218g

Panasonic Lumix G6 £629
kit 07/13 90%

Latest G range CSC offers improved AF system, EVF and  
free-angle touchscreen. Available as body only

16MP Mic4/3 25,600 1080p O 23 7 O O O 3in O O n/a 122 85 72 340g

Panasonic Lumix GM1 £629
kit

01/14 90%
Tiny, retro compact design contains an impressive amount 
including 16MPs, Wifi, HD video and 5FPS

16MP Mic 4/3 25600 1080p 23 5 O O 3in O 230 99 55 30 204g

Panasonic Lumix G5 £699
kit

     Web 89% 
Slotting in above the GF5 and G3 in Panasonic’s range, the G5 
has a free-angle LCD screen and electronic viewfinder

16MP Mic4/3 12,800 1080p O 23 6 O O 3in O O  310  120   83   70 346g

Panasonic Lumix GX1 £699
kit

02/12 90%
The GF1 body adorned with cutting-edge innards  
makes for a stunning-looking model. Viewfinder optional

16MP Mic4/3 12,800 1080p O 23 4.2 O O 3in O 310 116 68 39 318g
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COMPACTS

Compact cameras can be waterproof, have long zooms or can record high-defi nition video. In 

this section we break down each camera’s specs and features, as well as an overall summary

COMPACT 
CAMERAS 

PIXELS
Today’s compacts incorporate 

between 10MP and 18MP, though 

those with particularly saturated 

sensors often struggle to control 

noise and dynamic range. 

Compacts with backlit sensors 

often perform better here.

ISO 
Cameras with particularly high ISO 

settings are useful when light 

levels fall, although noise is 

common to every digital camera 

and at high ISO options such as 

12,800 and 25,600 this effect 

becomes particularly problematic. 

IMAGE STABILISATION 
This comes in three forms: optical, 

sensor based and ISO based. The 

fi rst compensates for camera shake 

by shifting elements within the lens, 

the second works by shifting the 

sensor, and the third by adjusting 

the sensitivity (ISO setting). 

ZOOM 
Most cameras offer a zoom lens, 

which allows the focal length to be 

varied. The range varies between 

models, with superzoom cameras 

stretching to as much as 42x. 

Some enthusiast compacts have 

fi xed lenses instead.   

C O M P A C T  T Y P E S

POINT AND SHOOT 
Most of us want a camera 
that will slot into a pocket 
for spur-of-the-moment 
snaps and work out the best 
settings. Budget models tend 
to have the lowest resolution 
on offer, but that’s sufficient 
quality for photo-realistic 
prints at regular sizes.

LIFESTYLE 
If style is important to you 
then there’s a bewildering 
array of cameras. The camera 
body will be fashioned more 
from metal than plastic and 
the price reflects this. Still, 
you’ll have a resolution of 8MP 
to 10MP, often with an internal 
zoom lens.

ALL-WEATHER/
SHOCKPROOF 
Another way manufacturers 
differentiate their compacts 
is by giving them sealed 
weatherproof bodies, some 
also marketing them as 
shockproof. So if you like 
sports or you’re butter-
fingered, have a look at these.

ENTHUSIAST 
These may have a steeper 
learning curve for the 
beginner, but offer manual 
control but not always a huge 
zoom capacity. They generally 
have real photographic 
features and are ideal 
back-up cameras for those 
who already own a DSLR.

SUPERZOOM 
The optical zoom capability 
offered by these models is 
great for those wanting such 
a range in a small package. 
However, superzooms are 
bulkier than other compacts 
and need a decent image-
stabilisation system when 
shooting at the telephoto end.

O U R  T E S T I N G  P R O C E D U R E S

To ensure the camera you buy 
doesn’t disappoint when you get it 
home, every camera that passes 
through the hands of What Digital 
Camera’s highly experienced 
technical team is put through a 
series of tests to analyse how the 
camera performs. 

Every model, from high-spec 

DSLRs through to entry-level 
compacts, is subjected to a series 
of rigorous tests in our lab, with 
results analysed by the very best 
industry software. This makes our 
reviews the most authoritative in 
the UK.

We test for colour – different 
sensors and camera image 

processors can interpret colour 
differently, while this can also shift 
at different ISO sensitivities. We 
then get down to the nitty-gritty 
of resolution, with our lab tests 
showing us exactly how much detail 
each camera can resolve – even 
though cameras can share identical 
pixel counts, some perform better 

than others. Then we look at Image 
Noise, since different cameras can 
produce cleaner images at higher 
ISOs than others. 

Finally, we get out and shoot 
with every camera and lens in 
real-world conditions just as you 
will, to fi nd out exactly how well 
they perform. 

RESOLUTIONCOLOUR NOISE

22 20

ISO 400ISO 100 ISO 400

ISO 100

BUYING 

ADVICE
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Canon PowerShot A810 £109 NYT Well specified compact with focus on ease of use 16MP 5x 28 140 1600 32 • • 2.7in 220 94.7 61.3 29.8 171g

Sony Cyber-shot W610 £109 NYT Entry-level model in Cyber-shot series 14MP 4x 26 105 3200 10 • 2.7in 250 92.9 52.4 19.3 113g

Nikon Coolpix S6150 £119 3/12 87% Entry-level touchscreen Coolpix model 16MP 7x 28 196 3200 19 • • 3in • 210 97.9 58 26.6 172g

Fujifilm FinePix JZ200 £119 NYT Higher-resolution version of the JZ100 16MP 8x 25 200 3200 17 • • 2.7in 180 100 55.9 23.9 129g

Fujifilm FinePix Z110 £119 10/12 87% Update to the popular and stylish Z90 14MP 5x 28 140 3200 20 • • 2.7in • 220 96.8 58.2 19.5 145g

Olympus VH-410 Stylus £119 NYT Simple point-and-shoot with touchscreen and dual image stabilisation on board 16MP 5x 26 130 1600 14 • • 3in • N/A 101 60 20.8 152g

Samsung ST200F £119 11/12 89% Impressive compact that offers features well beyond its price point 16MP 10x 27 270 3200 16 • • 3in N/A 99.6 58.3 18.9 142g

Panasonic  Lumix FS40 £119 NYT Smart compact with f/2.5, 24mm wideangle lens 14MP 5x 24 120 6400 15 • • 2.7in 280 96.4 55.5 19.9 119g

Panasonic Lumix XS3 £119 NYT 14MP budget compact zoom camera, wide angle 5x  optical zoom 14MP 5x 24 120 6400 • • 2.7in 230 92.2 54.4 18.5 103g

Olympus VH-520 Stylus £129 NYT 14MP CMOS sensor, 26-260mm 10x optical zoom and iHS technology 14MP 10x 26 260 3200 9 • • 3in N/A 101.8 56.8 25.3 148g

Samsung ST93 £129 2/12 87% Featuring a 16MP sensor and 26mm wideangle lens 16MP 5x 26 130 3200 29 • • 2.7in N/A 89.6 54.8 17.5  95g

Canon PowerShot A3500 IS £129 NYT Features the same Wi-Fi functionality found in IXUS 140, plus GPS via a mobile phone 16MP 5x 28 28 1600 9 • • • 3in 200 97.7 56 19.8 135g

Nikon Coolpix S3500 £129 NYT  Available in a wide range of colours with 20MP sensor on board 20MP 7x 26 182 3200 18 • • 2.7in 220 96.8 57.8 20.5 129g

Fujifilm FinePix S2950 £129 1/12 83% Features an 18x optical zoom in a compact body 14MP 18x 28 504 6400 • 17 • • 3in 300 110 73.4 81.4 341g

Ricoh Pentax HZ15 £129 NYT Eye-fi card compatible.  Wide angle zoom, easy to use, 20 scene modes 16MP 15x 24 360 1600 • 20 • • • 3in 245 108.5 60 31 203g

Nikon Coolpix S4150 £139 2/12 86% This touchscreen model offers a 14MP sensor and 5x optical zoom 14MP 5x 26 130 3200 16 • • 3in • 190 95.0 56.8 19.9 128g

GE PowerPro X500 £139 9/12 79% Affordable bridge camera with large focal range 14MP 15x 27 405 3200 • 14 • • 2.7in  N/A 102 72.9 68 382g

Canon PowerShot A2300 £139 NYT Well-specified slim and stylish compact 16MP 5x 28 140 1600 32 • • 2.7in  210 94.4 54.2 20.1 125g

Canon PowerShot A2400 IS £139 NYT Almost identical to the A2300, but featuring Image Stabilisation 16MP 5x 28 140 1600 32 • • 2.7in  190 94.4 54.2 20.1 125g

Samsung ST96 £139 1/12 87% Affordable, well-specified compact 14MP 5x 26 130 3200 11 • • 2.7in  N/A 90 55 18.7 110g

Nikon Coolpix S01 £149 12/12 84% Credit card sized compact with 8GB on-board memory 10MP 3x 29 87 1600 13 • • 2.5in •    190     77     51.2   17.2     96g

Fujifilm FinePix T400 £149 NYT Compact featuring a large optical zoom 16MP 10x 28 280 3200 18 • • 3in  160 104 58.5 28.5 159g

COMPACTS £100-£150 
NAME AND MODEL RRP TESTED SCORE SUMMARY SENSOR LENS MAX ISO SHOOTING SCREEN            DIMENSIONS
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Canon IXUS 140 £159 NYT Eye-catching compact with Wi-Fi connectivity for wireless image transfer 16MP 8x 28 224 1600 32 • • • 3in 190 95 56 21 133g

Nikon Coolpix S6150 £159 3/12 87% A slim compact with plenty of interesting features 16MP 7x 28 196 1600 16 • • 3in • 180 97.9 58.0 26.6 172g

Olympus SP-620UZ £159 4/12 85% Compact superzoom from Olympus’s SP range 14MP 21x  25 525 1600 16 • • 3in N/A 110 74.3 73.7 435g

Samsung DV300F £159 6/12 86% Dual-screen compact packed with features 16MP 5x 25 125 3200 16 • • • 3in  N/A 95.2 56.5 18.3 120g

Canon PowerShot SX160 IS £169 12/12 84% More affordable superzoom compact in the PowerShot series 16MP 16x 28 448 1600 • 32 • • 3in 140 111 72.5 44.1 291g

Minox Classic DCC 14.0 £169 NYT Update sees this miniature retro compact given a 14MP sensor 14MP - - - - • - • 2.5in N/A 82 46 67 113.5g

Nikon Coolpix S6500 £169 NYT Coolpix model with built-in Wi-Fi functionaliity and a 16MP BSI-CMOS sensor 16MP 12x 25 300 3200  - • • • 3in 150 95.4 58.3 26.3 153g

Canon PowerShot SX170 IS £169 NYT Large zoom, lots of scene options for simple shooting 16MP 16x 28 448 1600 • 32 • • 3in 300 108 71 44 251g

Fujifilm FinePix XP50 £179 NYT Colourful and stylish rugged compact from Fujifilm 14MP 5x 28 140 3200 20 • • 2.7in 220 99 67.7 25.6 175g

Nikon Coolpix S6300 £179 NYT Features a backlit CMOS sensor and available in six colours 16MP 10x 25 250 3200 22 • • 2.7in 230 93.6 57.7 26 160g

Olympus SZ-14 £179 5/12 89% Highly specified compact complete with 24x optical zoom 14MP 24x 25 600 1600 16 • • 3in N/A 107 68.7 39.5 216g

Olympus Stylus SH-21 £179 5/12 89% Slim bodied but high zoom compact, complete with 24mm wideangle 16MP 12x 24 300 3200 16 • • 3in N/A 105 59.4 30.6 184g

Panasonic Lumix FT20 £179 NYT Rugged compact which is freeze-proof, shockproof and waterproof 16.1MP 4x 25 100 6400 13 • • 2.7in N/A 101 58.3 19.2 123g

Nikon Coolpix S6200 £179 1/12 82% A similar version of the S6150, albeit with a longer zoom 16MP 10x 25 250 3200 16 • • 2.7in 250 93 56.7 25.4 160g

Panasonic Lumix SZ1 £179 5/12 88% Large zoom ultra-compact in the Lumix range 16MP 10x 25 250 6400 16 • • 3in   250 99 59.4 21 131g

Panasonic Lumix SZ5 £179 10/12 86% A slim 10x optical zoom compact complete with Wi-fi functionality 14MP 10x 25 250 6400 15 • • • 3in  250 104 57.6 20.8 120g

Samsung WB150F £179 NYT Long-zoom compact with built-in Wi-Fi 14MP 18x 24 432 3200 • 11 • • • 3in 270 107 59.9 23.4 188g

Nikon Coolpix S5200 £180 NYT Style compact with 6x optical zoom and emphasis on in-built picture retouching 16MP 6x 26 156 3200 21 • • 3in 160 98 58 22 146g

Pentax X-5 £185 1/13 84% Affordable bridge camera featuring tiltable LCD screen and 26x optical zoom 16MP 26x 26 580 6400 • 19 • • 3in 330 120 86.5 106.5 595g

Pentax Optio VS20 £189 6/12 77% High-zoom compact with innovative dual shutter release design 16MP 20x 28 560 6400 23 • • 3in 200 108 60 34 191g

Fujifilm FinePix S4200 £199 NYT Bridge camera with eye-catching 24x optical zoom 14MP 24x 24 576 6400 • 17 • • 3in 300 117 80.9 99.8 543g

Nikon Coolpix L310 £199 NYT A high-zoom entry in to Nikon’s popular Coolpix range 14MP 21x 25 525 6400 21 • • 3in 400  110 76.5 78.4  435g

Nikon Coolpix L320 £199 NYT Latest superzoom with emphasis on ease of use and its budget price-tag 16MP 26x 23 585 1600 18 • • 3in 310 111 76.3 83 430g

Panasonic Lumix SZ7 £199 5/12 87% Stylish compact with newly-developed 14.1MP sensor 14MP 10x 25 250 6400 18 • • 3in 250 99 59.4 21 133g

Panasonic Lumix FX80 £199 8/12 79% Slimline compact in Panasonic’s premium FX range of compacts 12MP 12x 24 120 6400 15 • • 3in • 210 96.3 56 19.4 131g

Sony Cyber-shot WX150 £199 11/12 84% Advanced Cyber-shot complete with 3D shooting capability 18MP 10x 25 250 12800 14 • • 3in 240 92.3 52.4 21.6 124g

COMPACTS £150-£200 
NAME AND MODEL RRP TESTED SCORE SUMMARY SENSOR LENS MAX ISO SHOOTING SCREEN            DIMENSIONS
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Olympus SP-820UZ £200 NYT This 40x optical zoom compct boasts quick autofocusing and pleasing images 14MP 40x 22 896 6400 15 • • 3in N/A 117 78 93.2 485g

Olympus SP-720UZ £209 NYT “Ultra Zoom” compact with HD video and 1080p HD video 14MP 26x 26 676 3200 16 • • 3in N/A 107 72.6 73.4 405g

Fujifi lm FinePix F600 EXR £219 1/12 89% A full manual control compact with some impressive specs 16MP 15x 24 360 12800 • 27 • • • 3in  300 104 63 33.0 220g

Fujifi lm FinePix XP200 £229 NYT Latest rugged compact said to be  waterproof to 15m, and 2m shockproof 16MP 5x 28 140 6400 23 • • 3in 300 116 71 30 232g

Olympus SH-25MR £229 8/12 87% Travel compact offers decent zoom range, GPS system and colourful images 16MP 16x 24 300 6400 17 • • • 3in N/A 109 61.8 30.6 208g

Nikon Coolpix S9300 £229 9/12 86% Travel compact featuring a large focal range and full specifi cation 16MP 18x 25 450 3200 19 • • 3in  200 109 62.3 30.6 215g

Canon IXUS 125 HS £229 6/12 86% Sleek and stylish IXUS addition, available in a host of colours 16MP 5x 24 120 3200 58 • • 3in 170 93.2 57 20 135g

Nikon Coolpix L810 £229 Web 82% A 26x zoom features, incorporating a wideangle of 22.5mm 14MP 26x 22.5 585 1600 19 • • 3in 300 111 76.3 83.1 430g

Olympus TG-620 £229 8/12 86% Lifeproof compact complete with HD video capture 12MP 5x 28 140 6400 18 • • 3in N/A 98.4 65.9 21.9 167g

Fujifi lm FinePix F660 EXR £239 10/12 87% Compact featuring Fujifi lm’s acclaimed EXR sensor technology 16MP 15x 24 360 12800 • 18 • • 3in 300 104 59 33 217g

Fujifi lm FinePix S8200 £245 NYT Super-zoom compact promises 10fps burst mode; EVF above 3in LCD 16MP 40x 24 960 12800 • 6 • • • 3in N/A 116 123 117 670g

Panasonic DMC-TZ35 £249 Web 88% Compact travel zoom camera with 24mm wide-angle 20x optical zoom lens 16MP 20x 24 480 6400 16 • • 3in 260 105 59 28 193g

Casio Exilim EX-TR100 £249 Web 73% A reversible, angled digital camera with an innovative body 12MP N/A 21 N/A 3200 6 • • 3in •  N/A 122 58.0 15.0 157g

Nikon Coolpix S100 £249 3/12 85% A slim, sleek camera with touchscreen controls 16MP 5x 28 140 3200 20 • • 3.5in •  150 99 65.2 18.1 138g

BenQ G1 £249 12/12 81% Affordable advanced compact complete with f/1.8 lens 14MP 4.6x 24 110 6400 • - • • 3in  N/A 114 62.5 25.5 195g

Samsung WB750 £249 3/12 90% A huge 18x optical zoom on a relatively small compact 12MP 18x 24 432 3200 • 15 • • 3in   N/A 100 59.0 25.0 193g

Fujifi lm FinePix Z1000 EXR £249 11/12 79% Advanced EXR technology in stylish compact with sliding front panel 16MP 5x 28 140 6400 14 • • 3.5in • 220 102 59.7 18.3 157g

Olympus Tough TG-820 £249 7/12 87% A tough camera that offers good imaging capabilities 12MP  5x 28 140 6400 22 • • 3in  N/A 101 65.2 26 206g

Nikon Coolpix S9400 £250 NYT Pocket-sized style model with lens-shift vibration reduction and motion detection 18MP 18x 25 450 3200 21 • • 3in 230 110 60.3 30.7 200g

Sony Cyber-shot H200 £250 NYT Tech-packed bridge camera priced to appeal to enthusiast consumers 20MP 26x 24 633 3200 14 • • 3in N/A 123 83.2 87.2 530g

Ricoh CX6 £259 4/12 87% A slightly faster AF is the major improvement upon the CX5 10MP 10x 28 300 3200 16 • • 3in 280 103 58.9 28.5 201g

Panasonic Lumix FZ70 £260 NYT 16MP 60x super zoom bridge camera 16MP 60x 20 1200 6400 17 • • • 3in 400 130 97 118 606g

Pentax WG-3 GPS £260 Web Only 86% Slow zoom aside, this ruggedized compact scores on styling and image quality 16MP 4x 25 100 6400 • 17 • • • 3in N/A 125 64.5 32 229g

Panasonic Lumix FX90 £269 1/12 86% A Wi-fi  enabled camera with HD video shooting 12MP 5x 24 120 6400 23 • • • 3in • 200 102 56.3 21.6 132g

Canon PowerShot N £269 NYT Unusual square design with twising zoom ring and second shutter release ring 12MP 8x 28 224 6400 6 • • • • 2.7in • 200 78.6 60.2 29.3 195g

Canon PowerShot SX260 HS £269 6/12 88% PowerShot model with a large optical zoom in a compact body 12MP 20x 25 500 3200 • 58 • • • 3in   230 106 61 32.7 231g

Canon PowerShot SX270 HS £279 NYT Compact aimed at the traveller with Canon’s new Digic 6 image processor on board 12MP 20x 25 500 6400 • 7 • 3in 210 106 63 33 233g

Canon IXUS 500 HS £279 5/12 89% Stunningly designed, high-specced addition to the IXUS range 10MP 12x 28 336 3200 58 • • 3in 190 87.1 53.9 19.2 155g

Canon IXUS 240 HS £279 NYT Sleek touchscreen compact featuring DIGIC 5 processor 16MP 5x 24 120 3200 58 • • • 3.2in • N/A 93.5 56.8 20.8 145g

Canon PowerShot SX500 IS    £279     11/12     88% Ultra-compact 30x optical zoom bridge camera 16MP  30x  24  720 1600 •  32 • • 3in  195  104  69.5  80.2 341g

Fujifi lm FinePix SL240 £279 NYT Bridge camera with extensive 24x optical zoom 14MP 24x 24 576 6400 • 17 • • • 3in 300 122 93 100 510g

Fujifi lm FinePix SL300 £279 10/12 81% Identical to the SL240, but features a larger 30x optical zoom 14MP 30x 24 720 6400 • 17 • • • 3in 300 122 93 100 510g

Sony Cyber-shot WX300 £279 4/13 85% Wi-Fi-enabled compact with 20x optical zoom plus enhanced image stabilisation 18MP 20x 25 500 12800 14 • • • 3in N/A 92.3 52.4 21.6 105g

Sony Cyber-shot HX20V £280 8/12 85% Feature-laden advanced compact capable of good images, though no Raw 18MP 20x 25 500 12800 • 15 • • • 3in 320 107 61.9 34.6 221g

Canon PowerShot SX510 HS £289 NYT Extra  large touchscreen, Wifi  for easy sharing and  58 scenes for easy shooting 10MP 12x 28 336 3200 58 • • • 3.2in • 190 86 53.5 20 163g

Canon PowerShot SX280 HS £299 7/13 91% Slightly more costly alternative to SX270 HS offers in-built GPS and Wi-Fi functionality 12MP 20x 25 500 6400 • 7 • • • • 3in 210 106 63 33 233g

Olympus SZ-31MR £299 8/12 87% Long zoom travel snapper delivers cracking images with most subjects 16MP 24x 25 600 6400 17 • • 3in • 200 106 69.2 39.7 244g

Samsung MV900F £299 NYT Features a fully reversible screen and gesture control 16MP 5x 25 125 3200 15 • • • 3.3in • N/A 98.5 59.9 17.2 132g

Samsung WB850F £299 7/12 86% “Smart” camera with an impressive specifi cation 16MP  21x 23 483 3200 • 31 • • • • 3in N/A 110 62.2 24.9 232g

Nikon Coolpix S9300 £299 7/12 86% Slimline superzoom with a burgeoning specifi cation 16MP 18x 25 450 3200 22 • • 3in 200 109 62.3 30.6 215g

Nikon Coolpix L610 £299 NYT New-look AA battery-powered compact with Lens Shift Vibration Reduction 16MP 14x 25 300 3200 19 • • 3in 120 108 68 34.1 240g

COMPACTS £200-£300 
NAME AND MODEL RRP TESTED SCORE SUMMARY SENSOR LENS MAX ISO SHOOTING SCREEN            DIMENSIONS
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Nikon Coolpix P310 £300 6/12 87% High-end compact featuring f/1.8 lens 16MP 4.2x 24 100 6400 • 20 • • 3in 230 103 58.3 32 194g

Nikon Coolpix S9500 £300 6/13 87% Wi-Fi enabled, super-zoom compact with wide-angle 22x optical zoom 18MP 22x 25 500 1600 19 • • • • 3in 230 110 60 31 205g

Fujifilm FinePix F800EXR £300 12/12 88% Travel superzoom compact complete with Wi-fi functionality 16MP 20x 25 500 12800 • 18 • • • • 3in 300 105.1 63.3 36 232g

Fujifilm FinePix F770 EXR £329 7/12 87% GPS-enabled pocketable compact with a large zoom 16MP 20x 25 500 12800 • 17 • • • 3in 300  105 63.3 36 234g

Nikon Coolpix AW100 £329 3/12 86% Nikon’s first foray into the world of tough compacts 16MP 5x 28 140 3200 19 • • • 3in 250 110 64.9 22.8 178g

Panasonic Lumix TZ40 £329 5/13 91% Compact superzoom with built-in GPS, Wi-fi and Near Field Communication (NFC) 18MP 20x 24 480 6400 • 16 • • • • 3in • 260 108 59 28 198g

Nikon Coolpix AW110 £330 6/13 90% Waterproof, freezeproof and shockproof compact; W-Fi and GPS built in 16MP 5x 28 140 3200 19 • • • • 3in 250 110 65.3 24.5 193g

Sony Cyber-shot HX50 £349 10/13 86% Billed on launch as the smallest camera with 30x optical zoom capability 20MP 30x 24 720 12800 • 14 • • • 3in 400 108 64.3 38.3 245g

Nikon Coolpix P330 £349 6/13 87% Fast f/1.8 5x optical zoom plus 12MP 1/1.7in CMOS sensor 12MP 5x 24 120 12800 • 22 • • • 3in 200 108 58 32 200g

Olympus XZ-10 £349 Web 85% Lightweight compact featuring full manual control plus f/1.8-2.7 aperture lens 12MP 5x 26 130 6400 • 14 • • 3in • 240 102 61 34 221g

Canon PowerShot D20 £349 Web 90% Second incarnation in Canon’s lifeproof D series of PowerShot compacts 12MP 5x 28 140 3200 32 • • • 3in 280 112 70.8 28 228g

Canon IXUS 510 HS £349 7/12 86% High-end IXUS model with touchscreen technology 10MP 12x 28 336 3200 58 • • • 3.2in • 190 85.8 53.5 19.8 163g

Olympus Tough TG-2 £349 6/13 92% Water, shock, freeze and crush-proof update to TG-1 12MP 4x 25 100 6400 30 • • • 3in 350 11.5 66.5 29.1 230g

Panasonic Lumix FT4 £349 5/12 88% Top-of-the-range Panasonic tough compact with GPS 12MP 4.6x 28 128 6400 14 • • • 2.7in 310 104 64 26.5 197g

Fujifilm XQ1 £349 2/14 90% New sensor promises higher quality and focusing. Features a 3in screen and Wi-fi 12MP 4x 25 100 12800 • 13 • • • 3in 240 100 59 33 206g

Fujifilm FinePix HS30 EXR £359 6/12 89% 30x superzoom with DSLR-esque design and build 16MP 30x 24 720 12800 • 17 • • • 3in 600 131 96.6 126 687g

Panasonic FZ72 £365 11/13 83% Ultra wide angle bridge camera with 60x optical zoom 16MP 60x 20 1200 6400 • 18 • - • 3in 400 130 97 118 562g

Panasonic Lumix LF1 £379 8/13 91% Easy to use, great images, a decent zoom range, plus Wi-Fi and a built-in EVF 12MP 7x 28 200 12800 • 16 • • • 3in 250 103 62 28 192g

Nikon Coolpix S800c £379 NYT Compact running Android mobile OS. Internet connectivity plus OLED touchscreen 16MP 10 x 25 250 3200 22 • - • • 3.5in • 140 111 60 27 184g

Fujifilm XF1 £379 XMAS 12 90% X-Series gains premium pocket compact with retro look and manual control 10MP 4x - - 3200 • - • - 3in 300 108 61.5 33 225g

Nikon Coolpix S1200pj £399 2/12 82% The next generation of the projector-sporting compact 14MP 5x 28 140 3200 18 • • 3in 220 107 63.4 22.6 186g

Panasonic Lumix FT5 £399 6/13 91% Refresh for this popular lifeproof camera; now features NFC technology 16MP 4.6x 28 128 6400 15 • • • • 3in 370 109 67 29 188g

Pentax MX-1 £399 NYT Retro-styled compact aimed at enthusiasts with newly-designed CMOS sensor 12MP 4x 28 112 12800 • 19 • • 3in N/A 123 60 51.5 363g

Samsung GC100 Galaxy £399 1/13 86% Tech-leading camera running Android OS; images trump those of average smartphones 16MP 21x 4.1 86.1 3200 10 • • • • - • N/A 128.7 70.8 19.1 300g

Nikon Coolpix P520 £400  Web 87% Replacement for P510 sees updated sensor used and active mode added to its VR 18.MP 42x 24 1000 12800 • 19 • • • • • 3.2in 240 125 84 102 550g

Samsung EX2F  £400   11/12 88% Samsung’s high-end advanced compact has an impressive spec 12.4MP  3.3x 24  80 12800 •  36 • • • 3in  N/A 112 62 28    286g

Sony Cyber-shot HX300 £419 NYT Optical SteadyShot image stabilisation plus a 50x optical zoom lens 20.4MP 50x 24 1200 12800 • 15 • • • 3in N/A 130 93 103 623g

Canon PowerShot S110 £430 01/13 90% Lightweight compact boasting same sensor and Digic 5 processor as in Canon G15 12MP 5x 24 120 12800 • 10 • • • • • 3in • 200 99 59 27 198g

Fujifilm FinePix HS20 EXR £429 Web 88% There’s plenty on offer here, but not a huge number of advantages over the HS10 16MP 30x 24 720 3200 • 14 • • • 3in 350 131 91 126 730g

Canon PowerShot SX50 HS £449 Web 89% Compact breaks new ground with its 50x optical zoom 12MP 50x 24 1200 6400 • 12 • • • 2.8in 315 123 87 106 595g

Canon PowerShot S120 £449 12/13 90% Pocket friendly version of the G16. New processor allows 9.4 FPS 12.1MP 5x 24 120 12800 • 13 • • • • 3in • 230 100 59 29 217g

Panasonic Lumix LX7  £450   11/12 91% An aperture ring, focus lever and internal ND filter all feature 10MP  3.8x   24 90 12800 •  22 • • 3in 330 102 67 46    269g

Sony Cyber-shot HX200V £450 7/12 88% An impressive superzoom packed full of features 18.2MP 30x 28 810 12800 • 14 • • • • 3in 450 122 87 93 531g

Fujifilm FinePix HS50 EXR £459 5/13 91% Bridge camera featuring a 42x optical zoom and 11fps burst mode at full resolution 16MP 42x 24 1000 12800 • • • • 3in 500 135 101 146 808g

Nikon Coolpix P7700  £499   12/12 90% Top of the range advanced compact from Nikon 12MP  7.1x   28  200 6400 •  19  •  • • • 3in  330 119 73 50    392g

Olympus Stylus XZ-2 £499 NYT Update to XZ-1 boasts 12.3MP backlit CMOS sensor and touchscreen 12.3MP 4x 28 112 12800 • 16 • • 3in • 340 113 65 48 346g

Fujifilm X20 £499 6/13 90% Enthusiast compact with optical viewfinder and retro styling 12MP 4x 28 112 12800 • 15 • • • 2.7in N/A 117 70 57 333g

Nikon Coolpix P7800 £499 11/13 80% High end compact that performs like a DSLR. GPS & Wi-fi optional 12.2MP 7.1x 28 200 6400 • 19 • • • • • 3in 350 118.5 77.5 50 399g

Casio EX-10 £499 NYT New high end model featuring Wifi, Raw capabilities and premium bracketing 12.1MP 4x 28 112 12800 • • • • 3.5in • 455 120 68 49 384g

Canon PowerShot G16 £529 11/13 90% Upgrade on the G15. New sensor and processor allow 9.3 fps 12.1MP 5x 28 140 12800 • 13 • • • • • 3in 360 109 76 40 356g

Olympus Stylus 1 £549 NYT OM-D EM-5 in a compact body. Features Wi-fi and a titlable 3in touchscreen 12MP 10.7X 28 300 12800 • 12 • • • • 3in • 410 116 87 56.5 402g

Leica C £550 NYT Retro styling, includes Photoshop and Lightroom 12.1MP 7x 28 200 12800 • - • • • • 3in 250 103 63 28 195g

Canon PowerShot G15 £550 XMAS 12 84% Slim body, fast AF and start-up, very good AWB performance, excellent video 12MP 5x 28 140 3200 • 9 • • • 3in 350 107 76 40 350g

Leica V-Lux 40 £550 NYT Latest in V-Lux range offers GPS plus hi-res touchscreen 14MP 20x 24 480 3200 • 17 • • • 3in • 210 105 59 28 210g

Sony Cyber-shot RX100 £550 8/12 92% An almost perfect blend of size, performance and image quality 20.2MP 3.6x 28 100 6400 • 13 • • 3in 330 101 58 36 240g

Ricoh GR £599 6/13 93% Slick-looking compact with a 16MP sensor and 28mm-wide f/2.8 GR lens 16.2MP 1x 28 - 25600 • • • • 3in 290 117 65 35 245g

Leica D-Lux 6 £600 NYT Leica-tweaked Panasonic Lumix LX7; comes bundled with Adobe Lightroom 4 12MP 4x 24 90 12800 • 17 • • 3in 330 111 68 46 298g

Sony Cyber-shot RX100 II £649 9/13 93% Successor to RX100 gains back-illuminated sensor, tilt-type screen and NFC tech 20.2MP 3.6x 5 - 12800 • 13 • • 3in 350 102 58 38 281g

Fujifilm X-S1 £699 3/12 89% Technology from the X10 mixed with a long optical zoom lens 12MP 26x 24 624 12800 • 16 • • • 3in 460 135 107 149 945g

Canon PowerShot G1 X £699 4/12 88% Canon’s G series revolutionised with completely new sensor 14.3MP 4x 28 112 12800 • 32 • • • 3in 250 117 81 65 534g

Sigma DP1 Merrill  £799 12/12  82% Advanced compact featuring a large sensor and fixed focal length lens 46MP      1x 19    - 6400  •    7     • 3in      97  122 67 64 340g

Sigma DP3 Merrill £799 NYT Complement to DP1 Merrill with fixed 50mm lens and 46MP Foveon sensor 46MP 1x 50 - 6400 • 8 • 3in 97 122 67 64 400g

Nikon Coolpix A £999  Web 88% While the AF can be slow at times the Coolpix A still manages a high standard of images 16.2MP 1x 28 - 25600 • 19 • • 3in 230 111 64 40 299g

Sony Cyber-shot RX10 £1000 2/14 90% Heavy but with lots of features including an articulated LCD, 20MP, GPS , wifi and  impressive zoom 20MP 8.3x 24 200 12800 • 9 • • • • 3in 420 129 88 102 813g

Fujifilm X100S £1099  Web 91% Successor to X100 impresses with its design and general image quality 16.3MP 1x 35 - 12800 • 9 • • • 2.7in N/A 127 75 54 405g

Leica X2 £1575 9/12 78% Update to X1 offers greater pixel count and increased ISO range 16MP 1x 35 - 12800 • 9 • 2.7in 450 124 69 52 345g

Leica X Vario £2150 NYT First compact camera to combine APS-C sensor with a fixed on-board zoom lens 16MP 2.5x 28 70 12500 • 9 • • 3in 450 133 73 95 680g

Sony RX1 £2600    1/13 92% First ever compact to feature a full frame sensor impresses with its sharp, lifelike images 24MP  1x   35    - 25600 •   7 • • 3in   330 113 65 70     482g

Sony RX1R £2600 9/13 92% Version of RX1 without optical low pass filter for those seeking maximum detail 24MP 1x 35 - 25600 • 7 • • 3in 270 113 65 70 482g

COMPACTS £300-£400 
NAME AND MODEL RRP TESTED SCORE SUMMARY SENSOR LENS MAX ISO SHOOTING SCREEN            DIMENSIONS
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COMPACTS £400-£2600
NAME AND MODEL RRP TESTED SCORE SUMMARY SENSOR LENS MAX ISO SHOOTING SCREEN            DIMENSIONS
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AD Tamron Anomalous Dispersion elements
AF-DC Nikon defocus feature
AF-S  Nikon lenses with Silent Wave Motor
APO  Sigma Apochromatic lenses
ASL  Tamron lenses featuring aspherical elements
ASP  Sigma lenses featuring aspherical elements
AT-X  Tokina’s Advanced Technology Extra Pro
CRC  Nikon’s Close Range Correction system
D  Nikon lenses that communicate distance info
DA  Pentax lenses optimised for APS-C sized sensors
DC  Sigma’s designation for digital lenses
DF  Sigma lenses with dual focus facility

DG  Sigma’s designation for all lenses
Di  Tamron lenses for full-frame sensors
Di-II  Tamron lenses designed for APS-C 
DO  Canon diffractive optical element lenses
DT  Sony lenses for APS-C sized sensors
DX  Nikon’s designation for digital lenses
ED  Low Dispersion elements
EF  Canon’s full-frame lenses
EF-S  Canon lenses for APS-C sized sensors
EX  Sigma’s ‘Excellent’ range
FC  Tokina’s Focus Clutch Mechanism
FE  Canon’s fi sheye lenses

FE  Tokina fl oating element lenses
G  Nikon lenses without an aperture ring
HF  Sigma Helical Focusing
HID  Tamron’s High Index Dispersion glass
HLD  Tokina low dispersion glass
HSM  Sigma’s Hypersonic Motor
IF  Internal Focusing
IRF  Tokina’s Internal Rear Focusing lenses
IS  Canon’s Image Stabilised lenses
L  Canon’s ‘Luxury’ range of lenses
LD  Tamron Low Dispersion glass
M-OIS Mega Optical Image Stabilisation

N  Nikon’s Nano Crystal Coating
OS  Sigma’s Optically Stabilised lenses
PRO  Tokina’s Professional range of lenses
RF  Sigma & Nikon Rear Focusing
SD  Tokina’s Super Low Dispersion element
SDM  Pentax’s Sonic Direct Drive Motor
SF  Canon lenses with Softfocus feature
SHM  Tamron’s Super Hybrid Mount
SIC  Nikon’s Super Integrated Coating
SLD   Sigma Super Low Dispersion elements
SP  Tamron’s Super Performance range
SSM  Sony/Minolta Supersonic Motor lenses

SWD  Olympus Supersonic Wave Drive
SWM  Nikon lenses with a Silent Wave Motor
TS-E  Canon Tilt and Shift lens
UD  Canon Ultra Low Dispersion glass
USM  Canon lenses with an Ultrasonic Motor
VC  Tamron’s Vibration Compensation
VR  Nikon’s Vibration Reduction feature
XR  Tamron Extra Refractive Index glass
ZL  Tamron’s Zoom Lock feature

L E N S  T Y P E S  E X P L A I N E D

FIXED FOCAL 
LENGTH
Fixed lenses offer wider 
maximum apertures and 
superior image quality. A 
50mm lens is perfect for 
low light, 85-105mm is 
ideal for portraits, while a 
300mm+ tele is for sports 
shooters.

TELEPHOTO ZOOM
Telephotos are great for 
sport and wildlife, while 
short teles are good for 
portraits. Telephotos 
magnify camera shake, so 
consider one with Image 
Stabilisation. 

STANDARD ZOOM
Most DSLRs come with 
a standard zoom which 
spans from moderate 
wideangle to short 
telephoto. These “kit” 
lenses are fi ne for most 
purposes, but there are 
alternatives that offer 
superior image quality. 

SUPERZOOMS
While they rarely 
compare with shorter 
lenses in image quality, 
a superzoom offers 
convenience. Good for 
moderate print sizes, 
don’t expect pin-sharp, 
aberration-free exhibition 
size images.

WIDEANGLE ZOOM
Wideangle lenses make 
subjects seem further 
away, enabling you to 
get more into the shot 
– perfect for landscapes 
and architecture. The 
most popular wideangle 
zooms are the 10-20mm 
and 12-24mm ranges. 

MACRO LENSES
A true macro lens lets 
you reproduce your 
subject at life-size or half 
life-size on the sensor. 
Macro lenses come in 
various focal lengths and 
can use extension tubes 
for greater magnifi cation.

LENS SUFFIX GUIDE USED BY MANUFACTURERS

A DSLR or Micro System camera is hugely affected by the lens attached to the front, as the light 

hitting the sensor impacts focus, exposure and image quality. Be sure to do some research here 

LENSES
BUILT-IN 

FOCUS MOTOR 
Some lenses incorporate a motor 

within the lens to drive the 

autofocusing, while others are 

powered by motors within the 

camera. The former will focus 

quicker than the latter. Canon lens 

motors are USM (Ultrasonic Motor), 

Sigma HSM (Hypersonic-

Motor).

FILTER THREAD 
In order to correct for colour 

casts or create more contrast, a 

screw-in fi lter can be used. The 

thread at the front of the camera 

will have a diameter, in mm, 

which will allow you to attach a 

variety of fi lters or 

adapters to 

the lens. 

MAGNIFICATION 
FACTOR 

If you’re changing from a 35mm 

SLR, your lenses won’t provide the 

same fi eld of view on a DSLR 

unless you have a “full-frame” 

model. So for Nikon, Pentax and 

Sony DSLRs, magnify the focal 

length by 1.5x to get a 35mm 

equivalent; for Canon 

1.6x and Sigma 

1.7x. LENS MOUNTS 
   Each manufacturer has its own 

lens mount and most aren’t 

compatible with one another. For 

example, a Canon DSLR can’t use 

Nikon lenses, though you can 

use independent brands if 

you get them with the 

right mount. 

MAXIMUM 
APERTURE 

Wider apertures mean 

you can use faster, 

motion-stopping 

shutter speeds.

35MM 
COMPATIBILITY 

Most digital sensors are 

smaller than 35mm, 

which is why lenses 

designed for digital 

can be smaller.

BUYING 

ADVICE
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EF 8-15mm f/4 L USM £1499 NYT Impressive-looking fi sheye zoom lens from Canon • 15 n/a 78.5 83 540g

EF-S 10-22mm f/3.5-4.5 USM £990 9/09 89% A good performer, with solid MTF curves and minimal chromatic aberration • 24 77 83.5 89.8 385g

EF 14mm f/2.8 L II USM £2810 7/10 90% Updated version of above lens, with impressive resolution at f/8 but less so wide open • • 20 n/a 80 94 645g

EF-S 15-85mm f/3.5-5.6 IS USM £900 3/11 89% 4-stop image stabilisation and Super Spectra coatings, together with a useful range • • 35 72 81.6 87.5 575g

EF 16-35mm f/2.8 L II USM £1790 6/10 91% Mark II of above lens, and a good performer with strong results at f/8 in particular • • 28 82 88.5 111.6 635g

TS-E 17mm f/4 L £2920 NYT Tilt and shift optic with independent tilt and shift rotation and redesigned coatings • • 25 77 88.9 106.9 820g

EF 17-40mm f/4 L USM £940 11/08 88% Designed to match the needs of demanding professionals – and does so with ease • • 28 77 83.5 96.8 500g

EF-S 17-55mm f/2.8 IS USM £795 2/13 87% Very capable lens with three-stop image stabilisation, Super Spectra coating and a circular aperture • • 35 77 83.5 110.6 645g

EF-S 17-85mm f/4-5.6 IS USM £600 11/08 80% Doesn’t really live up to its promises. The zoom range is excellent but there are better alternatives • • 35 67 78.5 92 475g

EF-S 18-55mm f/3.5-5.6 IS II £220 11/08 85% Given the low price of this zoom its results are very impressive • • 25 58 68.5 70 200g

EF-S 18-135mm f/3.5-5.6 IS £500 NYT 4-stop image stabilisation and automatic panning and tripod detection • • 45 67 75.4 101 455g

EF-S 18-200mm f/3.5-5.6 IS £740 10/11 89% Automatic panning detection (for image stabilisation) and a useful 11x zoom range • • 45 72 78.6 102 595g

EF 20mm f/2.8 USM £610 NYT Wideangle lens with a fl oating rear focusing system and a USM motor • • 25 72 77.5 70.6 405g

EF 24mm f/1.4 L II USM £2010 NYT Subwavelength structure coating, together with UD and aspherical elements • • 25 77 93.5 86.9 650g

EF 24mm f/2.8 IS USM £750 05/13 88% Small wideangle optic with image stabilization • • • 25 58 67.5 48.5 270g

TS-E 24mm f/3.5 L II £2550 NYT Tilt and shift optic with independent tilt and shift rotation and redesigned coatings • • 21 82 88.5 106.9 780g

EF 24-70mm f/2.8 L USM £1540 7/09 92% A solid performer with an excellent reputation that only years in the fi eld can secure • • 38 77 83.2 123.5 950g

EF 24-70mm f/2.8 L II USM £2300 XMAS 12 95% Professional quality standard zoom lens with a fast aperture • • 38 82 88.5 113 805g

EF 24-70mm f/4 L IS USM £1499 NYT L series zoom said to be compact, portable and aimed at both professionals and amateurs • • • 38 77 83.4 93 600g

EF 24-105mm f/4 L IS USM £1049 3/13 91% An excellent all-round performer, and keenly priced too • • • 45 77 83.5 107 670g

EF 28mm f/1.8 USM £570 NYT USM motor and an aspherical element, together with a wide maximum aperture • • 25 58 73.6 55.6 310g

EF 28mm f/2.8 IS USM £730 05/13 86% Lightweight and inexpensive lens, with a single aspherical element • • 30 52 67.4 42.5 185g

EF 28-135mm f/3.5-5.6 IS USM £560 12/09 90% Excellent optical performance, with the benefi t of image stabilisation • • • 50 72 78.4 96.8 540g

EF 28-300mm f/3.5-5.6 L IS USM £3290 NYT L-series optic with expansive range, image stabilisation and a circular aperture • • • 70 77 92 184 1670g

EF 35mm f/2 £320 3/12 90% A cut-price fi xed focal length lens • • 25 52 67.4 42.5 210g

EF 35mm f/2 IS USM £799 NYT First 35mm prime from Canon to feature an optical stabilisation system • • 24 67 62.6 77.9 335g

CANON
LENS RRP TESTED SCORE SUMMARY MOUNT DIMENSIONS

EF 35mm f/1.4 L USM £1720 NYT L-series construction and a wide maximum aperture, with a ring-type USM • • 30 72 79 86 580g

TS-E 45mm f/2.8 £1670 NYT Wide-aperture tilt and shift optic with a rear focusing system • • 40 72 81 90.1 645g

EF 50mm f/1.2 L USM £1910 NYT Very wide maximum aperture and Super Spectra coatings, and a circular aperture • • 45 72 85.8 65.5 580g

EF 50mm f/1.4 USM £450 2/10 96% Brilliant performer, with a highly consistent set of MTF curves. AF motor is a tad noisy though • • 45 58 73.8 50.5 290g

EF 50mm f/1.8 £130 NYT Lightest EF lens in the range, with wide maximum aperture and a Micro Motor • • 45 52 68.2 41 130g

EF 50mm f/2.5 Macro £350 NYT Compact macro lens with fl oating system • • 23 52 67.6 63 280g

EF-S 55-250mm f/4-5.6 IS II £330 1/12 88% Ideal budget addition to the 18-55mm kit lens, with image stabilisation and USM • • 110 58 70 108 390g

EF-S 60mm f/2.8 Macro USM £540 8/06 88% Great build and optical quality, with fast, accurate and near-silent focusing • 20 52 73 69.8 335g

MP-E65 f/2.8 1-5x Macro £1250 NYT Macro lens designed to achieve a magnifi cation greater than 1x without accessories • • 24 58 81 98 710g

EF 70-200mm f/2.8 L USM £1540 NYT Non-stabilised L-series optic, with rear focusing and four UD elements • • 150 77 84.6 193.6 1310g

EF 70-200mm f/4 L IS USM £1450 11/11 96% A superb option for the serious sports and action photographer • • • 120 67 76 172 760g

EF 70-200mm f/2.8 L IS II USM £2800 10/10 96% A great lens but also a costly one. Peak resolution at 0.4 cycles-per-pixel is simply amazing • • • 120 77 88.8 199 1490g

EF 70-200mm f/4 L USM £790 NYT A cheaper L-series alternative to the f/2.8 versions available   • • 120 67 76 172 705g

EF 70-300mm f/4.5-5.6 IS USM £470 11/10 88% A great level of sharpness and only the small apertures should be avoided • • • 150 58 76 143 630g

EF 70-300mm f/4-5.6 L IS USM £1600 7/11 93% An L series lens with a highly durable outer shell • • • 120 67 89 143 1050g

EF 70-300mm f/4.5-5.6 DO IS USM £1700 NYT 3-layer diffractive optical element and image stabilisation • • • 140 58 82.4 99.9 720g

EF 75-300mm f/4-5.6 III £300 NYT Essentially the same lens as the 75-300mm f/4.0-5.6 III USM but with no USM • • 150 58 71 122 480g

EF 75-300mm f/4-5.6 III USM £350 9/07 77% Good but not outstanding. The inclusion of a metal lens mount is positive, though • • 150 58 71 122 480g

EF 85mm f/1.2 L II USM £2640 8/06 88% A well-crafted lens, with fast and quiet AF with good vignetting and distortion control • • 95 72 91.5 84.0 1025g

EF 85mm f/1.8 USM £470 2/11 95% Non-rotating front ring thanks to rear focusing system, as well as USM • • 85 58 75 71.5 425g

TS-E 90mm f/2.8 £1670 NYT Said to be the world’s fi rst 35mm-format telephoto lens with tilt and shift movements • • 50 58 73.6 88 565g

EF 100mm f/2.8 Macro USM £650 11/09 89% A solid performer, but weak at f/2.8 (which is potentially good for portraits) • • 31 58 79 119 600g

EF 100mm f/2.8 L Macro IS USM £1060 1/13 95% Stunning MTF fi gures from this pro-grade macro optic • • • 30 67 77.7 123 625g

EF 100-400mm f/4.5-5.6 L IS USM £1940 NYT L-series construction and optics, including fl uorite and Super UD elements • • • 180 77 92 189 1380g

EF 135mm f/2 L USM £1360 NYT L-series construction with two UD elements and wide maximum aperture • • 90 72 82.5 112 750g

EF 135mm f/2.8 SF £520 NYT Soft-focus feature with two degrees of softness • • 130 52 69.2 98.4 390g

EF 180mm f/3.5 L Macro USM £1870 NYT L-series macro lens with inner focusing system and USM technology • • 48 72 82.5 186.6 1090g

EF 200mm f/2 L IS USM £7350 NYT 5-stop Image Stabilisation with tripod detection and Super Spectra lens coatings • • • 190 52 128 208 2520g

EF 200mm f/2.8 L II USM £960 NYT Two UD elements and a rear-focusing system in this L-series optic • • 150 72 83.2 136.2 765g

EF 200-400mm f/4L IS USM £11,999 NYT Pro telephoto featuring fi xed f/4 aperture, 4-stop optical Image Stabilizer and built-in 1.4x extender • • 200 52 128 366 3620g

EF 300mm f/2.8 L IS II USM £7500 NYT 4 stop Image stabilisation makes this lens perfect for action photography • • • 200 52 128 248 2400g

EF 300mm f/4 L IS USM £1740 NYT Two-stop image stabilisation with separate mode for panning moving subjects • • • 150 77 90 221 1190g

EF 400mm f/2.8 L IS USM £9810 NYT Super telephoto with ring-type USM, one fl ourite element and image stabilisation • • • 300 52 163 349 5370g

EF 400mm f/4 DO IS USM £8000 NYT Multi-layer diffractive optical element to correct for chromatic aberration • • • 350 52 128 232.7 1940g

EF 400mm f/5.6 L USM £1660 NYT Super UD and UD elements, as well as a detachable tripod mount and built-in hood • • 350 77 90 256.5 1250g

EF 500mm f/4 L IS USM II £5299 NYT Full-time manual focus, a single fl ourite element and dust and moisture protection • • • 450 52 146 387 3870g

EF 600mm f/4 L IS USM II £10820 NYT Inner focusing system with USM and compatibility with EF 2x Extender • • • 550 52 168 456 5360g

EF 800mm f/5.6 L IS USM £10819 NYT 4-stop image stabilisation with tripod detection and dust and moisture sealing • • • 600 52 163 461 4500g
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10.5mm f/2.8 G ED DX Fisheye £678 NYT DX format fisheye lens with Nikon’s Close-Range Correction system and ED glass • 14 n/a 63 62.5 300g

10-24mm f/3.5-4.5 G ED AF-S £834 10/09 88% MTF performance is good from wide open to f/11, only breaking down past f/22 • 24 77 82.5 87 460g

12-24mm f/4 G ED AF-S DX £1044 9/09 87% This venerable optic may be a little weak at f/4, but otherwise it’s a good performer • 30 77 82.5 90 485g

14mm f/2.8 D ED AF £1554 7/10 92% A really nice lens that handles well and offers excellent image quality • • 20 n/a 87 86.5 670g

14-24mm f/2.8 G ED AF-S £1670 2/08 93% A remarkable piece of kit, producing sharp images with little chromatic aberration • • 28 n/a 98 131.5 970g

16mm f/2.8 D AF Fisheye £762 NYT Full-frame fisheye lens with Close-Range Correction system and 25cm focus distance • • 25 n/a 63 57 290g

16-35mm f/4 G ED AF-S VR £1072 6/10 96% A fantastic lens that deserves to be taken seriously, with very little CA throughout • • 28 77 82.5 125 685g

16-85mm f/3.5-5.6 G ED  VR AF-S DX £574 3/11 89% Boasting Nikon’s second-generation VR II technology and Super Integrated Coating • • 38 67 72 85 485g

17-35mm f/2.8 D ED-IF AF-S £1878 NYT High-quality wideangle zoom for full-frame Nikon users • • 28 77 82.5 106 745g

17-55mm f/2.8 G ED-IF AF-S DX £1356 3/07 89% A higher quality standard zoom for DX-format DSLRs • 36 77 85.5 110.5 755g

18-35mm f/3.5-4.5 G ED AF-S £669 Xmas13 92% Wideangle zoom with instant manual-focus override for full-frame DSLRs • • 28 77 83 95 385g

18-55mm f/3.5-5.6 G II AF-S DX £156 12/08 84% Entry-level standard zoom lens • 28 52 73 79.5 265g

18-55mm f/3.5-5.6 G VR AF-S DX £188 5/08 87% An improvement over the above version, with excellent resolution the benefit of VR • 28 52 70.5 74 205g

18-105mm f/3.5-5.6 G ED VR AF-S DX £292 8/12 91% Kit lens for Nikon D90 & D7000 with Silent Wave Motor and Vibration Reduction • na 67 76 89 420g

18-200mm f/3.5-5.6 G IF-ED AF-S VR DX £762 10/11 90% 4-stop VR II system, two ED and three aspherical elements in this superzoom lens • • 50 72 77 96.5 560g

18-300mm f/3.5-5.6 G ED-IF VR £850 12/12 88% DX-format zoom lens with wideangle to super-telephoto reach • • 45 77 83 120 830g

20mm f/2.8 D AF £584 NYT Compact wideangle lens with Nikon’s Close-Range Correction system • • 25 62 69 42.5 270g

24mm f/2.8 D AF £427 NYT Compact wide lens with Close-Range Correction system • • 30 52 64.5 46 270g

24mm f/1.4 G ED AF-S £1990 8/10 93% Nothing short of stunning. Aside from its high price there is very little to dislike about this optic • • 25 77 83 88.5 620g

24mm PC-E f/3.5 D ED PC-E £1774 NYT Perspective Control lens with Nano Crystal Coating and electronic control over aperture • • 21 77 82.5 108 730g

24-70mm f/2.8 G ED AF-S £1565 7/09 94% An excellent set of MTF curves that show outstanding consistency, easily justifying the price of this lens • • 38 77 83 133 900g

24-85mm f/3.5-4.5 G ED VR £520 XMAS 12 95% FX-format standard zoom with Auto Tripod detection and VR • 38 72 78 82 465g

24-85mm f/2.8-4 D IF AF £656 NYT 9-bladed rounded diaphragm and both hybrid and moulded aspherical elements • • 50 72 78.5 82.5 545g

24-120mm f/4 G ED AF-S VR £1072 5/11 94% Constant maximum aperture of f/4 and the addition of VR makes this a superb lens • • • 45 77 84 103 710g

28mm f/1.8 G ED AF-S £619 4/13 95% If you crave a wide aperture and prefer a single focal length then this Nikon prime delivers • 25 67 73 80 330g

28mm f/2.8 D AF £282 NYT Compact wideangle lens with a minimum focusing distance of 25cm • • 25 52 65 44.5 205g

28-300mm f/3.5-5.6 G ED AF-S VR £889 1/13 90% Technical testing shows this zoom to be, as Nikon claims, the “ideal walkabout lens” • • • 50 77 83 114 800g

35mm f/1.8 G AF-S DX £208 3/12 93% Designed for DX-format DSLRs, a great standard prime lens • 30 52 70 52.5 200g

35mm f/2 D AF £324 9/08 80% At wide-aperture settings this optic achieves respectable resolution, which decreases with aperture • • 25 52 64.5 43.5 205g

35mm f/1.4 G ED AF-S £1735 9/12 95% A Nano Crystal-coated lens designed for the FX range • • 30 67 83 89.5 600g

40mm f/2.8 G AF-S DX Micro £250 12/11 95% A budget-priced macro lens that delivers the goods on multiple fronts • 20 52 68.5 64.5 235g

45mm PC-E f/2.8 D ED PC-E £1774 NYT Perspective Control lens with ED glass and Nano Crystal Coating • • 25 77 83.5 112 780g

50mm f/1.4 D AF £292 2/10 94% Entry-level prime puts in a fine performance while offering backwards compatibility with AI cameras • • 45 52 64.5 42.5 230g

50mm f/1.4 G AF-S £376 2/10 96% Internal focusing and superior AF drive makes this a good alternative to the D-series 50mm f/1.4 • • • 45 58 73.5 54 280g

50mm f/1.8 D AF £135 NYT Compact, lightweight, affordable prime, will stop down to f/22 • • 45 52 63 39 160g

50mm f/1.8 G AF-S £200 9/11 93% A new, cut price standard lens for FX shooters or a short telephoto on DX-format DSLRs • • 45 58 72 52.5 185g

55-200mm f/4-5.6 G VR AF-S DX £314 8/07 84% Designed for DX-format cameras, with Vibration Reduction and SWM technology • 110 52 73 99.5 335g

55-300mm f/4.5-5.6 G VR AF-S DX £378 1/12 82% Offers a wide telephoto coverage, but better options available • 140 58 76.5 123 530g

60mm f/2.8 D AF Micro £405 8/06 92% Nikon’s most compact Micro lens, with Close Range Correction (CRC) system • • 22 62 70 74.5 440g

60mm f/2.8 G ED AF-S Micro £500 NYT Micro lens with 1:1 repro ratio, as well as a Silent Wave Motor and Super ED glass • • 18 62 73 89 425g

70-200mm f/2.8 G ED VR II AF-S £2085 10/10 97% Very little to fault here, with stunning image quality and consistent results at different focal lengths • • • 140 77 87 209 1540g

70-200mm f/4 G ED VR £1180 7/13 92% Latest 70-200mm zoom offers third-generation VR and weight savings over its more expensive f/2.8 cousin • • • 1000 67 78 178.5 850g

70-300mm f/4.5-5.6 G ED AF-S VR £556 11/10 89% Feature-packed optic, with a VR II system, 9-bladed diaphragm, SWM and ED glass • • • n/a 67 80 143.5 745g

80-400mm f/4.5-5.6 D ED VR AF £1512 NYT 3-stop Vibration Reduction with panning detection and a nine-bladed diaphragm • • • 230 77 91 171 1340g

85mm f/3.5 G EDAF-S DX VR £522 NYT DX-format Micro lens with a 1:1 reproduction ratio, VR II system and ED glass • • 28 52 73 98.5 355g

85mm PC-E f/2.8 D ED PC-E £1754 NYT Perspective Control lens with ED glass and Nano Crystal Coating • • 39 77 82.7 107 650g

85mm f/1.4 G AF-S £1532 2/11 96% Fast mid-tele lens with an internal focusing system and rounded diaphragm • • 85 77 86.5 84 595g

85mm f/1.8 G AF-S £470 5/12 95% Rear-focusing system and distance window in this medium telephoto lens • • 80 67 80 73 350g

105mm f/2.8 G AF-S VR II Micro £782 11/09 91% A very sharp lens, with swift and quiet focusing and consistent MFT results • • • 31 62 83 116 720g

105mm f/2 D AF DC £980 NYT A portrait lens with defocus control • • 90 n/a 79 111 640g

135mm f/2 D AF DC £1232 NYT Defocus-Image Control and a rounded diaphragm in this telephoto optic • • 110 n/a 79 120 815g

180mm f/2.8 D ED-IF AF £782 NYT Useful telephoto length and internal focusing technology, together with ED glass • • 150 72 78.5 144 760g

200mm f/4 D ED-IF AF Micro £1429 NYT 1:1 reproduction range in this Micro lens, with a Close-Range Correction system • • 50 62 76 104.5 1190g

200mm f/2 G ED AF-S VR II £5412 NYT A full frame lens offering ghost-reducing Nano Crystal coating • • • 190 52 124 203 2930g

200-400mm f/4 G ED AF-S VR II £6383 NYT A second-generation stabilizer should offer lower shutter speeds to sports photographers • • • 200 52 124 365.5 3360g

300mm f/4 ED-IF AF-S £1230 NYT Light, compact AF-S telephoto lens with ED glass elements • • 145 77 90 222.5 1440g

300mm f/2.8 G ED AF-S VR II £5209 NYT This lens promises fast and quiet AF, and is fitted with Nikon’s latest VR II system • • • 230 52 124 267.5 2900g

400mm f/2.8 G ED AF-S VR II £8378 NYT With Nikon’s new VR II system and resistance to both dust and water • • • 290 52 159.5 368 4620g

500mm f/4 G ED AF-S VR II £7357 NYT Nikon’s latest VR II system as well as Nano Crystal Coating and ED glass • • • 400 52 139.5 391 3880g

600mm f/4 G ED AF-S VR II £8889 NYT Nikon’s latest VR II system offers 4 stops of image stabilisation in this optic • • • 500 52 166 445 5060g

800mm f/5.6E FL ED VR £15,600 NYT Longest focal length in Nikkor catalogue; comes with 1.25x teleconverter • • • 590 52 160 461 4590g
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NIKON
LENS RRP TESTED SCORE SUMMARY MOUNT DIMENSIONS
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7-14mm f/4 ED £1900 6/08 92% An excellently constructed objective, with image quality to match • 25 n/a 86.5 119.5 780g

8mm f/3.5 ED Fisheye £930 NYT Diagonal fisheye lens, offering a 180-degree view and a splash-resistant construction • 13 n/a 79 77 485g

9-18mm f/4-5.6 £640 9/09 87% Good results up to f/11, past which point resolution drops a little • 25 72 79.5 73 280g

12-50mm f/3.5-6.3 ED £370 5/13 87% Offers electromagnetic zoom mechanism plus variable zoom speed • 20 72 57 83 211g

12-60mm f/2.8-4 ED SWD £1130 11/08 90% While not quite as consistent as the 14-54mm, this optic is perhaps more versatile • 25 72 79.5 98.5 575g

11-22mm f/2.8-3.5 £1020 NYT Wide angle (2x) addition to Olympus E-System lens range • 28 72 75 92.5 485g

14-35mm f/2 ED SWD £2400 NYT Pro lens with Supersonic Wave Drive AF system and dust and splashproof casing • 35 77 86 123 915g

14-54mm II f/2.8-3.5 II £660 12/09 88% An affordable lens with great resolution – only CA control lets it down a touch • 22 67 74.5 88.5 440g

18-180mm f/3.5-6.3 £560 6/10 87% A good performer everywhere except at 180mm, with a solid feel to it • 45 62 78 84.5 435g

25mm f/2.8 Pancake £270 9/08 86% Excellent image quality from such a tiny optic, but the lens cap is a little fiddly • 20 43 64 23.5 95g

35mm f/3.5 Macro £270 NYT Macro lens equivalent to 70mm on a full-frame camera • 14 52 71 53 163g

35-100mm f/2 £2630 NYT One Super ED and four ED elements inside this telephoto optic • 140 77 96.5 213.5 1650g

40-150mm f/4-5.6 ED £300 NYT ED and aspherical elements in this optic, together with an internal focusing system • 90 58 65.5 72 220g

50mm f/2 ED Macro £600 8/06 86% A fast, high-quality lens, with excellent MTF curves and low chromatic aberration • 24 52 71 61.5 300g

50-200mm f/2.8-3.5 ED SWD £1300 NYT Supersonic Wave Drive focusing system and an equivalent focal range of 100-400mm • 120 67 86.5 157 995g

70-300mm f/4-5.6 ED £450 NYT Three ED elements and multi-coatings feature in this popular tele-zoom optic • 96 58 80 127 620g

90-250mm f/2.8 ED £6200 NYT Dust and splashproof lens with 3 ED elements and a 180-500mm equivalent range • 250 105 124 276 3270g

150mm f/2 ED £2650 NYT Splashproof telephoto lens with a wide maximum aperture • 140 82 100 150 1610g

DA 10-17mm f/3.5-4.5 smc ED IF £590 NYT Fisheye zoom lens with Super Protection coating and Quick Shift manual focus • 14 n/a 71.5 68 320g

DA 12-24mm f/4 smc ED AL IF £1050 NYT 2 aspherical elements, ELD glass and a constant aperture of f/4 in this wide zoom • 30 77 83.5 87.5 430g

DA 14mm f/2.8 smc ED IF £730 7/10 90% Best performance lies between f/5.6 and f/11, but good results can be had at f/4 too • 17 77 83.5 69 420g

DA 15mm f/4 smc ED AL Limited £820 NYT Limited edition lens with hybrid aspherical and extra-low dispersion elements • 18 49 39.5 63 212g

DA 16-45mm f/4 smc ED AL £300 1/09 82% Despite the fixed aperture, this lens is best between f/5.6 and f/11. Better results at longer focal lengths • 28 67 72 92 365g

DA* 16-50mm f/2.8 smc ED AL IF SDM £950 1/09 85% A nice balance and robust feel, but poor sharpness at f/2.8 (which significantly improves from f/4 onwards) • • 30 77 98.5 84 600g

DA 17-70mm f/4 smc AL IF SDM £630 NYT Featuring Pentax’s Supersonic Direct-drive (SDM) focusing system • 28 67 75 93.5 485g

DA 18-55mm f/3.5.5.6 smc II ED AL IF £220 1/09 86% Something of a bargain. Only the maximum apertures and awkward manual focusing really let it down • 25 52 68 67.5 220g

DA 18-55mm f/3.5.5.6 smc AL WR £229 NYT A weather resistant construction and an aspherical element, as well as SP coating • 25 52 68.5 67.5 230g

DA 18-135mm f/3.5-5.6 DA ED DC WR £600 6/11 86% A weather resistant mid-range zoom lens • 40 62 73 76 405g

DA 18-250mm f/3.5-6.3 smc DA £450 NYT A long focal length-covering Pentax zoom lens  • 45 62 85.5 75 455g

DA 18-270mm f/3.5-6.3 smc EDSDM £699 NYT 15X superzoom for company’s K-mount DSLRs featuring two extra-low dispersion (ED) elements • 49 76 89 453g

DA 21mm f/3.2 smc AL Limited £600 NYT This limited-edition optic offers a floating element for extra-close focusing • 20 49 63 25 140g

DA 35mm f/2.8 smc Macro £640 9/08 90% Despite slight edge softness, this lens performs excellently and is a pleasure to use • 14 49 46.5 63 215g

DA 35mm f/2.4 smc DS AL £180 3/12 92% A budget price prime lens for beginners • 30 49 63 45 124g

DA 40mm f/2.8 smc Limited £450 NYT Pancake lens with SMC coating and Quick Shift focusing system • 40 49 63 15 90g

DA 40mm XS f/2.8 XS £325 NYT The world’s smallest fixed focal length lens • 40 N/A 62.9 9 52g

DA 50mm f/1.8 smc DA £249 NYT Affordable short telephoto lens ideal for portraits • • 45 52 28.5 63 122g

DFA 50mm f/2.8 smc Macro £550 NYT Macro lens capable of 1:1 reproduction and with a Quick Shift focus mechanism • • 19 49 60 67.5 265g

DA* 50-135mm f/2.8 smc ED IF SDM £1200 11/12 89% Constant f/2.8 aperture; well suited to portraiture and mid-range action subjects • • 100 67 76.5 136 765g

DA 50-200mm f/4-5.6 smc ED £220 NYT Quick Shift focus system and an ED element in this tele-zoom lens • 110 52 66.5 78.5 255g

DA 50-200mm f/4-5.6 smc ED WR £210 NYT Weather-resistant construction, Quick Shift focus system and an SP coating • n/a 49 69 79.5 285g

DA* 55mm f/1.4 smc SDM £800 2/10 91% Even despite questions about the particular sample tested, this lens scores highly • • 45 58 70.5 66 375g

DA 55-300mm f/4-5.8 smc ED £370 10/12 89% The lens boasts a useful focal range, as well as a dirt-resistant SP coating • 140 58 75 111.5 440g

DA 55-300mm f/4-5.8ED WR £399 NYT Weatherproof HD telephoto lens featuring quick shift focusing system • • 140 58 71 111.5 466g

DA 60-250mm f/4 smc ED IF SDM £1450 10/12 90% With a constant f/4 aperture and an ultrasonic motor for speedy focusing • 110 67 167.5 82 1040g

DA 70mm f/2.4 smc AL Limited £600 NYT Medium telephoto lens with an aluminium construction and a Super Protect coating • 70 49 63 26 130g

FA 77mm f/1.8 smc Limited £1050 NYT With Pentax’s Fixed Rear Element Extension focusing system for “sharp, crisp images” • • 70 49 48 64 270g

D-FA 100mm f/2.8 Macro £700 NYT Designed for both digital and film cameras, this macro lens boasts a 1:1 repro ratio • • 30 49 67.5 80.5 345g

D-FA 100mm f/2.8 Macro WR £680 11/12 92% Street price makes this something of a bargain for a true macro offering full-frame coverage • • 30 49 65 80.5 340g

DA* 200mm f/2.8 smc ED IF SDM £1000 8/12 90% SDM focusing system on the inside, and dirtproof and splashproof on the outside • • 120 77 83 134 825g

DA* 300mm f/4 smc ED IF SDM £1300 NYT This tele optic promises ultrasonic focus and high image quality thanks to ED glass • • 140 77 83 184 1070g

DA 560mm f/5.6 ED smc AW £5999 NYT Prime offering focal length of 859mm when mounted on Pentax K-mount DSLR. Treated with HD coating • • 560 112 130 522 3040g

OLYMPUS
LENS RRP TESTED SCORE SUMMARY MOUNT DIMENSIONS
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PENTAX
LENS RRP TESTED SCORE SUMMARY MOUNT DIMENSIONS
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50-500mm f/4.5-6.3 DG OS HSM £1399 4/11 87% A 10x zoom range, SLD elements and compatibility with 1.4x and 2x teleconverters • • • • • • • 50-180 95 104.4 219 1970g

70mm f/2.8 EX DG Macro £510 NYT SLD elements and a focus limiter switch in this macro optic • • • • • • 25 62 76 95 527g

70-200mm f/2.8 EX DG OS HSM £1500 NYT Two FLD glass elements, said to have the same dispersive properties as fluorite • • • • • • • 140 77 86.4 197 1430g

70-300mm f/4-5.6 APO DG Macro £235 NYT A 9-bladed diaphragm and two SLD elements in this tele-zoom lens • • • • • • 95 58 76.6 122 550g

70-300mm f/4-5.6 DG OS £408 1/12 85% Four-stop Optical Stabiliser and Super Multi-Layer coating, and a single SLD element • • • • • • • 150 62 76.5 126 610g

70-300mm f/4-5.6 DG Macro £173 5/09 83% Generally unremarkable MTF curves, and particularly poor at 300mm • • • • • • 95 58 76.6 122 545g

85mm f/1.4 EX DG HSM £700 2/11 94% The Sigma’s resolution from f/4 to f/8 is excellent • • • • • • 85 77 86.4 87.6 725g

105mm f/2.8 EX DG OS HSM £700 12/11 90% An optically-stabilized macro lens • • • • • 31.2 62 78 126.4 725g

120-300mm f/2.8 DG HSM £TBC NYT First lens in company’s ‘Sports’ series; switch enables adjustment of both focus speed and focus limiter • • • • • • 150-250 105 124 291 TBA

120-400mm f/4.5-5.6 DG OS HSM £766 NYT Reaf focusing system and a four-stop Optical Stabiliser in this tele zoom • • • • • • 150 77 92 203 1640g

150mm f/2.8 EX DG  OS  HSM £999 NYT A macro lens offering image stabilization • • • • • 38 72 79.6 150 950g

180mm f/2.8 EX DG OS HSM £1499 4/13 97% 1:1 macro lens featuring three FLD glass elements and floating inner focusing system • • • • • • 47 86 95 204 1640g

150-500mm f/5-6.3 DG OS HSM £916 6/09 83% Significant softness at wide maximum apertures for all focal lengths • • • • • • • 220 86 94.7 252 1780g

200-500mm f/2.8 EX DG £24521 NYT A beast of a lens, with a built-in LCD panel to display focal length and distance info • • • • 200-500 72 236.5 726 15700g

300mm f/2.8 APO EX DG £2758 NYT Extra Low Dispersion (ELD) glass, multi-layer coatings and a Hyper Sonic Motor • • • • • • 250 46 119 214.5 2400g

300-800mm f/5.6 EX DG HSM £7152 NYT A constant aperture of f/5.6 throughout the expansive 300-800mm zoom range • • • • 600 46 156.5 544 5880g

500mm f/4.5 APO EX DG £4802 NYT Telephoto lens with multi-layer coatings to “optimise the characteristics of DSLRs” • • • • • • 400 46 123 350 3150g

800mm f/5.6 APO EX DG £5108 NYT HSM and compatibility with Sigma’s 1.4x EX APO and 2x EX APO teleconverters • • • • 700 46 156.5 521 4900g

4.5mm f/2.8 EX DC £715 NYT Circular fisheye lens designed for digital, with SLD glass and a gelatin filter holder • • • 13 n/a 76 77.8 470g

8mm f/3.5 EX DG £766 NYT The world’s only 8mm lens equipped with autofocus also boasts SLD glass • • • • 13 n/a 73.5 68.6 400g

8-16mm f/4.5-5.6 DC HSM £800 10/10 89% Excellent performance at 8mm which sadly drops at the 16mm end • • • • • 24 72 75 105.7 555g

10mm f/2.8 EX DC £613 NYT A Hyper Sonic Motor (HSM) and built-in hood in this diagonal fisheye lens • • • 13 n/a 75.8 83 475g

10-20mm f/3.5 EX DC HSM £664 3/10 95% An absolute gem of a lens that deserves a place on every photographer’s wish list   • • • • • 24 82 87.3 88.2 520g

10-20mm f/4-5.6 EX DC HSM £561 8/09 92% A fine all-rounder, thanks to MTF curves which stay above 0.25 cycles-per-pixel down to f/16 • • • • • • 24 77 83.5 81 470g

12-24mm f/4.5-5.6 EX DC HSM £868 8/09 88% A tightly matched set of MTF curves, but APS-C users are advised to look at the 10-20mm instead • • • • • • 28 n/a 87 102.5 600g

15mm f/2.8 EX DG £613 7/10 88% This fisheye optic puts in a very solid performance – not to be dismissed as a gimmick! • • • • • • 15 n/a 73.5 65 370g

17-50mm f/2.8 EX DC OS HSM £650 NYT FLD and aspherical elements, a constant f/2.8 aperture and Optical Stabilisation • • • • • • 28 77 83.5 92 565g

17-70mm f/2.8-4 DC Macro OS HSM £449 NYT Redesign of this well-received lens launches the “Contemporary” range and sees it in more compact form • • • • • • 22 72 79 82 470g

18-35mm f/1.8 DC HSM £649 11/13 95% Said to be the world’s first constant f/1.8 zoom; DOF equivalent of constant f/2.7 on full frame • • • • 28 72 78 121 810g

18-200mm f/3.5-6.3 DC £338 3/08 83% Good CA control at 200mm but otherwise an average performer • • • • • 45 62 70 78.1 405g

18-200mm f/3.5-6.3 DC OS £449 3/08 89% Excellent resolution and consistent performance, but control over CA could be a little better • • • • 45 45 79 100 610g

18-250mm f/3.5-6.3 DC OS HSM £572 1/10 91% A very capable set of MTF curves that only shows minor weakness at wide apertures  • • • • • • 45 72 79 101 630g

18-250mm f/3.5-6.3 DC Macro OS HSM £500 NYT Ultra-compact 13.8x high zoom ratio lens designed exclusively for digital SLR cameras • • • • • • 35 62 73.5 88.6 470g

20mm f/1.8 EX DG £613 NYT This wideangle optic is equipped with two aspherical elements and a rear focus ring • • • • • • 20 82 88.6 89.5 520g

24mm f/1.8 EX DG £510 NYT Aspherical glass and a dual focus system, together with a wide maximum aperture • • • • • • • 18 77 83.6 82.5 485g

24-70mm f/2.8 EX DG IF HSM £919 8/09 94% Not perfect, but an excellent alternative to Canon and Nikon’s 24-70mm lenses, with great MTF curves • • • • • • 38 82 88.6 94.7 790g

28mm f/1.8 EX DG £408 NYT A dual focus system and aspherical elements, for both full-frame and APS-C cameras • • • • • • 20 77 83.6 82.5 500g

30mm f/1.4 EX DC HSM £490 9/08 83% A consistent performer, with slightly weaker but not unacceptable performance wide-open • • • • • • 40 62 76.6 59 430g

35mm f/1.4 DG HSM £799 9/13 97% Large aperture prime; first lens in company’s “Art” series • • • • • • 30 67 77 94 665g

50mm f/1.4 EX DC HSM £459 2/10 97% This lens may be priced above the norm, but it delivers results which are similarly elevated • • • • • • • 45 77 84.5 68.2 505g

50mm f/2.8 EX DG Macro £326 NYT Floating focusing system and coatings for better colour and to minimise aberrations • • • • • • 19 55 71.4 66.5 320g

50-150mm f/2.8 EX DC OS HSM £950 12/12 89% Large-aperture telephoto zoom lens giving the classic 70-200mm focal length • • • • • • 80 77 86.4 197 1340g

50-200mm f/4-5.6 DC OS HSM £306 5/11 91% With a useful tele range, this lens combines an Optical Stabiliser with HSM technology • • • • • • 110 55 74.4 202 420g

SIGMA
LENS RRP TESTED SCORE SUMMARY MOUNT DIMENSIONS
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8mm f/2.8 UMC £269 NYT Full frame diagonal fisheye for Sony NEX and Samsung NX mounts. Manual focus. • • 30 N/A 60 55.8 217g

10mm f/ 2.8 ED AS NCS CS £429 NYT Features a nano crystal anti-reflection coating system and embedded lens hood • • • • • • 24 N/A 86 77 580g

14mm f/2.8 ED UMC £279 NYT Ultra wideangle manual focus lens; bulb-like front element means no filters can be used • • • • • • 28 N/A 94 87 552g

24mm f/1.4 AS UMC £499 NYT Fast ultra wideangle manual focus lens comprising 13 lenses arranged in 12 groups • • • • • • 25 77 95 116 680g

24mm f/3.5 AS T-S ED AS UMC £789 NYT Widangle tilt-shift prime featuring 16 glass elements and f/3.5 maximum aperture • • • • • 20 82 110.5 113 680g

35mm f/1.4 AS UMC £369 3/13 91% While manual focus only, this prime impressed us in real-world use, making it something of a bargain • • • • • • 30 77 83 111 660g

35mm T1.5 ASUMC VDSLR £419 NYT VDSLR version of 35mm f/1.4 AS UMC with de-clicked aperture ring for silent operation when used for video • • • 30 77 83 111 660g

85mm f/1.4 IFMC £239 NYT Short fast telephoto prime, manual focus, aimed at portrait photographers • • • • • 100 72 78 72.2 513

500mm f/8 Preset IFMC £139 NYT Manual-focus super-telephoto said to fit most camera mounts via Samyang T2 universal adapter • 1000 67 70 298 640g

SAMYANG
LENS RRP TESTED SCORE SUMMARY MOUNT DIMENSIONS
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10-24mm f/3.5-4.5 SP AF Di II LD Aspherical IF £511 2/10 86% Good consistency at 10mm and 18mm, but a steep decline at 24mm • • • • 24 77 83.2 86.5 406g

17-50mm f/2.8 SP AF XR Di II LD Aspherical IF £450 2/09 90% Very good optical performance, which peaks at f/5.6-8 • • • • 27 67 74 81.7 434g

17-50mm f/2.8 SP AF XR Di II VC LD Aspherical IF £541 4/10 91% Very strong performance at longer focal lengths but weaker at the other end • • • 29 72 79.6 94.5 570g

18-200mm f/3.5-6.3 AF XR Di II LD Aspherical IF Macro £306 3/08 84% Excellent CA control in the centre, but unremarkable wideangle performance • • • • 45 62 73 83.7 423g

18-200mm f/3.5-6.3 AF XR Di II LD Aspherical IF Macro £550 NYT A redefined all-in-one lens to replace a shorter kit lens • • • • 50 62 62 96.7 460g

18-270mm f/3.5-6.3 AF XR Di II LD Aspherical IF Macro £613 1/10 90% Much better results at shorter focal lengths than longer ones, but still impressive • • • 49 72 79.6 101 550g

18-270mm f/3.5-6.3 AF Di II VC LD PZD IF Macro £663 10/11 83% The next-generation incarnation offers a new form of ultrasonic engine • • • • 49 62 74.4 88 450g

24-70mm f/2.8 SP DI VC USD £1099 10/12 94% Fast zoom with image stabilization for both full-frame and APS-C cameras • • • • 38 82 88.2 116.9 825g

28-75mm f/2.8 SP AF XR Di LD Aspherical IF Macro £460 NYT Standard zoom with constant f/2.8 aperture and minimum focusing distance of 33cm • • • • • 33 67 73 92 510g

28-300mm f/3.5-6.3 AF XR Di LD Aspherical IF Macro £664 NYT A useful 10.7x zoom range and low-dispersion elements in this optic • • • • • 49 62 73 83.7 420g

28-300mm f/3.5-6.3 AF XR Di VC LD Aspherical IF Macro £409 NYT Vibration Compensation and Extra Refractive glass to benefit image quality • • • • 49 67 78 99 550g

55-200mm f/4-5.6 AF Di II LD Macro £153 5/09 85% Very good performance at short and medium focal lengths, but less so at longer ones • • • 95 52 71.6 83 300g

60mm f/2 SP AF Di II LD IF Macro £550 12/10 92% Macro lens designed for APS-C sensor cameras, with 1:1 reproduction ratio • • • 23 55 73 80 400g

70-200mm f/2.8 SP AF Di LD IF Macro £817 10/09 89% No image stabilisation and no advanced AF system, but at this price it’s a steal • • • • • 95 77 89.5 194.3 1150g

70-200mm f/2.8 Di VC USD £TBC NYT Compact yet full-size telephoto zoom with vibration compensation • • • 130 77 85.8 188.3 1470g

70-300mm f/4-5.6 SP VC USD £300 1/12 89% Ultrasonic Silent Drive (USD) technology for focusing and Vibration Compensation • • • • 150 62 81.5 142.7 765g

70-300mm f/4-5.6 AF Di LD Macro £170 11/10 85% Low dispersion glass and compatible with both full-frame and cropped-sensor DSLRs • • • • • 95 62 76.6 116.5 435g

90mm f/2.8 SP AF Di Macro £470 11/09 88% A very nice macro lens that is capable of producing some fine images • • • • • 29 55 71.5 97 405g

90mm f/2.8 Di Macro 1:1 VC USD £TBC NYT Redesign of the 90mm f/2.8 SP AF Di Macro; comes with vibration compensation • • • • 30 58 115 76.4 550g

180mm f/3.5 SP AF Di LD IF Macro £896 11/10 94% Two Low Dispersion elements and internal focusing system in this 1:1 macro lens • • • • • 47 72 84.8 165.7 920g

200-500mm f/5-6.3 SP AF Di LD IF £1124 6/09 90% A well-matched and consistent set of MTF curves, with good performance at f/8-11 • • • • 250 86 93.5 227 1237g

11-18mm f4.5-5.6 DT £609 9/09 84% A solid overall performance that simply fails to be outstanding in any way • 25 77 83 80.5 360g

16mm f/2.8 Fisheye £709 NYT Fisheye lens with a close focusing distance of 20cm and a 180° angle of view • • 20 n/a 75 66.5 400g

16-35mm f/2.8 ZA SSM T* £1729 9/09 91% High-end Zeiss wideangle zoom lens ideal for full-frame Alpha DSLRs • • 28 77 83 114 900g

16-50mm f/2.8 SSM £569 4/12 89% Bright short-range telephoto lens • • 100 72 81 88 577g

16-80mm f/3.5-4.5 ZA T* £709 4/09 90% Carl Zeiss standard zoom lens • • 35 62 72 83 445g

16-105mm f/3.5-5.6 DT £559 3/09 83% An ambitious lens that is good in parts. Quality drops off at 105mm • 40 62 72 83 470g

18-55mm f/3.5-5.6 SAM II £180 NYT Second-generation styling snd redesigned rear element for this reworking of original • 25 55 72 69 222g

18-200mm f/3.5-6.3 DT £509 4/08 82% While the focal range is certainly useful, the lens is an overall average performer • 45 62 73 85.5 405g

18-250mm f/3.5-6.3 DT £559 1/10 85% Good overall, but performance dips at longer focal lengths • 45 62 75 86 440g

20mm f/2.8 £559 9/11 85% Wideangle prime lens with rear focusing mechanism and focus range limiter • • 25 72 78 53.5 285g

24mm f/2 ZA SSM T* £1119 NYT An impressively bright wideangle Carl Zeiss lens • • 19 72 78 76 555g

24-70mm f/2.8 ZA SSM T* £1679 7/09 92% Carl Zeiss mid-range zoom lens with superb optics ideal for full-frame Alpha DSLRs • • 34 77 83 111 955g

28mm f/2.8 £375 NYT General purpose wideangle lens offering 75° angle of view • • 30 49 65.5 42.5 185g

28-75mm f/2.8 SAM £709 NYT A constant f/2.8 aperture and a Smooth Autofocus Motor (SAM) in this standard zoom • • 38 67 77.5 94 565g

30mm f/2.8 DT SAM Macro £179 3/12 88% Macro lens designed for digital with 1:1 magnification and Smooth Autofocus Motor • 12 49 70 45 150g

35mm f/1.4 G £1369 NYT With an equivalent focal length of 52.5mm, a wide aperture and aspherical glass • • 30 55 69 76 510g

35mm f/1.8 DT SAM £179 NYT Budget price indoor portrait lens • 23 55 70 52 170g

50mm f/1.8 DT SAM £159 3/10 91% A very useful lens that performs well and carries a rock-bottom price tag • 34 49 70 45 170g

50mm f/1.4 £369 2/10 93% While this lens performs well overall, performance at f/1.4 could be better • • 45 55 65.5 43 220g

50mm f/1.4 ZA SSM £1300 NYT Carl Zeiss design said to be ideal for quality-critical portraiture and low-light shooting • • 45 72 81 71.5 518g

50mm f/2.8 Macro £529 NYT A macro lens with a floating lens element • • 20 55 71.5 60 295g

55-200mm f/4-5.6 DT SAM £219 NYT Designed for cropped-sensor DSLRs, with a Smooth Autofocus Motor • 95 55 71.5 85 305g

70-200mm f/2.8 G £1889 NYT Super Sonic Wave motor and a constant f/2.8 aperture in this pro-grade tele zoom • • 120 77 87 196.5 1340g

70-300mm f/4.5-5.6 G SSM £869 12/10 86% G-series lens with ED elements, Super Sonic wave Motor and a circular aperture • • 120 62 82.5 135.5 760g

70-400mm f/4-5.6 G SSM II £1799 NYT Redesign of original features a new LSI drive circuit and promises faster autofocus • • 150 77 95 196 1500g

75-300mm f/4.5-5.6 £219 8/12 83% Compact and lightweight zoom with a circular aperture • • 150 55 71 122 460g

85mm f/1.4 ZA Planar T* £1369 NYT Fixed focal length lens aimed at indoor portraiture • • 85 72 81.5 72.5 560g

85mm f/2.8 SAM £219 NYT A light, low price portraiture lens • • 60 55 70 52 175g

100mm f/2.8 Macro £659 NYT Macro lens with circular aperture, double floating element and wide aperture • • 35 55 75 98.5 505g

135mm f/1.8 ZA Sonnar T* £1429 NYT A bright, Carl Zeiss portrait telephoto lens • • 72 77 84 115 1004g

135mm f/2.8 STF £1119 NYT Telephoto lens with defocus effects • • 87 80 80 99 730g

300mm f/2.8 G £5609 NYT Super Sonic Wave motor, two Direct Manual Focus modes and a wide aperture • • 200 42 122 242.5 2310g

500mm f/4 G £11,500 NYT Fast telephoto optic ideal for sport • • 400 42 140 367.5 3460g

SONY
LENS RRP TESTED SCORE SUMMARY MOUNT DIMENSIONS
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TAMRON
LENS RRP TESTED SCORE SUMMARY MOUNT DIMENSIONS
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LENS LISTINGS

102 WWW.WHATDIGITALCAMERA.COM

XF10-24mm f/4 R OIS £849 NYT Ultra wideangle lens, minimal ghosting with Fujis HT-EBC multi-layer coating • • • 24 72 78 87 410

XF14mm f/2.8 R £729 7/13 92% Ultra wideangle prime, high resolution to all corners, performance justifies price tag • • 18 58 65 58.4  235g

XC16-50 f/3.5-5.6 OIS £359 NYT Lightweight lens for mirrorless X-series offers 24-75mm equivalent zoom range • • • 30 58 62.6 98.3 195g

XF18mm f/2 XF R £430 6/13 89% A compact, wideangle lens with a quick aperture • • 18 52 64.5 40.6 116g

XF27mm f/2.8 £379 NYT Pancake lens measuring just 23mm thick; boasts a 40mm equivalent angle of view • • 34 39 61 23 78g

XF18-55mm f/2.8-4 R £599 NYT Short zoom lens with optical image stabilisation • • 18 58 65 70.4 310g

XF55-200mm f/3.5-4.8 R LM OIS £599 11/13 87% Telephoto with built-in optical image stabilisation plus aperture control ring • • • 110 62 75 118 580g

6.7-13mm f/3.5-5.6 VR 1 £459 NYT Compact, lightweight, ultra-wide angle zoom lens with Vibration Reduction for Nikon 1 system • • 25 52 56.5 46 125g

10mm f/2.8 £229 2/12 87% A wideangle lens for Nikon’s 1 series of Compact System Cameras • 20 40.5 55.5 22 77g

10-30mm f/3.5-5.6 VR £149 NYT Nikon’s kit lens for the 1 series of CSC models • • 20 40.5 57.5 42 115g

11-27.5mm f/3.5-5.6 £179 NYT Compact standard zoom for Nikon 1 system • 30 40.5 57.5 31 80g

32mm f/1.2 £799 NYT First 1 system lens to offer a silent wave motor and nano crystal coating • 45 52 66 47 235g

10-100mm f/4-5.6 VR 1 £479 NYT CX-format zoom lens with focal length range of 10–100mm (27–270mm 35mm equivalent) • • 35 55 60.5 70.5 298g

18.5mm f/1.8 £179 NYT Nikon’s 1 series gains a traditional fast prime • 20 40.5 56 36 70g

30-110mm f/3.8-5.6 VR £229 NYT A longer zoom lens, with image stabilization, for the Nikon 1 series • • 100 40.5 60 61 180g

10-100mm f/4.5-5.6 VR PD-ZOOM £679 NYT A powered zoom lens aided by the VR image stabilization system • • 300 72 77 95 530g
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AT-X 107 (10-17mm)  f/3.5-4.5 AF DX Fisheye £550 NYT Fisheye zoom lens with Water Repellent coating and Super Low Dispersion glass • • • 14 n/a 70 71.1 350g

AT-X 116 (11-16mm)  f/2.8 PRO DX £515 6/12 90% Wide zoom with a One-Touch Focus clutch mechanism and a constant f/2.8 aperture • • 30 77 n/a 89.2 560g

AT-X 124 (12-24mm)  f/4 AF PRO DX £570 NYT The APS-C version of the 12-24mm lens • • 30 77 84 89.5 570g

AT-X 124 (12-24mm)  f/4 AF PRO DX II £450 8/09 88% While f/4 performance at 12mm is poor, otherwise this is a very consistent lens • • 30 77 84 89.5 540g

AT-X 12-28mm  f/4 PRO DX TBA NYT Replacement for 12-24mm F4 wideangle zoom; for Nikon DX DSLRs - • 25 77 84 90 600g

AT-X 16-28mm f/2.8 PRO FX £757 6/11 93% A pro-end wideangle zoom aimed at full frame cameras • • • 26 n/a 90 133 950g

AT-X 17-35mm f/4 PRO FX £830 11/12 95% One of the most capable super-wide zooms available, though only available in Canon and Nikon mounts • • 28 82 89 94 600g

AT-X 165 (16-50mm)  f/2.8 PRO DX £490 NYT With a Water Repellent (WR) coating on the front element and SLD glass • • 30 77 84 97.4 610g

AT-X 16.5-135 (16.5-135mm)  f/3.5-5.6 £610 9/11 86% Three aspherical and two SD elements, together with a useful focal range • • 50 77 84 78 610g

AT-X M35 (35mm)  f/2.8 PRO DX Macro £300 NYT Minimum focusing distance of 14cm in this 1:1 macro lens • • 14 52 73.2 60.4 340g

AT-X 70-200mm  f/4 PRO FX VCM-S TBA NYT Telephoto for both full frame and APS-C DSLRs - • 100 67 82 167.5 1020g

AT-X 840 (80-400mm)  f/4.5-5.6 AF-D £570 NYT Zoom lock switch, built-in tripod collar and multi-coatings on the elements • • • 250 72 79 136.5 1020g

AT-X M100 (100mm)  f/2.8 AF PRO D Macro £360 11/09 88% Some weaknesses wide-open, but reasonable MTF curves make this a decent optic • • • 30 55 73 95.1 540g

18mm f/3.5 ZF.2 £1150 8/10 94% No AF, but the optical and build qualities of this lens are nothing short of stunning • • • • 30 82 84 87 470g

21mm f/2.8 Distagon T* £1579 NYT A wideangle lens that doesn’t compromise on optical quality • • • • 30 82 87 84 510g

25mm f/2 Distagon T* £1350 NYT A landscape lens with a fast aperture • • • • 25 67 71 95 570g

25mm f/2.8 Distagon T* £750 NYT A macro lens offering unrivalled quality • • • • 17 58 83 55 480g

28mm f/2 Distagon T* £850 NYT For low light shooting the 28mm lens has plenty of potential • • • • 24 58 64 93 520g

35mm f/1.4 Distagon T* £1600 NYT Promises to produce some stunning bokeh effects • • • • 30 72 120 122 850g

35mm f/2 Distagon T* £940 NYT An extremely fast focusing lens • • • • 30 58 64 97 530g

50mm f/1.4 Planar T* £650 NYT A portrait lens in its element in low light • • • • 45 72 66 69 350g

50mm f/2 Makro-Planar £665 NYT A macro lens with impressive-looking levels of sharpness • • • • 24 67 72 88 530g

55mm f/1.4 Otus £3170 NYT Premium, manual focu lens, works excellently in low light • • • • • 50 77 83 144 1030g

100mm f/2 Makro-Planar £1399 NYT A rapid-focus portrait lens • • • • 44 72 76 113 680g

TOKINA
LENS RRP TESTED SCORE SUMMARY MOUNT DIMENSIONS
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ZEISS
LENS RRP TESTED SCORE SUMMARY MOUNT DIMENSIONS
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FUJI CSC
LENS RRP TESTED SCORE SUMMARY MOUNT DIMENSIONS
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NIKON CSC
LENS RRP TESTED SCORE SUMMARY MOUNT DIMENSIONS
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8.5mm (Q System) f/2.8 £TBC NYT The standard prime lens in the Q system • 30 40.5 48.5 48 96g

6.3mm (Q System) f/7.1 £129 NYT A wide lens for the Q system • N/A 40.6 25 21g

15-45mm (Q System) f/7.1 £249 NYT Telephoto zoom covers focal lengths between 83mm and 249mm in 35mm terms • 40 50 56 90g

18mm (Q System) f/8 £129 NYT A telephoto lens for the Q system • N/A 40.6 19.5 18g

3.2mm (Q System) f/5.6 £149 NYT A fisheye lens for the Q system • 90 N/A 40.6 30.5 29g

5-15mm (Q System) f/2.8 £279 NYT A short zoom lens for the Q system • 40.5 45.5 23 37g

PENTAX CSC
LENS RRP TESTED SCORE SUMMARY MOUNT DIMENSIONS
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9-18mm (Micro) f/4-5.6 ED £630 NYT This super wideangle lens offers an equivalent focal range of 18-36mm in 35mm terms • 25 52 56.5 49.5 155g
12mm (Micro) f/2.0 ED £739 1/12 95% A wideangle fixed lens for the Micro Four Thirds system • 20 46 56 43 130g
12-50mm (Micro) f/3.5-6.3 ED EZ £349 NYT A reasonably-priced MFT zoom lens • 20 52 57 83 211g
17mm M.Zuiko f/1.8 MSC £450 7/13 94% Wide-aperture, wide-angle prime boasting excellent peak sharpness and no colour fringing • 25 46 57 35 120g
17mm (Micro) f/2.8 Pancake £300 5/10 87% Results are impressive across the most-used apertures given the wide angle of view offered • 20 37 57 22 71g
14-42mm (Micro) f/3.5-5.6 ED £300 5/10 88% Generally a good performer, but control over chromatic aberrations could be a little better • 25 40.5 62 43.5 150g
14-42mm II R (Micro) f/3.5-5.6 II £269 NYT A redesigned variation of the standard kit lens • 25 37 56.5 50 112g
14-150mm (Micro) f/4-5.6 ED £630 NYT Plenty of focal range is offered by this MFT lens • 50 58 63.5 83 280g
15mm f/8 £70 NYT Lens which acts as body cap for PEN series adds just 9mm of depth to camera body • 30 - 56 9 22g
40-150mm (Micro) f/4-5.6 £630 NYT A useful 28-300mm equivalent range, including ED and Dual Super Aspherical lenses • 50 58 63.5 83 280g
40-150mm R (Micro) f/4-5.6 £309 NYT This middle distance zoom lens has an 80-300mm 35mm equivalent focal length • 90 58 63.5 83 190g
45mm (Micro) f/1.8 £279 2/12 93% Fast-aperture lens for taking portrait shots proved to be sharp, quiet and without colour fringing • 50 37 56 46 116g
75-300mm II (Micro) f/4.8-6.7 £499 NYT Update featuring Zuiko Extra-low Reflection Optical coating said to reduce ghosting • 90 58 69 117 423g
75mm f/1.8 ED £799 8/13 97% Ultra-fast prime lens ideal for portraits and action shots • 84 58 64 69 305g

OLYMPUS CSC
LENS RRP TESTED SCORE SUMMARY MOUNT DIMENSIONS
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19mm f/2.8 EX DN £170 2/13 95% Metal-bodied wideangle prime for Micro Four Thirds or Sony NEX Compact System Cameras • •     20     46  60.8 45.7 -
30mm f/2.8 EX DN £170 2/13 93% Metal-bodied fast standard prime for Micro Four Thirds or Sony NEX Compact System Cameras • •     30     46  60.8 40.5 -
60mm f/2.8 EX DN £170 NYT Latest addition to ‘Art’ range is a mid-range telephoto lens with metal body • • 50     46 61 56 -

SIGMA CSC
LENS RRP TESTED SCORE SUMMARY MOUNT DIMENSIONS
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G 7-14mm f/4 ASPH £1300 5/10 94% For a wideangle zoom, the overall level of resolution is very impressive • 25 - 70 83.1 300g

G 8mm Fisheye f/3.5 £730 NYT The world’s lightest and smallest fisheye lens for an interchangeable lens camera • 10 22 60.7 51.7 165g

G 12mm 3D Lens f/12 £320 NYT Allows compatible cameras to shoot 3D images •  60 - 57 81.8 45g

G X 12-35mm f/2.8 X PZ POWER OIS £1095 10/12 92% Fast, high-quality standard zoom for Micro Four Thirds cameras  25     58 67.6 73.8 305g

G 14mm f/2.5 £249 NYT Wideangle pancake lens which should suit landscape photographers • 18 46 55.5 20.5 55g

G 14-42mm II ASPH MEGA OIS £375 NYT Addition of two aspherical elements helps make this lens smaller than previous version • • 20 46 56 49 110g

G X 14-42mm X PZ POWER OIS £369 2/13 88% Powered zoom; impressive results in terms of both sharpness and chromatic aberration • • 20 37 61 26.8 95g

G 14-140mm ASPH MEGA OIS £900 NYT Offering a focal length equivalent of 28-280mm • • 50 62 70 84 460g

G 14-140mm ASPH POWER OIS £599 NYT Metal-bodied zoom featuring company’s POWER OIS optical image stabiliser • • 30 58 67 75 265g

G 20mm f/1.7 II ASPH £TBA NYT Revamp of highly regarded original pancake lens sees new metallic barrel used • 20 46 63 26 87g

G 45-150 ASPH MEGA OIS £280 2/13 88% Compact, lightweight telephoto zoom comprising 12 elements in 9 groups • • 90 52 62 73 200g

DG 25mm DG SUMMILUX £550 2/12 92% A fast-aperture fixed focal length standard lens from Leica • 30 46 63 54.5 200g

DG Macro 45mm DG ASPH MEGA OIS £730 5/10 91% Although maximum and minimum aperture are a tad weak, mid-range scores impress • • 15 46 63 62.5 225g

G X 45-175mm X PZ POWER OIS £400 7/12 88% A powered long focal length zoom lens • • 90 46 61.6 90 210g

G 45-200mm MEGA OIS £330 7/12 88% Superzoom lens with three ED elements and Mega O.I.S. technology • • 100 52 70 100 380g

G 100-300mm MEGA OIS £550 7/11 89% Long zoom lens offering optical image stabilization • • 100 52 70 100 380g

16mm NX i-Function f/2.4 £330 NYT A pancake lens with a wide angle of view • 18 43 61 24 90g
18-55mm NX i-Function OIS f/3.5-5.6 £150 9/10 90% Not an outstanding set of MTF curves but acceptable nevertheless. Weaker at 18mm • 28 58 63 65 198g
18-200mm NX i-Function OIS f/3.5-6.3 £700 9/12 90% A mid-range zoom lens aimed at movie making • •  50 67 72 105.5 549g
20mm NX i-Function f/2.8 £250 2/12 92% Wideangle pancake lens • 17 43 62 25 89g
20-50mm NX i-Function f/3.5-5.6 £150 NYT Compact zoom lens • 28 40.5 64 39.8 119g
30mm NX i-Function f/2 £230 9/10 87% This pancake optic exhibits very impressive peak sharpness at around f/4-5.6 •  25 43 61 21 85g
50-200mm NX i-Function OIS f/4-5.6 £180 9/10 88% Performance at the 50mm end is good, though this drops off at the tele end • 98 52 70 100 417g
60mm NX i-Function Macro OIS f/2.8 £530 2/12 92% This macro lens should be useful for portraiture • •  18 52 73.5 84 389g
85mm NX i-Function OIS  f/1.4 £899 4/12 94% This prime lens is missing image stabilization, but should still perform well •  82      67 79 92 714g

10-18mm (NEX) f/4 £750 8/13 89% Super wideangle zoom with Super ED glass and Optical SteadyShot image stabilisation • • 25 62 70 63.5 225g
16mm (NEX) f/2.8 £220 2/12 89% Pancake lens for NEX system, with a circular aperture and Direct Manual Focus • 24 49 62 22.5 67g
16-50mm (NEX) f/3.5-5.6 £299 NYT Compact lens with Power Zoom, ED glass and Optical SteadyShot image stabilisation • • 25 40.5 64.7 29.9 116g
E 20mm f/2.8 £469 NYT Pancake wide-angle lens promises to be the perfect walkaround partner for E mount cameras • 20 49 62.6 20.4 69g
35mm (NEX) f/1.8 £399 NYT Lightweight versatile prime with Optical SteadyShot image stabilisation • • 30 49 62.2 45 155g
18-55mm (NEX) f/3.5-5.6 £270 NYT Optical SteadyShot, said to be silent during movie capture, and a circular aperture • 25 49 62 60 194g
18-200mm (NEX) f/3.5-6.3 £709 NYT Superzoom optic with an 11x range, SteadyShot and a 7-blade circular aperture  • 30-50 67 75.5 99 524g
24mm (NEX) f/1.8 ZA Sonnar T* £839 NYT Top quality Carl Zeiss optic ideally suited to the NEX-7 •    16     49 63 65.6 225g
30mm (NEX) f/3.5 Macro £219 NYT A macro lens for the NEX Compact System Cameras • 9 49 62 55.5 138g
50mm (NEX) f/1.8 £249 NYT A handy, low price portrait lens for the NEX range • 39 49 62 62 202g
55-210mm (NEX) f/4.5-6.3 £289 NYT Lightweight telephoto zoom lens for the NEX range •  100      49 63.8 108 345g

PANASONIC LUMIX CSC
LENS RRP TESTED SCORE SUMMARY MOUNT DIMENSIONS
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SAMSUNG CSC
LENS RRP TESTED SCORE SUMMARY MOUNT DIMENSIONS
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SONY CSC
LENS RRP TESTED SCORE SUMMARY MOUNT DIMENSIONS
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LENS LISTINGS
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GITZO 
TRAVELER 
TRIPOD
Strong, small and 

lightweight – this 

carbon fi bre tripod 

is perfect for when 

I don’t want to lug 

my larger Manfrotto 

tripod around with 

me. Ideal for travel.

NIKON 
24-70MM F/2.8
This is an incredibly 

versatile standard 

zoom lens with 

excellent sharpness 

through the range 

that’s hard to fault.
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Each month we delve into a photographer’s kit bag to get 

an insight into the gear they can’t live without. This month, 

we see what WDC’s Deputy Editor Phil Hall uses

NIKON 
70-200MM 
F/2.8
This fast telephoto 

zoom is pin-sharp 

through the zoom 

range, and the anti-

shake system works 

a treat. A must-

have for action and 

portraiture shots.

NIKON 
D700
This is the backbone 

of my system at the 

moment and while 

a D800 would be a 

nice addition, this 

still delivers the 

goods for me.

NIKON 
FE2
I wanted to start 

shooting some fi lm 

again, so I’ve got this 

lovely old FE2 and 

kitted it up with a 

manual focus 45mm 

f/2.8 pancake lens.

FUJIFILM 
X100S
I can’t recommend 

this camera enough – 

the feel, the handling 

and the results are 

all top-notch. It’s 

perfect for when I 

don’t want to take my 

DSLR with me.

TRIGGERTRAP 
RELEASE
I use this to hook 

my iPhone up to 

my D700 and use 

the TriggerTrap 

app to then set and 

remotely control 

long exposures.

NIKON 
28MM F/2.8
My oldest lens 

and one that I’ve 

had since I was 

shooting fi lm. I still 

use it and it’s the 

perfect choice when 

travelling light.

NIKON
50MM F/1.4
Cracking standard 

prime lens that 

allows me to get 

some really shallow 

depth-of-fi eld shots 

in all conditions.

NIKON 
20-35MM F/2.8
It’s getting a bit 

old, but the build, 

handling and 

image quality don’t 

disappoint. Great 

for landscape and 

architectural work. 

NIKON 
SB-700
Not the most 

powerful fl ashgun 

but when used off-

camera it delivers 

some lovely lighting 

effects.

LEE FILTERS
Includes an adaptor 

mount with Neutral 

Density, Graduated 

Neutral Density and 

Big Stopper fi lters for 

landscape shots.

IN THE 

BAG
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Welcome
W

elcome to the latest 

instalment of 

Master Your 

Camera, brought to you from 

the experts at What Digital 

Camera. 

In order to help you take 

evn better pictures with your 

camera, we have come up 

with 74 essential tips. These 

tips cover all aspects of 

photography techniques, from 

how to set up your camera 

and how to choose and use 

lenses, to how to master 

creative techniques and 

showing you how to get the 

best results when shooting in 

natural light. 

Not only that, we also cover 

pretty much all genres and 

subjects, so whether you 

prefer to specialise in 

landscapes, architecture, 

people shots or the birds in 

your garden, all this is covered 

and much more. So, whatever 

your level of photography, 

you’ll fi nd plenty of advice 

at hand.r b

P4 GUIDE TO 

COMPOSITION

Learn how to create more 

impactful images by following 

our top 10 tips to master your 

composition skills

P6 ALL ABOUT 

LENSES

A crucial part of your photo kit 

– and the images you take –  is 

the lens you use. Here we give 

you the best advice to focus on 

when it comes to choosing and 

using lenses, whether it be 

wideangles, telephotos or 

prime lenses

P8 LIGHTING

Shedding light on creative 

techniques to use as well as 

how to avoid common pitfalls 

when shooting outdoors 

P9 SPORTS 

AND ACTION

Make sure you’re up to speed on 

how best to capture those 

sporting moments, including 

using panning techniques, 

freezing motion and more 

P10 PORTRAITS 

AND GROUP 

SHOTS

Create memorable, fl attering 

photographs of people with the 

help of our top tips

P12 SHOOTING  

LANDSCAPES

Explore the options when 

shooting stunning scenery using 

these 12 tips to help you capture 

breathtaking images

P14 TRAVEL

AND CITIES

Six top tips to move towards 

uniquely documenting your 

surroundings, whether you’re 

travelling to a city or want to 

capture the local colour 

P15 NATURE 

PHOTOGRAPHY

Here are some of the best ways 

to shoot naturally beautiful 

images, whether you’re 

photographing plants, fl owers 

or wildlife, and the accessories 

you should use

74 
ESSENTIAL 

PHOTO TIPS



Composition
Follow our top 10 tips to create eye-catching compositions
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74 
ESSENTIAL 

PHOTO TIPS

Create geometric  
configurations 

A common error among novices is to 

always place the main point of 

interest in the centre of the frame. 

Though this sometimes works, it’s 

often better to use the rule of thirds, 

as used by artists for centuries, as a 

compositional guide. Using this 

method key elements in the scene 

are positioned on imaginary vertical 

and horizontal lines one third of the 

way in from each edge, like a 

noughts and crosses grid. So in a 

landscape a lone tree may be one 

third of the way in from the right, 

and the horizon placed one third of 

the way up from the bottom.

Images that include strong lines or 

shapes can make bold, graphic 

compositions. Whether it’s the lines 

of a building, a wall or fence in a 

landscape, or even the lines of a 

model’s legs in a fashion shot, lines 

can often be accentuated using a 

wideangle lens.

Most snap shooters take photos from too far away, 

so the subject is virtually a dot in the frame 

surrounded by a sea of irrelevant background. Move 

in close to your subject, or use your zoom lens. Only 

include background that adds to your picture.

Colour is an important element in photography. Be 

aware of colours that complement each other and 

ones that clash. Sometimes just a dash of a 

contrasting colour, such as a yellow lilo on a 

turquoise sea, can create all the impact you need.

Seek out 
complementary 
colours

Get in 
close

Use the Rule 
of Thirds
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Shoot abstracts 
and details
Ambiguous images can be an intriguing hook to draw 

a viewer’s attention, so look for opportunities to shoot 

abstracts. De-construct your subject into a collection 

of shapes, lines and colours and see what you can 

find. Look for small details that draw your eye.

Reflections provide great photographic subject matter. 

Whether it’s a mountain reflected in a lake, a neon sign 

reflected in a puddle, or one building reflected in the 

window of another, there are endless picture 

opportunities if you look closely. With glass you may 

need to move your position to find the right shot, and 

with water-based reflections beware of long 

exposures on windy days, or your reflection may 

record as a blur.

Use natural frames
One popular compositional trick is to 

shoot through a natural frame in the 

scene. This could be the overhanging 

branches of a tree or perhaps an 

arch or doorway. You don’t find these 

opportunities all the time but when 

you do, try using them to your 

advantage.

Look for symmetry
Sometimes a symmetrical 

composition can be very powerful. It 

can work well if there is natural 

symmetry in the scene, perhaps 

because of a reflection, but can also 

make for very powerful portraits. It 

works great with architectural 

photographs too.

Shoot from high 
or low angles
Most shots are taken from head height, so it’s 

refreshing to see pictures taken either from low angles 

looking up, or high angles looking down. A camera 

with a tilt and swivel LCD screen makes this type of 

shot easier. If you have a monopod or tripod try 

setting the self-timer and then raising the camera 

above your head by the tripod’s leg. The precise 

composition can be a bit hit and miss if you have a 

fixed screen but trial and error will pay off.

Create single colour images
Monochrome means ‘single colour’, 

but not necessarily black and white. 

Sometimes an image that’s 

comprised virtually entirely of a 

single colour can work extremely 

well. Even better is when you show a 

series of monochromatic colour 

shots, all composed of different 

colours, together as a set. You could 

look out for these opportunities and 

save them until you have a collection 

of them.

Play with reflections
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Buy wide maximum 
aperture lenses

There are many examples where 

manufacturers have two or more 

lenses with the same focal length 

range but one is much more 

expensive. This is usually because the 

maximum aperture is wider. There 

are several advantages to wider 

maximum apertures. First, the ability 

to shoot handheld in lower light 

levels without raising the ISO (so 

enabling better quality images, or 

shots you couldn’t otherwise take). 

Second, the ability to create very 

shallow depth of fi eld for creative 

effect. And third, the fact that you’ll 

get a brighter viewfi nder (which also 

often results in faster AF). So in 

short, if you can afford a wider 

maximum aperture, go for it.

Make distant 
subjects 
seem closer

Fill the frame

Telephotos make far-away 

subjects appear closer to you. 

The longer the telephoto the 

closer they will make subjects 

appear, but the bigger and 

heavier the lens is likely to be.

Telephoto lenses are ideal for fi lling the 

frame with your subject. They’re ideal 

when you want a really tight crop without 

having to move closer. Short telephotos 

are popular for head and shoulder 

portraits, where moving closer to them 

may intimidate the subject and produce 

an unfl attering perspective.

Telephotos are ideal for some wildlife and sports 

situations where it is either dangerous or impractical to 

get close enough otherwise – motor racing, for example. 

With wildlife many subjects are either shy and would fl ee 

if they saw you – or in the case of dangerous predators 

it’s you who would need to run away!

Zoom lenses are deservedly popular for their 

convenience, but prime lenses, which offer only a single 

focal length, have many advantages. First, the optical 

quality is usually superior, because it has been optimised 

to be master of a single focal length, rather than a jack of 

many. Second, prime lenses are smaller and lighter than 

zooms. Even though two or three primes may be heavier 

than one zoom that covers all their ranges, you’ve only 

got one on your camera at a time. Third, the maximum 

apertures are usually wider. Finally, prime lenses can 

often be inexpensive, especially the 50mm standard lens.

Use primes for 
best quality

TIPS FOR 
TELEPHOTOS

Shoot sports 
and wildlife

Lens tips
The best advice to focus on when it comes to choosing and using lenses
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Isolate the 
subject

Beware of 
camera shake
As well as magnifying the scene, 

telephoto lenses also magnify any 

shaking in your hand – as you’ll know 

if you’ve ever tried to hold a pair of 

binoculars steady. This means you’ll 

need to use faster shutter speeds 

than you would with shorter lenses if 

you want to avoid camera shake. A 

rule of thumb is to not shoot at 

shutter speeds lower than the focal 

length you’re shooting at, so stay 

above 1/300th sec if using a 300mm 

lens. When shopping for a telephoto 

or tele-zoom it’s well worth investing 

in one with optical image stabilisation 

built in, if you’re a Canon or Nikon 

user – though if you use Pentax, Sony 

or Olympus this feature is built into 

the camera. 

A telephoto lens at a wide aperture 

can produce a shallow depth of fi eld 

which is great for isolating a subject 

within a scene. It could be a face in a 

crowd, a wildlife subject against 

distracting foliage or a fl ower within a 

fi eld of them. This helps keep the 

viewers’ attention on the subject by 

blurring distracting backgrounds.

Telephotos can be useful for candid portraits in street 

and travel photography. They enable you to capture the 

natural activity of a situation as opposed to the 

contrived look of a posed shot. Children in particular 

often play up for the camera. Shoot quickly to avoid 

being seen. One strategy is to pan the camera and 

shoot as your subject comes into view – this can 

confuse subjects as to what you’re photographing.

Wideangle portraits

Emphasise 
foreground 
Wideangles make elements 

close to the camera seem 

disproportionately large 

compared with those further 

away, thus emphasising their 

importance. This makes them 

great for landscapes (where 

you can draw attention to 

rocks or a fallen tree stump 

in the foreground) and for 

environmental portraits, 

when you want your subject 

to dominate the foreground 

but you also want to show 

their surroundings.

Wideangles can be unfl attering for portraits because 

they have the effect of elongating noses and chins, 

and making heads disproportionately larger than the 

body (if shooting from above), although from low 

down they can make a model’s legs look longer, which 

can fl atter. With care and the right subject though, 

wideangles can be used to create dynamic images 

with a contemporary fashion style look.

Wideangles 
can distort 
straight lines
When a camera fi tted with a wideangle 

is tilted so that it isn’t parallel with the 

subject some perspective distortion can 

occur, and the more wideangle the lens 

the more pronounced this will be. It is 

most obvious where there are straight 

lines in a shot, such as, say, a building. 

Tilting the camera up to get the top in 

makes the sides of the building lean 

inwards. This can be used creatively, but 

if you don’t want the effect then keep 

the camera level.

Get 
more in

Increase 
the sense of 
distance 
Wideangles increase the 

perception of relative 

distance between objects 

within the scene, making 

distant objects seem much 

further away, and much 

further from elements closer 

to the lens. So they’re ideal 

for ‘elongating’ a scene.

Wideangles let you 

get more in shot 

without having to 

step back. They’re 

great for group 

shots in confi ned 

spaces, or large 

buildings without 

having to walk such 

a long way back.

TIPS FOR WIDEANGLES

Shoot candids 
without being seen
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Shoot into 
the light 
Try shooting directly into the light 

with the sun behind the subject. This 

creates long shadows coming 

towards the camera and a fabulous 

‘rim-light’ around the edges of your 

subject. Translucent subjects look 

great too. Keep the sun itself just out 

of shot or hidden behind a tree. 

Beware of flare
If you do shoot towards the sun, or 

perhaps a floodlight, beware of stray 

light from outside your frame leaving 

patches of light on your pictures. 

This is flare. This can sometimes 

enhance a shot but to avoid it keep 

your lens clean and use a lens hood.

Silhouettes can make great subjects and work 

especially well with sunsets. To create a good 

silhouette you need an interesting and 

recognisable shape. A bare tree in winter, a person 

walking, a bicycle – these subjects all have good 

silhouette potential. To shoot a silhouette the 

subject needs to be backlit and the background 

needs to be much brighter than the subject. Here’s 

how to do it:

1. Position your subject with a bright light source 

behind them (such as the sky) and little direct light 

falling on the front of them.

2. Take your meter reading, excluding the subject.

3. Set this reading on your camera, compose  

your shot and shoot. Note that if you have an auto 

flash feature you’ll have to disable it so that it 

doesn’t activate.

Use reflectors
With portraits, nature shots and 

still-lifes you can add extra 

illumination to your shadow areas by 

placing reflectors to bounce light 

back into them. You can buy 

reflectors but they’re dead easy to 

make. A simple sheet of white paper 

or bed sheet will provide a soft fill, 

while a piece of tin foil or a mirror 

provide a much more directional 

reflection. Experiment with the type, 

size, angle and positioning of your 

reflector till you get the desired effect.

Look for light and  
shadow compositions

Direct light, such as the sun, casts hard shadows and 

these can make a great subject for pictures in 

themselves. You need to train your eye not just to look at 

subjects but to see light and shade, and notice how light 

falls on the objects around you. You don’t even need to 

include the object causing the shadow – just the shadow 

alone can often make a great shot. 

Lighting
Shedding light on creative techniques to use and how to avoid common pitfalls

Shoot silhouettes
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Fast shutter 
speed to 
freeze motion
With fast-moving subjects, such as 

kids running, you’ll need to use a fast 

shutter speed if you want to record 

the subject in sharp focus. The faster 

the shutter speed the faster the 

action it can freeze. Try 1/250sec as 

a starting point and go from there.

Use continuous 
drive mode
For a better chance of a good action shot set your drive 

mode to continuous, so that it shoots multiple frames per 

second. Don’t be afraid to keep your fi nger on the 

shutter. For more sustained bursts you may have to shoot 

JPEG only, as Raw fi les will put a cap on your burst rate.

Use continuous 
focus
Set your focus mode to continuous. 

In single-shot mode the camera 

won’t let you take a shot unless the 

subject is in focus, and with action 

shots this might not happen at all, so 

you’ll miss the shot altogether. In 

continuous mode the lens keeps 

refocusing as the subject moves, and 

on some cameras can predict the 

focal point before the subject 

reaches it. You can take a shot at any 

time, even if focus isn’t quite dead 

on, so you won’t miss the shot.

With really fast-moving subjects 

your AF might not be able to keep 

up with the speed. In these 

situations one solution is to switch to 

manual focus, pre-focus on a spot 

where you know the subject will 

pass as it comes towards you, then 

as it approaches near start shooting 

on continuous drive. Keep shooting 

till the subject has passed the zone 

you focused on, and you’re sure to 

have got at least a few sharp shots.

With fast action shots it’s hard to get a good shot when 

you’re close to the action. It’s much easier (and safer in 

some cases) to move further back and use a telephoto 

lens, as your required arc of movement will be less.

Anticipate 
the moment
It helps to have some knowledge of 

what you’re photographing so you 

can better anticipate what will 

happen next and be prepared for it. 

One of the most effective techniques 

is to use a slow shutter speed to 

introduce some motion blur, but to 

pan the camera with the subject as 

you do so. Panning involves keeping 

your target at the same point in the 

frame as it moves across your fi eld 

of view by moving the camera as 

they move. The result will be a fairly 

sharp subject but a background 

blurred by motion streaks, which 

looks highly effective.

Use a slower 
speed for 
creative blur
Sometimes a sharp image of a 

moving subject is not the best 

approach. With cars, for example, 

they can look parked. In these 

situations it’s best to use a slower 

shutter speed and introduce some 

controlled motion blur to the subject. 

Experiment with speeds of 1/60sec 

and below as a starting point.

Use a 
monopod
Holding a telephoto lens for 

an extended period can make 

your arms ache and also 

increases your risk of camera 

shake. To solve both problems 

use a monopod to support the 

weight of the camera or lens. 

This won’t restrict your 

movement like a tripod, and 

takes up hardly any space, so 

is one of the most useful 

accessories you can have.Use a long lens

Action tips
Make sure you’re up to speed on how best to capture those 

sporting moments

Pan to blur the 
background

Pre-focus
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Photograph the family 
Few hobbyists put as much effort into getting great 

family photos as they do to their landscape images. If you 

apply your knowledge of light, composition and timing 

you can get lovely shots. Posed pictures can be great but 

for more natural results try shooting them unawares. Use 

a telephoto lens and shoot from further back or shoot 

from the hip. You can still get good natural shots even at 

close range if your subject is engrossed in an activity and 

you shoot quickly.

Make sure  
the subject  
is relaxed
Many aspiring portrait 

photographers fail because they 

are more focused on their camera 

settings than in striking up a 

rapport with the subject, resulting 

in tense poses and wooden 

expressions. In order to get 

relaxed poses and natural 

expressions it’s vital to put the 

subject at ease, and a bit of banter 

is a great way to make them 

forget about the camera. 

Use soft lighting
Hard, high-contrast lighting enhances texture so is fine for showing the 

character in wrinkly old men, but is otherwise usually a no-no for 

portraiture. For flattering results, especially of women, use soft diffused 

lighting. With natural light this means shade or overcast skies. Indoors, 

shoot near a north-facing window, or a large white wall, or use a light 

source diffused by a reflector or softbox. 

Get in  
close to fill 
the frame
Most portraits taken by novices 

can be improved dramatically 

simply by cropping, because one 

of the biggest faults is to not get 

close enough. Getting in close 

creates more impact and helps 

exclude distracting background 

details. A short telephoto (around 

50-100mm) lets you crop in 

tightly without having to get 

physically too close, and create a 

more flattering perspective.

Focus on the eyes
The eyes are the part of the face we’re most drawn to, so 

if they’re not quite sharp it can ruin the shot. It doesn’t 

matter so much if the rest of the face isn’t so pin sharp 

as long as the eyes are, so make sure you focus on the 

subject’s eyes, especially if your depth of field is shallow.

Portrait tips
Create memorable, flattering photographs using our portrait guide
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Be sensible when 
photographing kids
There was a time when you could photograph kids in the 

street without any problems. Many great photos from 

some of our finest photojournalists, such as Cartier-

Bresson and Bill Brandt, are of children. But those days 

are gone so think twice before photographing children 

who aren’t yours, or whose parents you don’t know or 

haven’t spoken to first, for permission.

Get  down 
with the kids

Most pictures of children are better when shot from their level, so crouch down when shooting – it 

gives a sense of entering their world. Looking down from above makes the viewer feel more of an 

outsider, but can be used to convey a sense of smallness or isolation which may be appropriate in 

some situations.

Find the light
When photographing people 

indoors, look for where the light 

is best. This will most likely be 

near a window or open door, 

where there is natural light 

coming in. Extremities
Many portrait subjects and photographers struggle to 

know what to do with arms and legs. If not posed well 

they can look awkward, or distract from the face. Avoid 

having arms and legs extend towards the camera too far 

or they may look disproportionately big. If resting a chin 

in a hand ensure the head is only gently resting or the 

cheeks will be pushed up and the face distorted. 

Shoot from above
The most flattering shooting position for portraits is 

usually from slightly above, level with the top of the 

subject’s forehead. This will place more emphasis on the 

subject’s eyes, rather than their nose or chin. 

Group shots
Groups can be challenging to 

photograph. Avoid having your subjects 

stand in a row as it usually works best if 

the heads are at different heights. Use 

furniture, walls or steps to try and 

arrange the group in this way. 

Use furniture and 
props for posing
Asking someone to stand on the spot and look at the 

camera is not conducive to relaxed photos, but posing 

them artificially can look forced. It’s best to find a 

position where the subject can find a naturally 

comfortable pose. This may be leaning against a wall, 

sitting in a chair, or perched on the edge of a table. Steps 

make a good posing prop as there are many ways they 

can be utilised for posing. 
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Look for a  
focal point
The best landscapes usually have a 

focal point within the frame for the 

eye to rest upon, be it a tree, a rock 

formation or a building. If you’re 

lucky you may even be able to find a 

wall, pathway or stream to lead the 

eye to the focal point. Don’t 

necessarily place the focal point in 

the centre of the frame either. 

Putting it one third of the way from 

either side usually works best.

Different 
seasons
Landscapes are constantly changing, 

not only from day to day (and within 

the day) but month to month. This 

means that a location rarely looks the 

same twice. So even if you’ve already 

photographed a place it’s well worth 

returning again and again to capture 

it in different seasons. Make a mental 

(or written) note of shooting 

positions so you can return to get the 

same viewpoint later in the year.

Use ND Grads to balance sky exposure
One of the big problems with landscape photography is the 

difference in brightness between the ground and the sky. Expose 

for the foreground and the sky will be washed out. Expose to get 

some colour in the sky and the ground will be too dark. The 

solution is to use ND grad filters. 

These are rectangular, with one half clear and the other neutral 

grey. By fitting one of these over the lens you darken the sky 

without darkening the ground, balancing the two together. They 

come in various strengths, and to work out which one you need 

here’s what you do:

Take a meter reading from the 

ground only, then from the sky.

Work out the difference, in 

stops, between them (e.g. if the 

ground is 1/4sec at f/11, and the 

sky is 1/30sec, that’s a 

difference of three stops.

Fit an ND grad of the right 

number of stops (e.g. three 

stops) over the lens. You can 

combine ND grads together if 

one isn’t strong enough.

Set the exposure for the 

foreground exposure  

reading, and shoot.

Landscape tips
Explore the options when shooting stunning scenery using these 12 tips
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Different 
viewpoints 
A common error in photographing 

scenic views is to start shooting 

from your initial spot, even though it 

may not be the best viewpoint. 

Before you start shooting explore it 

from different points to fi nd the best 

one. It will pay dividends.

Use a small 
aperture
With landscapes it’s important to get 

everything sharp from the 

foreground right to the horizon. To 

do this use a small aperture such as 

f/16 (though not the smallest as the 

image quality may not be good). The 

chances are that, combined with a 

low ISO for maximum image quality, 

this will result in a long exposure, so 

you’ll need to fi nd something solid to 

rest the camera on.

Use a 
spirit level

Few things spoil a landscape more 

than a wonky horizon, but they can 

be quite diffi cult to get level just 

using your eye. Many tripods come 

with a built-in spirit level. If yours 

does, use it. Alternatively you can 

buy one quite cheaply to fi t on your 

camera’s hotshoe. A few of the 

newer DSLRs have a built-in digital 

spirit level which is more accurate.

Landscapes where everything of interest is at the horizon 

can work every now and again but can often be boring. 

It’s usually better to fi nd some foreground interest to 

place at the bottom of your frame which will provide a 

sense of depth. Shooting the coast? Place some rocks in 

the foreground. Shooting in the woods? Find a fallen tree 

trunk to place at the bottom of your composition.

Be prepared to walk
The best landscapes are rarely found right next to the 

side of the road – you’re probably going to have to do 

some walking to get to them. Invest in some good 

walking shoes and backpack for your gear so the weight 

is evenly distributed on your back. A raincoat, in case you 

get caught in a downpour, a phone and a snack of some 

sort are also a good idea.
Use a tripod
The long exposure times that 

high-quality landscapes usually 

require means a tripod should be the 

number one item on 

your shopping list, 

after your camera. 

Sure, you can fi nd the 

odd wall or fence post to 

rest the camera on but 

these are unlikely to be 

exactly where you’d like 

them to be. With a 

tripod you can set up 

the camera 

anywhere. If you 

can afford it, get 

a carbon fi bre 

model as 

these are 

lighter

to carry.

Create blurred water effects
You must have seen those moody seascapes and landscapes with running 

water in which the water is a soft, misty blur while the landscape itself is 

sharp? They do divide opinion, with some people hating them, but if you 

like them and want to try them yourself they’re dead easy. Set up your 

shot with a body of moving water within the frame. The coast is ideal. Set 

the camera on a tripod and stop down the aperture until you get an 

exposure time of several seconds, at least. If you can’t stop down enough 

fi t a neutral density fi lter (which is neutral grey all over) or, failing that, a 

polariser, to cut out more light and extend your shutter speed further. 

Don’t fear the rain
You may not fancy going out in bad weather but if you do 

get out you can be rewarded with some great shots of 

stormy skies, falling rain and even lightning. Obviously it’s 

important to dress appropriately and protect the camera. 

A Kata rain-cover is a great accessory for keeping your 

camera dry. Also, when it comes to lightning think safety 

fi rst. Don’t stand under that pylon!

Shoot early or 
late in the day

The best light for shooting landscapes occurs fi rst thing 

in the morning, in the fi rst couple of hours after sunrise, 

and late in the day, as the sun is setting. At these times 

the sun is low in the sky, casting attractive shadows. Early 

mornings have the advantage of being quieter, with fewer 

people around, making them the very best time to shoot.

Look for 
foreground interest
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Head to market
In any city the local markets are a 

great place to go for pictures. 

They’re often full of interesting 

characters and unusual produce or 

crafts that you may not find at home. 

Rather than snap away without 

asking, try striking up a conversation 

first – perhaps even buy something 

as a ice-breaker.

Exaggerate 
the perspective

If you can’t keep the sides straight, sometimes it’s best to go the other way 

and exaggerate it. This way at least it will look deliberate. For maximum effect 

fit a wideangle lens, get up close and tilt the camera upwards. It works 

especially well with modern architecture.

Look out 
for landmarks

On city breaks abroad don’t pass on opportunities to 

photograph the major landmarks, but don’t just go for 

the obvious shot. Try to find ways to put an interesting 

spin on it, either by shooting from a less hackneyed 

viewpoint or by including an interesting juxtaposition in 

the foreground.

Shoot at dusk
Cities and buildings often look better 

when they’re lit up – but don’t wait 

till it gets dark. The best time to 

shoot is at dusk, after the sun has set 

but while there is still some colour in 

the sky. The sky may be a dark blue, 

purple or orange, and will provide an 

appealing backdrop to the city lights.

Never tilt your  
camera upwards 
When photographing tall buildings the temptation is to 

tilt the camera up to get the top in shot, but doing so 

causes the sides to lean inwards. To avoid this keep the 

camera level. This may mean shooting from further back 

with a longer lens, or finding a higher viewpoint adjacent 

to the building you’re photographing – such as a bridge 

or the upper floor of another building.

Blur the crowds
City shots can be spoiled by people. 

The best way to minimise the 

problem is to shoot early in the 

morning, but another technique is to 

stop the aperture down and use an 

exposure time of several seconds. 

This will render passers-by as a blur. 

With very long exposures they may 

disappear altogether, though this 

might require you to use a neutral 

density filter on the lens to achieve 

long enough speeds.

Look for 
details

Cities offer lots of potential for interesting details, be 

they intriguing signs, market stalls or sections of 

unusual architecture. Keep your eyes peeled for these 

opportunities.

Travel & Cities
6 top tips to move towards uniquely documenting your surroundings
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Grow plants to 
attract wildlife
Certain plants and fl owers attract 

bugs, birds and butterfl ies. Buddleia 

for example, attracts butterfl ies. By 

planting them in your garden you 

will encourage nature to come to 

you. Also, plant fl owers that are 

worth shooting in their own right.

Get good shots of birds in your own garden by 

establishing a bird table and either fi nding, or creating a 

small branch or twig nearby that the birds will go to 

before fl ying to the table. Don’t photograph them on the 

table itself, as this will look unnatural. You can either 

shoot from a window in your house, or set the camera up 

outside, closer to the subject, and fi re it remotely.

Head to arboretums 
and public gardens

The UK has 

hundreds of 

landscaped 

gardens open to 

the public fi lled 

with plants that 

attract a wide 

variety of 

wildlife all year 

round. Look on 

the web or 

contact the 

National Trust to 

fi nd ones that 

are close to you.

Distracting 
backgrounds
Avoid distracting backgrounds by 

careful choice of viewpoint and by 

using a wide aperture to blow them 

out of focus. Try carrying a sheet 

that you can use as a portable 

background by placing it behind the 

subject, beyond the focus zone.

Get down low
When photographing plants and 

fl owers get down to the subject’s 

level rather than shooting from 

above. This may require getting 

down on the ground – a mat might 

save you from getting dirty.

Use a telephoto 
lens for wildlife
For subjects such as birds, deer and 

other wild mammals a telephoto lens is 

a necessity. Most pro nature 

photographers use lenses between 

300mm and 500mm, but these are 

expensive. Tele-zooms in the 70-300mm range 

are more affordable. Although they have smaller 

maximum apertures and the quality isn’t quite as 

good, you can still get excellent wildlife shots 

with them.

Use a macro 
accessory
Your camera is unlikely 

to enable you to get 

close enough to fi ll the 

frame with bugs, 

butterfl ies and fl owers, 

so you need to buy an 

accessory to help you. If you can afford it 

invest in a macro lens, which will enable 

you to get 1:1 lifesize reproductions, as 

well as general shots at infi nity.

Use a 
tripod
Whether shooting macro 

fl owers or far distance 

birds, a tripod is essential 

for keeping your camera 

steady. Get one that 

can spread its legs 

wide for low-level 

shooting, or has a 

removable centre 

column.

Nature
Here are some of the best ways to capture naturally beautiful images

Photograph birds 
in your garden
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